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Welcome to Recycling Operations Manager!
25 Years of Combined Experience.
21st Century Programming was founded in January 2000 by George and Dave Kane two brothers who grew up in a
family run scrap metal recycling operation. Both brothers literally grew up in the business; their father would take them
down to the yard every weekend. Dave often jokes that his first job at age 6 was the mechanical can magnet as he
would stand inside of a 4x4 with a magnet in hand and as the cans were dumped he would pull out the steel cans. As
they grew older other responsibilities were added, sorting metal, driving tractors, forklifts, trucks, running balers, etc.
Both eventually ran the yard, managed employees, and interacted with the unique accounting aspects related to
recycling.
In 1996 the family business was sold. Both brothers stayed in the Recycling business. George went to work for a large
West Coast company with 2 yards, an aluminum smelter, with a large brokerage business. Dave went to work for a
large industrial service company. Both learned much more about the recycling business, gaining valuable experience.
Dave decided to leave the scrap metal business in 1998, to go back to school and expand his computer programming
skills. After attending numerous Microsoft Classes, Dave earned the status of a Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer,
MCSD. In fact he was one of the first 1000 people to get this certification. Today at last count there are only 24,000
MCSD’s in the world, of which you can be certain there is only one who grew up in the business. From there he went to
work for a large software company where he expanded into Web based programming.
George on the other hand stayed with the West Coast recycling company and expanded his knowledge base by
working as a metal trader, learning the brokerage and export businesses. In addition he was very active with in ISRI a
recycling trade group where he was Chapter Vice President and Chairman of the UBC Council. As such he visited
many recycling plants and observed first hand how many different people used varying techniques and systems to
handle recyclables.
In June 2000 Dave and George both decided that there is a need for a Recycling Program which could be used by the
yard staff. So the both left the security of their full time jobs and started 21st Century Programming. Today, these two
brothers have developed a software system they call the Recycling Operations Manager. It is the only program on the
market that utilizes touch screen technology. These two are the only programmers you do not have to teach your
business. They understand the intricacies of the scrap business. Just one conversation with either of them and you will
quickly see why you should be working with them.
This manual was created with our customers in mind, we wanted to have a document that could be used in training for
new customers and support for our existing customers. Since ROM is updated frequently to incorporate a higher level of
functionality, the screens shots that are in the screen may change with modifications. However, the main functionality of
the screens and the concept in the modules will remain consistent. We will provide updates to the manual on an annual
basis and we will alert you to any changes in our technical support communications.
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Getting to Know Your Computer
Your computer has hardware and software. The hardware includes the hard drive, keyboard, mouse, monitor and a
printer. The software is ROM.
Components in this lesson:
Hard drive or CPU (Central Processing Unit) – tall box, usually under your desk, the brain of the computer
Monitor- the screen that displays pictures, text, desktop (blue background)
Keyboard/touch screen- where you communicate with the computer
Mouse- moves the pointer around on monitor; it has a right and left mouse button

ROM software
Printkey screen software
Special keys addressed in this lesson
Enter
Starts a new line of typing
Enters a command
Backspace

Backs up and erases typing

Tab

Moves the cursor forward

Tab+shift

Moves the cursor backward
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How to Turn Your Computer On
1. Find your CPU. It is usually under the desk, a tall box with a small power on/off button in the top ¼, a small light is
next to the button. (The power button is generally the largest button on the front of your CPU.)
2. Is the green power light on? Then the hard drive is on.
3. If the green light isn’t on, then press the power button until the light comes on.
4. The monitor is the screen on the desk. The power on/off button is on the lower right hand side of the screen.
5. Is the green power light on? Then the monitor is on
6. If the green light isn’t on, then press the power button until the light comes on.
7. When the hard drive and monitor are on, a small box for logging onto the system will appear.

First, type your name into the space next to “User name”, then press the tab key.
Then type your password into the space next to “Password”
Click “OK”.
If there is a problem, make sure the “caps lock” button is not pressed on the keyboard and repeat steps 8 - 10.
(Passwords are case sensitive; PASSWORD and password are not seen as the same thing.)
12. Once you are logged onto the computer, the desktop will appear on your monitor/ screen, it will have a background
with small icons (pictures) of different programs.
8.
9.
10.
11.

How to use your mouse
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find the arrow or mouse pointer on your monitor, you move the arrow with your mouse.
Using your right hand, move your mouse around the monitor and position it over the icon “My Documents”
The mouse has two buttons one on the left and the one on the right.
Practice using your mouse by clicking the left mouse button one time and the name should become highlighted to
tell you it is selected.
5. If you click the right mouse button one time and a drop down menu will appear, so you can get more information
about it.
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How to Print a Screen Shot
1. Find the icon with the finger pressing on the key
labeled “PrintKey2000” and left click it rapidly two times. In
ROM, you single click to activate a button and double click to open a document in a list.
2. The Print screen program should appear on your monitor, it has captured a picture of your desktop.
3. Using your left mouse button click on the Print button in upper left hand corner of screen.
4. The screen should appear on the printed document.
5. This image should be faxed to 21st Century Programming when receiving technical support.
How to minimize and maximize the window size
1. There are icons across the top bar of the screen, left mouse click on the middle button.
2. This will make the screen larger (maximize) and the picture will change to 2 boxes overlapping.
3. Left mouse click on the same button, the screen should get smaller (minimize).
How to open ROM
1. Find the ROM icon on your desktop and select it with the left mouse button.
2. Double click to open ROM or left click once and hit the enter key.
3. There are two log-on screens one for the office and one for the yards.
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LOGIN
Office-style Log on
1. The log in screen will appear for ROM, this gives you access to the software. It is different than the first log on,
because this identifies the person using the software. You are given a login name, password and/or numerical
password. It is used for office users and getting to reports. This screen allows users to all parts of the system that
they have rights to. Your workstation will be programmed so that you only enter your password. If at another users’
workstation, you will need to enter all information (i.e.: User Name, Password, Company, and Workstation). If this
is not changed you will be using the printers and document set for the current workstation.

2. First, type your name into the space next to “name”, then press the enter key or move your mouse to the OK
button and single click.
Touch Screen (Yard Style Log in)
Numerical passwords are used in the yards and for verifying transactions such as voids.
1. Type your password and press enter key or move your mouse arrow to the OK button and single click.

2. If the log in screen is the High Speed log-in, you use your touch screen to enter your password. This will take you
directly to the scale screens.
3. When you have entered your password, press on “Log in High Speed Mode” button.
4. Congratulations, you are ready to start using ROM!
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How to Close a Screen
1. To close a screen, click on the Close or Save button. Cancel will exit without saving.
2. To close a screen using the drop down menu (if there aren’t any buttons) go to the upper left hand corner and
click on “File” drop down menu.

3. Click on Close in the menu to close the screen.
How to Exit ROM
1. Close open screens.
2. Trace to the File menu and click Exit.

How to Shut Down Your Computer
1. Move mouse to Start in lower corner of your desktop.
2. Click on Start and trace to Shut Down

3. A message will appear, select log off in the drop down menu

4. Then click OK button.
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Resolving a Technical Difficulty
If you get message box while ROM is running
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Minimize the screen, by clicking on
Take a print of the screen with the message box included
Try to reproduce the message (You will need to do all the steps you did before the message appeared.)
If you reproduced the message, write down what you did prior to creating the message.
Fax message print screen and details to 21st Century Programming (562) 951-1040

If you cannot get the computer to turn on
1. Check that the computer is plugged in
2. Check that the power surge protector is on
3. Press the startup button again on the computer hard drive
4. Does the green light come on?
5. Is the monitor on- see if green light is on
If you get ODBC message
1. You have lost connection to the network
2. Contact the network provider.
General features in the ROM system
Buttons and fields addressed in this lesson
Tabs
These are similar to filing folder tabs; the labels describe additional information
that is on a screen underneath the one you are looking at. Clicking on the tab
will move that screen to the top of the stack of screens. Tabs will appear both
horizontally and vertically. As a way to organize a fast and easy route to
information.
Drop down menus

Click on arrow or word and a list will appear, you can select one of the options
in the list by single clicking on it.

Calendar

Click on the arrow and a calendar will appear, you can select a date by
clicking on it.

Highlighting

The yellow highlight will appear in a list or a field, it indicates the item is
currently selected and a keypad will type into it

Buttons

The button can either perform a task or link you to a secondary screen with
additional information. These are color-coded: green – action or save, redclose or cancel. In ROM you single click buttons.
This is the heading at the top the main ROM screen, it contains buttons and
drop down menus.
These are the pieces of information that can be entered into the screen, they
represent the data that will be stored/or is already in ROM.

Menu Bar
Fields

This is a green button that exits the screen and saves the information.
This is a red button that exits the screen without saving any of the information.
This button opens a second screen that gives more information on the field.
These buttons allow you to select a number, moving this up or down will
increase or decrease the amount.
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Touch screen number
pad
Money Field
Number Field
Scrollbar

 Backspace key
Delete key

The keypad will enter numbers in from left to right, similar to an ATM screen.
You may need to enter zeros for to move the decimal over.
This field is formatted either for 2 decimal places or for 4 decimals (in price per
lb, ton, etc.).
This field is formatted to only accept numerical entries.
This allows you to move a screen or list up/down for viewing. Click on the bar
and hold down your left mouse button, sliding the bar to view what you need
to see. Or you can left mouse click on the arrow at the bottom or top of the
scroll bar to move the view up or down.
The backspace key will erase from right to left, so it will delete the last
letter/number typed in.
The delete key will erase from left to right, so if the cursor is moved in front of
a word- it will erase the letter directly after the cursor.

Print Key
The “Print Screen” key on your computer’s keyboard prints the current screen image to the connected printer. This
image should be faxed to 21st CP when receiving technical support.

Overview of ROM Menus
Common transactions
 File











Changing your password
Exit

Dealer














Customer Search
Purchases / Sales
Orders
Brokerage
Reminders
Contacts
New Dealer
Payment Parameters
Delete / Transform Dealer
ReActivate Dealer
Dealer Groups
Overseas Bookings
Claims Against Material

Inventory












Item Administration
Inventory Switchboard
Inventory Position
Police Regulations
Price Lists
Inventory Groups
Units of Measure
Shipped Tag Rejection
Adjustments
Physical Tagged Inventory
Delete Inv Item

Scale Management







Scale Hopper
Detailed Shipping Ticket
Change Dealer on Scale Ticket
Remove Scale Ticket Edit Lock
Appointments
Dispatch / Bin Tracking

CRV (California customers only)



Working with DR6’s
Working with DR7’s
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Public









Public Purchase
Public Touch Screen
Public Prices
Public Customer List
Public Purchase Params
Public Purchase Profiles
Public Sales
Public Sales Price

Accounting
















Payment Center
Cash Transfer
Petty Cash
COGS Analysis
Recosting
Advances Management
Expenses
Cash Receipts
Look Up Transfers
Checking
Cash Set Up
Chart of Accounts
Flip Accounts
Accounting Transfer
Credit Authorization

Reports/Search



Search Grid
Report Master

Program Setup












Dropdown Lists
General Settings
Printer Setup
Workstation Setup
Scale Setup
Background Color
Local Camera Setup
Scale Ticket Maintenance
Scale Ticket Dates
Post / Close Transactions
Security

Windows
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Overview of ROM Diagram
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Basic Features of ROM
The Scale Buttons
Buttons addressed in this lesson
This button will enter the weight from the scale.
This button will allow you to enter the weight with a keyboard/keypad.
This button will automatically enter a tare weight based on the type of packaging.

The Scale, S button, and Manual, M button, will be active or inactive depending on your hardware configuration.
1. General Scale Rules
 Buttons are green when you need to select them.
 After selecting a button, it will turn yellow and the other buttons will be black.
 If the scale is negative or moving, the field will appear red. You must wait for it to turn
green before you can enter the weight.
 If there is no scale connected the “S” button is locked out and the “M” will be already selected. If there is an “A”
button, you must select the “M” button.
 You cannot enter manual gross weights if there is a weight on an attached scale.
2. If you have a scale connected to the workstation, then the S button will be green when the screen opens.
 Press the “S” button to enter the weight from the scale
 The button will turn yellow to indicate the weight is recorded
 You must press the button or ROM will not save the weight
 You cannot modify a scale weight once it is entered
3. If you do not have a scale connected to the workstation, then the “S” button will be locked off.
 Press the “M” button to enter the weight manually
 The “M” button will turn yellow, enter the weight and ROM will save the weight
 You can modify a manual scale weight once it is entered
4. If there is an “A” button on the screen you have the option of entering an automatic weight for the type of packaging
and/or truck
 Enter the truck or trailer information using the drop down list
 Press the “A” button
 It will turn yellow and the other buttons will turn black
 A weight will automatically come up in the tare weight
 You cannot modify an automatic tare weight once it is entered
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Searches

Using the Search Grid

1. Report/Search- Search Grid

2. Click on the search’s name.
3. Enter the search criteria and click on “Search”. The Search results are displayed.
4. Double click on a search result to open it.
Additional Available Functions:
 Within the search results, you can rearrange column headers by dragging and dropping the header into the
desired order.
 You can drag a column header into the “Drag a column header here to group by column”.
 With the exception of the “Date” field, you can enter search criteria and click on “Save Filters” to reuse the same
criteria in the future. Click on “Reset Filters” to return to the default search criteria.
Frequently Used Searches
 Bookings
 Broker Weight Tickets
 Dealer Level Tickets
 Orders
 Truck Scale Tickets
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Reports
Using the Report Master

1. Report/Search- Report Master

2. Select the report’s name from within the respective folder.
3. Apply filters as necessary.
4. Click on “Generate Report”.
Additional Available Functions:
 Click on the “Filters” and “View Reports” tab to toggle between the two.
 Click on the green bar on the far left side for a full screen view of the report.
 Click the light blue bar to the left of the report name to view filters and the report simultaneously.
 With the exception of the “Date” field, you can enter search criteria and click on “Save Filters” to reuse the same
criteria in the future. Click on “Reset Filters” to return to the default search criteria.
 To add a report to the folder “My Reports” at the top of the list, right-click on it and choose “Add to My Reports”.
To remove it, right-click on the report’s name within the “My Reports” folder and choose “Remove from My
Reports”.
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Frequently Used Reports
 Accounting Folder
o Accounts Payable
o Accounts Receivable
 Brokerage Report Folder
o Broker Ticket Review
o Broker Tickets To Invoice
o Broker Weight Tickets to Invoice by Sales Person
o Broker Weight Tickets to Purchase
o Broker Weight Tickets to Purchase by Sales Person
 Cash Reports
o Cash Drawer Ticket Activity
o Daily Cash Drawer Summary
o Payment Journal
 Dealer Purchase Folder
o Dealer Level Ticket Activities
o Dealer/Public Ticket Activity
 Orders Folder
o Orders
o Position Report
 Inventory Folder
o Current Inventory
o Finished Goods Inventory
 Public Purchases Folder
o Public Purchase Ticket Activity
o Public Purchase Profile
o Public Purchase Payment Breakdown by Commodity
 Truck Scale Folder
o Truck Scale Ticket Review-Use the “Tickets to Display” filter to select “Tickets to Invoice Only” or
“Tickets to Purchase Only”
Action Steps
1. To move or change the report pages displayed, use the arrow buttons.
2. The number in the white box tells which page is displayed out of the total number of pages in the report.
3. To move forward in the report, left click on
button
4. To move backward in the report, left click on button
5. To move to the very first page, left click on
button
6. To move to the very last page, left click on
button
7. By pressing the
button to the far right, you can search through the report for specific information, like a
customer name or purchase ticket number.






This screen will appear
Type in the word or number that you want to find in the report
Click Find Next button – when the word or number appears in the report it will be highlighted with a box
To find the word or number again, hit Find Next button

8. To view the information in the report at an outline level, click on the
button
 An outline format will appear on the left hand portion of the screen, to move to a specific section in the
report using the outline
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Click on the item in the outline and the report will automatically display that portion of the report
(highlighted with a blue box)
 If there is a “+ “ next to the outline heading, click on the “+” to get more details under the heading
9. If the report includes recent information, you can refresh the report using the button will import any data
recently entered into ROM, while keeping the same parameters.
10. Print the report by clicking:
11. You can also save the report by clicking:
This screen will appear:





Select the format by clicking on the drop down menu (Excel, Word, Acrobat)
Select the destination by clicking on the drop down menu (Where the file will be saved: application file,
disk file, exchange folder, Microsoft Mail)
Example: Select export in Excel format (select from drop down), to the disk file as a destination. Click OK
button.
A new window will appear – so you can find the folder to save the file into.

Press save and the file will be saved. You can open it later using Excel.
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Dealers
Opening the Dealer Screen

1. Dealers- Customer Search

All companies are listed as a company without a contact name and additionally for each contact within the
company.
2. Double-click on any of the company’s names to open the dealer record.
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Working with the Dealer Screen

The “Contact/Est. Expense” tab displays the billing and delivery address, phone numbers and a list of
contacts.
1. To open an existing contact, double-click on the contact’s name.
2. To add a new contact, click on the “New Contact” button.

3. Complete the “Address” tab.
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4. On the “Notes” tab, choose “Exclude Scale List” if applicable. (By selecting this, the contacts name will not
appear on the scale ticket dropdown lists for selecting a customer.)
5. Complete other contact information and click on “Save” when complete. The contact is added to the list.

6. If applicable, on the “Acctg/CRV” tab enter the PR and RC numbers (State of California only).
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7. On the “Payment Info” tab, complete the payment terms information.
8. Complete all other applicable information on the varying tabs.
9. Click on “Save & Exit” when complete.

Select an Inventory Item Screen
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Buttons on the Inventory List Screen
This button displays the inventory items with the names sorted
alphabetically.
This button displays the inventory item names sorted into groups, such as
metal – Copper or Ferrous.
Hot buttons allow you to select an item description by pressing on the
button. Pricing information will appear on purchase ticket and the Inventory
list screen will disappear.
This button enters the selected description into the purchase ticket. The
inventory screen will disappear and the purchase ticket screen will
reappear.
This button returns you to the purchase ticket screen, but does not enter
any description. The inventory screen will disappear and the purchase
ticket screen will reappear.
This button opens a highlighted folder in the inventory list, giving a list of
items inside the folder. Any item can be selected by highlighting it.
This button closes a highlighted folder in the inventory list, hiding the list of
items inside the folder.
This button moves the highlight for items up in the inventory list. When an
item is highlighted the information can be entered into the purchase ticket if
you touch the return button.
This button moves the highlight for items down in the inventory list. When
an item is highlighted the detailed information can be entered into the
purchase ticket if you touch the return button.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

To display the inventory categories by group, touch “By Group” button
For example “Copper” is a group in the inventory list above.
Or to display the categories alphabetically, touch on “By Group” button.
To change the highlighted category in the list, click on one or use the “Up” or “Down” buttons.
Highlight “Copper”
Then press “Expand” button
Now the list of subcategories under Copper appears.
Move the highlighted category using “Up” or “Down” buttons.
To select “Cu #2” move the highlighted bar until it highlights “Cu #2”
Then press on “Return” button and the inventory list screen will disappear
The item will now appear in the item list of the purchase ticket, so you can enter scale information.
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Chapter 2 – Public Activities
Public Purchase Ticket
Creating a Public Purchase Ticket
Adding a Customer
Using Special Pricing
Public Sales Ticket
Public Customer List
New Customer for Public Customer List
Public Prices
Public Purchase Parameters
Public Purchase Hot buttons
Public Purchase Ticket Search
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Public Purchase Ticket
Creating a Public Purchase Ticket

1. Click on “New Purchase Ticket”.

2. Click on the “Customer/Vehicle Info” tab to choose the customer’s name. Use “General Customer” for a generic
cash only customer.
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3. Click on the “Purchase Info” tab to add item information. Select an item by click on a hot button or from the
dropdown list.
4. Complete the weight information. Underneath the item name, you can enter package count and packaging. The
Scale, “S” button, and Manual, “M” button will be active or inactive depending on the hardware. If you have a scale
attached at the workstation, then the “S” button will appear green. When the “S” button is pressed, it will turn
yellow and the “M” button will turn black. If there isn’t a scale attached to the workstation, the scale, “S” button, will
be inactive and the system will default to manual entry, “M” button. ROM will automatically calculate the net weight
and display it in the field Net
5. The price for the item is automatically populated. Price can be added or changed if user has rights.
6. If applicable, add additional items by clicking on “Add Item” and repeating steps 3-4.
Note: If an item needs to be changed, click “Modify”.

6. Click on the “Cont/Other” tab to add contamination if applicable.
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7. If desired, gross and tare weights for public vehicles can be applied on the “Full Load” tab.

8. To pay the ticket by cash, click on “Ticket Complete-Print & New” if you will be creating another ticket or “Ticket
Complete- Print & Exit”. To pay the ticket by check or a combination of check and cash, enter the amount of the check
and click on “Ticket Complete- Print & New” if you will be making another ticket or “Ticket Complete- Print and Exit”.
The check prints.
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Adding a Customer

1. From within a Purchase Ticket, click on the “Customer/Vehicle Info” tab.
2. Add Customer
a. New Customer- Click on “New Customer” and complete all applicable fields (Step 3). Or Scan Driver’s
License.
b. Existing Customer- Use Search Fields to find customer in the list. The Click “Use Selected Customer”
i. Cust ID- ROM Generated customer number
ii. Driver’s Lic- Customer’s driver’s license number
iii. Vehicle Tag- Customer’s License Plate number
iv. Last Name ,First Name/Company- Customer or Company name

3. Click “Save & Close”
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Using Special Pricing
1. Open the customer list by selecting Public  Public Customer List

2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the customer; click “Edit Selected Customer”.
Go to the “Prices” tab, Click on “Add Item” under “Special Item Prices”.
Enter the item’s price type, level, factor, amount and unit of measure.
Click “Save & Close”.
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6. When the selected customer makes a dump for that item and name is selected within ROM, the “Special Dock
Customer Pricing” document is displayed.

7. Once the item is added in ROM, the special price needs to be added manually by the cashier.
8. Proceed in the normal manner for completing the ticket.
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Public Sales Ticket
1. Public  Public Sale
2. Press “New” and a ticket number will be assigned
 The current date will fill in and you can change the date using the drop down calendar
 You cannot change the ticket number
3. Select the customer by clicking the Customer button or selecting a customer from the dropdown. If the wrong
customer is selected click Modify Customer
4. Select the item by clicking the Item button and choosing from the groups of inventory items.
5. Enter Gross and Tare weights
6. The public price will be applied and automatically calculate the total
7. Subtotal calculates the total for that Item. Ticket Total calculates the total for all items on the ticket.
8. Indicate if the transaction is taxable by clicking “Taxable Transaction” This can be turned off by clicking its
opposite “No Tax Trans”.
9. Specify what type of payment was received under Payment Received.
10. Include any additional notes in the Notes field.
11. ButtonsSave- Save ticket
New- Create new Public Sales Ticket
Void- Void this ticket
Edit- Click to make changes to this ticket
Print- Print document
Print to Screen- Open document on screen before printing.
Close- Closes the ticket. This does not save the ticket.
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Public Customer List
1. Select Public  Public Customer List

2. Search for customer by First Name, Last Name, or Company.
a. Hide Inactive- Mark wether or not you want to include inactive customers in this list
3. Buttonsa. Save- Save changes to customer
b. Edit Selected Customer- Opens the selected customer’s profile
c. Cancel- Cancel changes. Exit screen.
d. New Customer- Create a new customer. Opens blank profile
e. Print Grid- Prints customer info based on what customers are currently displayed in the grid
f. Save Layout- Column headers can be rearranged by dragging and dropping them in the desired order
and 1 column can be moved to the top for group sorting. Save layout will save the current layout.
g. Reset Layout- Columns and grouping will reset to the default
h. Excel Export- Saves customer list as an excel document
i. Merge Customer Records- If a duplicate customer is create two customers and be merged into one.
i. Mark Selected Customer As Merge INTO- Select the customer that you want to keep and click
this button. The name of the customer will appearinthe box below this button
ii. Merge Selected Customer into Above Record- Select the customer that you want to merge with
the above mentioned customer.
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New Customer for Public Customer List




Customer tab- Complete all applicable fields or Scan Driver’s License. (Required fields are determined in
Public Purchase Params)
Company tab- Specify if customer is part of a Company.
NOTE: This tab also has the option to attach documents that you have on your computer that may be related t
this customer.

1. Prices tab-
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1. Click on “Add Item” under “Special Item Prices”.
2. Enter the item’s price type, level, factor, amount and unit of measure.
3. Click “Save & Close”.
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4. When the selected customer makes a dump for that item and name is selected within ROM, the “Special
Dock Customer Pricing” document is displayed.

5. Once the item is added in ROM, the special price needs to be added manually by the cashier.
6. Proceed in the normal manner for completing the ticket.


Regulated Item Doc- Select the regulated item for which the customer has the required documents to sell the
items.
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Public Prices

1. Public- Public Prices

2. For each line item enter:
 The unit of measure
 The level 1 price and “Up to” in terms of the selected unit of measure
 The level 2 price and “Up to” in terms of the selected unit of measure
 The level 3 price
 The maximum buying price
Note: The list can be sorted by selecting the “Inventory Group” and clicking on “Show Inventory Group”.

3. Once complete, click on “Save” and “Close”.
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Public Purchase Parameters
















Maximum Cash Purch Allowed- This is the limit for a cash transaction. Transactions over this limit will print only a
stub. You will have to open the ticket and write a check to finish processing the transaction or get a manager to
process the ticket.
Default Checking Acct- When printing checks for Public Purchases, the system will default to this checking
account. If "Auto Print Checks" is turned on, this is the account that will be used, automatically.
Allow only Tagged Users to Change Public Purchase Prices on Public Ticket- Check to allow only tagged users to
change Public Purchase Prices on Public Tickets
Primary Purchase Method- This allows you to select whether cash or checks will be used as the primary payment
method. Please note that if you select Cash, you will still be able to write checks.
Payment Split- Allow Payment Split, or Force Split Pay Into Cash, or Force Split Pay Into Check
Auto Print Checks- This automatically prints a check at the close of a public transaction. If you do not select this
option, the user will be prompted to confirm the check account, who the check is being written to, and the amount
prior to printing the check.
Max Allowed- Max amount allowed for a check
Default Customer ID- When starting a purchase ticket, the system will use this default customer. This should be a
Generic customer.
Print barcoded payment stub for ATM machine- This places a barcode on the bottom of the final purchase ticket.
This barcode will have special codes imbedded in it so that ATM machine will only pay the amount once. Requires
the ATM module.
Print operator/cashier onto ticket- This includes an identification of the operator/ cashier. The Operator is the user
who weighed the material in, and the cashier is designated as the person who printed the final purchase ticket and
paid the customer.
Allow Discrepancy LBS/ Percent- Amount of discrepancy to allow on…
No Tare Weight- Warn Cashier/on Every Save- ROM will warn user if a ticket has no Tare weight according to
these parameters.
Require Name When Ticket Over Amount- Specify if ROM should require a customer name when a ticket is over
the specified amount.
Optional Text for Inspection Stubso Text at Top of Inspection Stub- ROM has the ability to print Inspection Stubs for tracking customers while
they are in the yard, before their scale ticket or public purchase ticket is complete. Enter the text that you
want to appear at the top of the inspection stub here.
o Text at Bottom of Inspection Stub- Enter the text that you want to appear at the bottom of the Inspection
Stub. For example, Contamination Types, Grading Information, etc
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Text at Bottom of Public Ticket- This is the text that appears at the bottom of the final purchase ticket. This can be
used for disclaimers, coupons, etc.
Local Default Scale- This setting is Workstation Specific. If the workstation is not tied to a scale, this setting will be
used to designate which scale the material was weighed on and the decimal places to display.
Require Tracking or other ID- Other ID is a field that can be used internally for tracking additional information. It
can use different information, such as driver’s license, car license plate, or secondary certified weight ticket. If you
check this box, the user will be required to make an entry in the Other ID field on the Public Purchase Ticket.
Fingerprint- Specify when to require a fingerprint scan
Require Driver License for All Customer- Specify if a Driver’s License should be required for every customer.
Require Zip Code for All Customers- Specify if a Zip Code should be required for every customer.
Only Cashier Checks Required Zip / DLPublic Currency- Specifies the currencies used for pubic transactions.
Default Sale Tax Set- Default Sales Tax set.
Allow Checks Payable to Cash- Indicate if Checks can be issued Payable To “Cash”.
Police Regulations- Indicate requirements for Police Regulated Items.
Delayed Payment- Define parameters for Delayed Payments for tickets with Regulated Items.
Buttonso Update- This allows the new information or changes that you have made to this screen to be saved. The
user will need to log off and then on again, to see changes at the scales.
o Cancel- Close screen.
o Remove Ticket Edit Locks- If a ticket shows that it is being edited at a workstation, but that workstation
does not have the ticket open, click this button to enter the ticket number and remove the Edit Lock from
that ticket. One common scenario were a ticket saying it is being edited when it’s not is if that workstation
had that ticket open and they lost power somehow while the ticket was open.
o Legal Statements- Record Legal Statements here.
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Public Purchase Hot buttons
There are a total of 40 hot buttons to be used for quick entry of the most commonly weighed inventory
items. There can be a different set of hot buttons for each workstation.
1. To setup Public Purchase Hot buttons, go to the "Program Setup”  “General Settings”.
2. Expand Workstation  Public Purchases Public Hot Buttons
3. Select the setting for each Hot Button and select an inventory item from the dropdown on the right.
(Note: There are only 18 public purchase hot buttons [00-17]. The setting for Public Hot Button 18 will not show
up on the screen).

4. These hot buttons will appear on the purchase ticket, once you log off the ROM system and then log back on

5. The public hot buttons will be on a secondary screen, as additional hot buttons when you are in Truck scales.
6. The truck scale hot buttons are on the Select Inventory item screen, as additional hot buttons when you are in
the public purchase scale.
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Public Purchase Ticket Search
1. Go to Report/Search  Search Grid and select “Public Purchase” in the grid on the left OR in the Public
Touchscreen select “Open Scale Ticket By No.”  “Purchase Ticket search Grid”.
2. Use the filters to search for the Public Purchase Ticket. Click Search.

3. The tickets that meet your search criteria will show in the grid below. The column headers can be arranged to
your preferences.

4. Double click on the line for the ticket to open that ticket on your screen.
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Chapter 3- Industrial (Truck) Activities
Creating Scale Tickets
Scale Hopper Screen
Starting a New Dealer Scale Ticket Screen
3 Different Inbound Receiving Types
Receiving LIVE Dump Loads
Basic Overview of the Live Dump Process in ROM
Taking the Heavy Weight (Live Dump)
Taking the Light Weight (Live Dump)
Reopening a Scale Ticket
Receiving a Scale Ticket-Truck Weight Screen
Editing a Receiving Ticket from Detailed Screen
Live Dock (No Truck Weights)
Weighing and Taking Inventory of Each Item
Receiving Mixed Load to Sort
Truck Weigh-In
Taking the Lite Weight
Sorting the Load into Items
Sorting / Splitting Items into Sub-Items
Outbound Yard Shipments
Simple Shipment
Creating a Simple Shipment
Creating a Packing List
Detailed Shipping
Creating a Detailed Shipping Ticket
Tying a Booking to a Shipping Ticket
Voiding a Ticket
Voiding Scale Ticket from Hopper (Void Selected Ticket)
Voiding a Completed Ticket
Dealers
Opening the Dealer Screen
Working with the Dealer Screen
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Truck Scales
Creating Scale Tickets
Scale Hopper Screen
1. The Scale Hopper is the main screen for yard and scale functions. The Scale Hopper automatically opens when using
the high speed login. If logging in Regular Mode user can access it by going to Scale ManagementScale Hopper.

2. “New Scale Ticket” is used for trader/commercial/contract accounts. “New Purchase Ticket” is used for public activities
(peddlers).
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Starting a New Dealer Scale Ticket Screen
1. To enter the customer information, click on the down arrow and click on the company in the list. Or click on the
“Customer” button and the Select Dealer Level Customer screen will appear. The selected customer’s information
will appear on the scale ticket.
a. Optionali.
Enter the truck information by typing it in or selecting one from the drop down list and the information will fill
in automatically.
b. There are 3 buttons for haulers.
i.
“Our Driver Hauled Load” - Select a date and driver from the drop down list, you can also enter the pickup
date and customer
ii.
“Customer Hauled Load” - Select a hauler from the drop down list
iii.
“We Pay 3rd Party Hauler” -Select a hauler from the drop down list

2. Select type of ticket being made. The green buttons are for inbound loads and blue buttons are for outbound loads.
a. “LIVE – Dump Loads” - Used for weighing items that are dumped from a roll-off, Lugger or End Dump style
truck where you will weigh the entire truck to get gross and tare weights. This can be used to weigh single item
loads or multiple items that are dumped sequentially.
b. “Live – DOCK (NO Truck Weights)” - Used for weighing multiple items. Use this option when you are not
weighing the truck and only want a breakdown of the item received.
c. “Mixed Loads To Sort” - Used to weigh in loads of material that will be sorted or broken out at a later time. This
allows you to get multiple truck weights and put the scale ticket into the Loads to Sort Hopper. These loads are
typically not done on a “Live” basis.
d. “Shipping / Outbound (Scale Weights)” - Used to weigh outbound shipments on the scale. This option allows for
basic shipping information to be entered and for the scale weights to be obtained.
e. “Shipping / Outbound (Detailed Shipping Info / Packing List)” - Used for entering detailed information about a
shipment. This includes packing list, container information, etc. This screen is not tied to the scale.
TIP: Within ROM, use the “Cancel”, “Close” or “Exit” buttons to close a window. Do not use the X in
the upper right hand corner.
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3 Different Inbound Receiving Types

Receiving LIVE Dump Loads
Basic Overview of the Live Dump Process in ROM
When the driver arrives to take the heavy weight:
1. Start a new scale ticket and enter the customer information
2. Enter the item
3. Enter the heavy weight. Click S to capture scale weight or M to enter manual weight.
4. Click on Save. The inspection stub will print if setup for the workstation. The inspection stub is given to the driver
who then goes to the back to unload.
When the driver returns to take the light weight:
5. Open the ticket to modify.
6. Enter the light weight.
7. Save and print the ticket.
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Taking the Heavy Weight (Live Dump)
1. The minimum needed to create a scale ticket is the customer name. All other information are as required by
company. (i.e.: Vehicle Plate, Truck/Contr, Trailer/Chas, Vehicle Type, Driver, Other ID)
2. There are 3 ways to enter inventory items:
a. Touch the “First Item” button and the Select Inventory Item screen will appear
b. Click a hot button and the information will be entered
c. Or click on the “First Item” field drop down and select an item from the list
3. To override the inventory description with a different name type in an override name in the Over Ride space

4. Enter the Gross weight and packaging.
a. To enter the weight of the item, use “S” button for scale weights or “M” button to manually enter the weights
5. Click on “Save – Sequential Weight Ticket”. If set, the inspection stub will print and be given to the customer to give
to the inspector.
6. Ticket is added to the hopper.
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Taking the Light Weight (Live Dump)
1. Click on the ticket from within the hopper.

2. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

3. Enter the Tare weight.
4. If there are more inventory items being dumped
a. Enter the weight of the truck with the loads using the scale (S button) or manual (M button)
b. Click on the “Next Item” tab and add the inventory description (click on “Next Item” button or Inventory drop
down or hot button)
c. Then click “Add Next Item and Return to Hopper”, this will return the ticket to the scale hopper.
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5. Repeat steps 2 and 3

NOTE: The Tare weight from the first item item became the gross for the second.
This can be done multiple times as long as the customer
comes back to the scale each time to weight the next item.
6. If there are no other items to add to the ticket, click on “Finished-Print Weight Ticket”
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Gross Weight Screen Tabs

↑ Onscreen keyboard tab ↑

↑ Expenses tab ↑

↑ Notes tab ↑

↑ Order Info tab ↑

1. CHOOSE ONE:
Header: Prints at the top of printout
Detail: Prints below the item that is currently highlighted
Footer: Prints at the bottom of the printout
2. CHOOSE NOTE TYPE
3. CHECK BOX IF APPLICABLE
Internal: If box is checked notes will not print on the printout
NOTE: The “Save Note” button must be selected if a note is added or it will not save. Also, the notes must be added prior to the completion of the ticket
or it must be reset.

↑ Customer Wts tab ↑
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Reopening a Scale Ticket
Receiving a Scale Ticket-Truck Weight Screen

1. Click on “Open Scale Ticket by No.”

2. Select “Receiving Scale Ticket-Truck Weights”.

3. Enter the ticket number and click on “Continue”.
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4. The Receiving Ticket Scale Weight screen opens. Make any necessary changes. If weights were captured from the
scale then they cannot be changed.
5. Click on “Save & Close” when complete.

6. Click on “Just Save Ticket”. If a new printout is required “Ticket is Complete” can be selected or click “Ticket
Document Set” before clicking “Just Save Ticket” to get printouts.
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Editing a Receiving Ticket from Detailed Screen

1. Click on “Open Scale Ticket by No.”.

2. Click on “Receiving Scale Ticket-Detail”

3. Enter the ticket number and click Continue.
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4. Make the necessary changes. Changes can be made at this screen to the item, packaging, and weights only if the
weights are not taken form the scale as Scale weights cannot be changed.
5. If not completed with the detail screen, click on “Save – Keep Ticket Open”.
If completed with the detail screen, click on “Quick Print” and “Quick Save”.
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Live Dock (No Truck Weights)
Weighing and Taking Inventory of Each Item

1. Click on “New Scale Ticket”.

2. Enter the customer name.
3. Click on “Live-Dock (No Truck Weights).
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The scale ticket can

the company and/or the contact name. To select one, click on the down
arrow and click “Company only”, “Contact only”, or “Both”
4. Click “New Item” then select the new item.
a. Select from additional hot buttons
b. Inventory item expansion on left of screen
c. Secondary look up screen

5. Select the item from the drop down list or use the hot buttons on the secondary lookup.
Click Return
a. To change the inventory name for an item that is being received:
i. To enter how it was described by the supplier, click the “Shipped As” button or select from drop down
inventory list
ii. To enter the item, as it should go into inventory, click the “Actual” button or select from drop down
inventory list
iii. To override the inventory description with a different name
1. Click the “Over Ride” button to select from a list of override names entered at the order level
2. Type in an override name in the space
6. Select packaging information underneath the names:
a. The number of packages is a double arrow- move the number higher or lower using the arrows or type the
number in using the keypad
b. The types of packaging are a drop down list
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7. Enter the weights.
8. Contamination- Click on the Notes tab, this contains more information about the item
a. There is a list of types of contamination; select the type of contamination, such as dirt or moisture.
b. Adjustment– The weight can be adjusted for the contamination, either using lbs or %. Type the number and
then select % or lbs.
c. Item on Hold– If there is a problem with this item and you do not want it to be purchased, but you want to
mark the ticket complete and allow the rest of the items to be purchased, you can place the item on hold.
At a later date, you can then come back to the ticket, click on the Release Item Button. This will allow you
to modify the item and/or enter split information and purchase the item.
d. View Chain of Custody- Click on this button to see the Chain of Custody Flow Chart which details out where
the material has been in the facility and where it was ultimately sold. (Requires Chain of Custody Module
and Advanced WIP Tracking)
e. MRF Characterization/Allocation– If the material is commingled or a single stream type of item that has a
Characterization or Allocation, you can select or modify the allocation from the drop down list.
f. Item Notes– allows you to put additional information about each line item.
9. Continue to add items and their weight until complete. Click “Quick Save” after each item.
10. Click on “Done-Print Weight Ticket”.
11. When prompted, verify that the weight ticket is complete.
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Buttons/ Tabs/ Fields addressed in this lesson
Opens Advanced Dealer Look up screen, to search for company or contact name or to enter
new customer data.
This lists the items, as well as their information, as it will appear on the weight ticket.
Brings up the inventory list to select the item and adds another line in the list.
Enters the same inventory item a second time and adds another line in the list.
Removes a highlighted inventory item from the scale ticket.
Moves the highlight up on the list of items on the ticket.
Moves the highlight down on the list of items on the ticket.
Weight designation buttons, hit S to use the scale weight, M for manual entry, and A for
Automatic tare weights. (See Scale buttons tutorial)
Inventory description that was used on the customers shipping documents.
Actual inventory item that will go into inventory.
This button brings up a list of any overrides entered at the order level.
Takes one item and allows the item to be spit into multiple items.
This assigns the item a work in progress number and allows you to assign tasks.
Creates a finished goods tag and adds it to processed inventory.
Tracks the weight into a holding container or pile for accumulation.
Information contained in this refers to the processing of materials received.

Additional information of contamination, MRF characterization, the materials history, and
notes

Elemental breakdown. See Elemental Break down tutorial in Chapter 4.

Picture Tab

Pictures of load. (Requires camera module)
Weight information, including packaging, weights and notes that the customer has supplied
you with.

Screen of descriptive buttons for type and color
Vehicle information or route information – separate screen
Displays a flow chart of materials history through the plant
Saves the information entered into the scale ticket, but keeps the ticket available to work on.
Closes the scale ticket and prints the ticket.
Saves the scale ticket without closing it.
Prints the scale ticket without closing it, the printout will read incomplete ticket.
Closes the screen without saving.
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Receiving Mixed Load to Sort
Truck Weigh-In

1. Click on “New Scale Ticket”.

2. Enter the customer name.
3. Click on “Mixed Loads To Sort”.
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4. Enter the heavy weight.
5. Use the other tabs when applicable.
6. Click on “Save & Close”.
NOTE: If an item is not selected the item will show as “Sort”.

7. Click on “Keep Ticket Open for Another Big Scale Weight”.
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Buttons/ Drop downs/ Tabs addressed in this lesson
Information about the customer and inventory information is entered in
TAB
this area.
This button connects to dealer look up screen, to get information about
the customer from the customer database.
Brings up the inventory list to select an item for load.
This button brings up a list of any overrides entered at the order level.
Tracks the weight in a holding container or pile for accumulation.
Takes one item and allows the item to be spit into multiple items.
Creates tags to track materials that need to be sorted.
This assigns the item a work in progress tracking number and allows you
to assign tasks.
Includes information about the container or truck and the shipping.

TAB

Opens a window for detailed container/ truck information

TAB

Displays a flow chart of materials history through the plant- detail in
another section
Provides buttons with pictures and colors for vehicle description

TAB

Allows hot buttons to be installed.

TAB

Specifies the type of material and type of shipment.
Buttons are programmable and used for adding cost to value of inventory.

Weight designation buttons, hit S to use the scale weight and M for
manual entry.
Automatic tare – from the container or truck number (in drop down above)
Saves all information entered into the scale ticket.
Voids or deletes the ticket
Closes the screen without saving the ticket.
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Taking the Lite Weight

1. Select the ticket.
2. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

3. Add the tare weight.
4. Click on “Save & Close”.
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5. Click on “Send Ticket to Sorting System”. If a scale ticket is required click “Ticket Document Set” before sending
to Sorting System. Button will turn white when it is selected.
Options
1. “Keep Ticket Open for Another Big Scale Weight – This option holds the ticket in the Scale Hopper, if
you have weighed the truck with the trailer and need to work on another ticket. This allows you to keep
working on a different ticket while you wait for the truck to return for another heavy weight.
2. Send Ticket To Sorting System– This option sends the ticket on to the Loads to Sort Hopper. The ticket
will open into the Small Scale screen to enter the sorted items into inventory.
3. Ticket is COMPLETE – Print (Remove from Scale Hoppers)– The ticket will be printed and closed.
4. Just Save Ticket– The ticket will be saved and returned to the Scale Hopper.
5. Cancel & Return to Ticket– The ticket will not be saved, but reopened.
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Sorting the Load into Items

The ticket is now out of hopper and into “Loads to Sort”
1. Click on “Loads to Sort”.

Buttons
This button brings the scale ticket into the small scale screen, so the load can be sorted and
weighed into inventory.
This button brings a screen of scale ticket print out choices, a summary, receiving or detailed
print out. Choose an option and the print out will come to the screen.
This button closes a ticket and marks it complete, skips need for another weight. It will leave
Loads to Sort hopper.
This button will void or delete a selected ticket, ROM will confirm you wish to delete it before
carrying out the deletion.
This button moves the highlight down in the list.
This button moves the highlight up in the list.
This button sends the scale ticket out of the loads to sort hopper, back to the scale hopper. You
use this button, if you forgot to get one of the truck weights.
This exits the hopper screen without changing.
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2. Select the ticket.
3. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

4. Add a new item. Use “Repeat Item” as a shortcut if applicable.
5. User needs to remove the original scaled weight and to click on the Truck WT tab to know the weight that should be
sorted.

Items are added to the list above. Each line item can be a WIP, Finished Good or an Open Bin Tag. Refer
to the section on “Tags” for more information
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6. If not complete, click on “Save-Keep Ticket Open” to send the ticket back to the sorting system.
If complete with adding weight, click on “Done-Print Weight Ticket”.
7. Select “Yes” to verify that the ticket is complete.
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Sorting / Splitting Items into Sub-Items

1. Click on the line item.
2. Click on “Sort/Split Information”.

3. Click on “Add Sub-Item”

4. Choose the Sub-Item”
5. Click on “Return”.
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6. Add weight. It is subtracted from total weight.
7. Add the contamination type and amount, if applicable. If contamination needs to be taken from the original item
then a new sub-item line needs to be created.
8. Add other applicable information.
9. Click on “Save & Close”.
Buttons
This button adds another line in the item list that is part of the split.
This button removes a selected sub-item from the item list.
Brings up Select Inventory Item Screen to identify the item.
This button brings up a list of any overrides entered at the order level.
This button allows you to select the type of packaging from packaging buttons
Weight designation buttons, hit S to use the scale weight, M for manual entry and
A can be used for entered packaging weights, automatically.
These fields allow you to select a type of contamination and adjustment in % or
lbs.
This button assigns the item a work in progress tracking number and allows you to
assign tasks.
This button creates a finished goods tag and adds it to processed inventory.
This button tracks the weight into a holding container or pile for accumulation.
Tab
Tab
Tab

This tab contains information about the item that is being split.
This button provides a flow chart of handling of materials.
This tab details elemental breakdown.
This tab allows customers to take pictures of item being split, requires the camera
module.
Saves the split into the ticket and closes the split item screen and returns you to
weight ticket.
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The item is now displayed as having “Sub Item”.
Buttons
Opens Advanced Dealer Look up screen, to search for company or contact name or to enter new
customer data.
This lists the items, and their information, as it will appear on the weight ticket.
Brings up inventory list to select the item and adds a line.
Enters the same inventory item a second time and adds a line.
Removes a highlighted item from the scale ticket.
Moves the highlight up on the item list.
Moves the highlight down on the item list.
Weight designation buttons, hit S to use the scale weight and M for manual entry.
Inventory description that was used on the customer’s shipping documents.
Actual inventory item that will go into inventory.
This button brings up a list of any overrides entered at the order level.

Item Tab
Notes Tab
Brkdwn Tab
Picture Tab
Cust Wt

Takes one item and allows the item to be spit into multiple items.
This assigns the item a work in progress number and allows you to assign tasks.
Creates a finished goods tag and adds it to processed inventory.
Tracks the weight in a holding container or pile for accumulation.
Information contained in this refers to the processing of materials received.
Information of the contamination, MRF characterization, materials history, and notes
Elemental breakdown See Elemental Break down tutorial in Chapter 4 (page 206).
Pictures of load. (Requires camera module.)
Weight information, including packaging, weights and notes that the customer has supplied you with.
Screen of descriptive buttons for type and color
Vehicle information or route information – separate screen
Displays a flow chart of materials history through the plant
Saves the information entered into the scale ticket, but keeps the ticket available to work on.
Closes the scale ticket and sends it to scale hopper for truck weight
Saves the scale ticket without closing it.
Prints the scale ticket without closing it, but the printout will read incomplete ticket.
Voids or deletes the ticket, if it has not been saved.
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Outbound Yard Shipments
Simple Shipment
Creating a Simple Shipment
Note: It is recommended that an SO is created in ROM to tie to this shipment

1. Click on “New Scale Ticket”.

2. Add the customer name.
3. The additional fields should be filled as required by company process.
4. Click on “Shipping/Outbound (Scale Weights)”
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5. Select item from an existing Sales Order, if applicable.
6. Click on “Make Shipping Ticket (Weight Ticket Only)”.

7. Enter the Lite (Tare) Weight
8. Click on “Save & Close”.

9. Click on “Keep Ticket Open for Another Big Scale”
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Once the load is picked up and the truck is back at the scale.

10. Select the ticket
11. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

12. Enter the Heavy Weight.
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13. Complete the “More Info” tab where applicable.
a. “More Contnr / Booking Detail Info” button
i. Enter Container Number, Container Type, Seal #1 and #2 if used, Trucking Co/Carrier, Driver Name,
and add a Booking if needed.

b. “View Chain of Custody” button
i. This button only pertains to companies using the WIP system and most of the time it will not be on
this screen.
14. Click on “Save & Close”.

15. Click “Ticket is COMPLETE- Print (Remove from Scale Hoppers)”.
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Creating a Packing List
NOTE: This has to be done prior to completing the scale ticket.

1. Scale Management- Detailed Shipping Ticket

2. Enter the ticket number and click on “Open Ticket”.
a. If the Shipping Ticket is from the same date as in the date field, the user just needs to highlight the Scale
Ticket and click “Open Selected Ticket”, or double click the highlighted button.
This option is another way of searching for the Shipping Ticket created at the scale and if user is looking for a
Shipping Ticket and only knows the number.

3. Click on the “Pack List” tab.
4. Enter tag number and item is brought up.
a. The tag can also be obtained from the scanner gun by clicking on “Download Scanner”
There is a separate write up for the scanner gun download
b. Manual entry can be done at this screen by placing a zero as the tag number, item, and weights.
5. Save and close the ticket.
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Detailed Shipping
Creating a Detailed Shipping Ticket
NOTE: Creating a Detailed Shipping Ticket is equivalent to creating a detailed packing list, as outlined in the
above section. However, the process is completed through the scale hopper since many yard workers do not
have authorization to access functions outside the scale hopper.

1. Click on “New Scale Ticket”.

2. Enter the customer name
3. Click on “Shipping/Outbound (Detailed Shipping Info/Packing List).

4. Click “New Detailed Shipping Ticket” or Select the applicable ticket and click “Open Selected Ticket” or double
click the selected ticket.
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Tying a Booking to a Shipping Ticket

1. Click on the “Vehicle/Export” tab.
2. Click on “Look for Booking”

3. Click on the booking.
4. Click on “Use Selected Booking”.

5. Select the container type from the dropdown and add the seal information as needed
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6. If not done at first screen add the Container/Truck ID.

7. Click on “Pack List”.
8. Enter tag number and item is brought up.
a. The tag can also be obtained from the scanner gun by clicking on “Download Scanner”
There is a separate write up for the scanner gun download
b. Manual entry can be done at this screen by placing a zero as the tag number, item, and weights.
9. Save and close the ticket. The booking is applied to the shipping ticket.
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Voiding a Ticket
It is advised that the scale ticket be opened using the Open Scale Ticket by No. and select Truck Scale Ticket which
will allow the user to verify that the ticket being voided is correct and then use the void button on the scale ticket to
void it
Voiding Scale Ticket from Hopper (Void Selected Ticket)

1. Highlight ticket in hopper to void.
2. Click on “Void Selected Ticket”. (This is not the recommended way to void a ticket unless it is on the hopper)

3. Click “Yes”.

4. If you are allowed, you will receive your own ID code to enter.

The ticket is voided
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Voiding a Completed Ticket

1. Click on “Void Completed Ticket”. (This is not the recommended way to void a completed ticket as a number can be
transposed and user should verify the scale ticket before clicking Continue)
We advise that the Scale Ticket be opened using the “Open Selected Ticket By No.” and select “Truck Scale Ticket”
which will allow the user to verify that the ticket being voided is correct and then use the void button on the Scale Ticket
to void it.

2. Select the type of ticket to void.

3. Enter the ID number and click on “Continue”. The ticket is voided.
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Truck Scale Hot buttons
There are a total of 40 hot buttons to be used for quick entry of the most commonly weighed inventory items.
There can be a different set of hot buttons for each workstation.
1. To setup Truck Scale Hot buttons, go to the "Program Setup”  “General Settings”.
2. Expand Workstation  Scale System Parameters Truck Scale Parameters Truck Hot Buttons
3. Select the setting for each Hot Button and select an inventory item from the dropdown on the right.
(Note: There are 20 Truck Scale hot buttons [00-19]. The setting for Truck Hot Button 20 will not show up on the
screen).

4. These hot buttons will appear on the Truck Scale ticket, once you log off the ROM system and then log
back on

5. The public hot buttons will be on a secondary screen, as additional hot buttons when you are in Truck
scales.
6. The truck scale hot buttons are on the Select Inventory item screen, as additional hot buttons when you
are in the public purchase scale.
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Dealers
Opening the Dealer Screen

1. Dealers- Customer Search

All companies are listed as a company without a contact name and additionally for each
contact within the company.
2. Double-click on any of the company’s names to open the dealer record.
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Working with the Dealer Screen

The “Contact/Est. Expense” tab displays the billing and delivery address, phone numbers and
a list a contacts.
1. To open an existing contact, double-click on the contact’s name.
2. To add a new contact, click on the “New Contact” button.

3. Complete the “Address” tab.

4. On the “Notes” tab, choose “Exclude Scale List” if applicable. (By selecting this, the contacts name will not appear
on the scale ticket dropdown lists for selecting a customer.)
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5. Complete other contact information and click on “Save” when complete. The contact is added to the list.

6. If applicable, on the “Acctg/CRV” tab enter the PR and RC numbers (State of California only).

7. On the “Payment Info” tab, complete the payment terms information.
8. Complete all other applicable information on the varying tabs.
9. Click on “Save & Exit” when complete.
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Chapter 4 – Inventory Activities
Finished Goods Inventory
Editing a Finished Goods Tag
Open Bin Inventory
Creating an Open Bin
Editing an Open Bin
Work In Progress
Creating a WIP Tag
Editing a WIP Tag
Creating Tags from Receiving Tickets Small Scale Screen
Printing a WIP Tag
Creating a Finished Goods Tag
Creating an Open Bin Tag
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Outside Processing
Creating a New Processing Shipper
Elemental Breakdown System
Setting Up Elements To Use in the System
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Finished Goods Inventory
There are 3 components of inventory shown at the inventory switchboard: Unprocessed inventory which can be
tracked and managed with WIP, processed inventory called Finished Goods and Bin Inventory which is tracked with
Open Bin.
In this section we will address Processed inventory called Finished Goods. When an item is brought to the scales, it is
added into unprocessed inventory until it is transferred into Finished Goods and assigned a finished goods tag.

Options in Finished Goods Section
“New Tag”- This opens a screen to create a new finished goods tag.
For the next three options, you will need a tag number to open the Finished Goods tag screen.
“Reprint Tag” - This will reprint an existing tag.
“Reweigh Tag” - This will allow you to edit the weight entered on tag and reprint the tag.
“Open / Edit Tag– This will open an existing tag for editing.
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Creating a New Finished Goods Tag

1. Click on “New Tag” under “Finished Goods”.

2. Complete the tag information.
a. Enter the Inventory Item
i. Press the “Item” button to bring up Select Inventory Item screen
ii. Or click the drop down list and click the name
iii. Or press a hot button
b. Enter the Packaging Information
i. Select number of packages using the double arrow, up for higher number/ down for lower
number
ii. Or click the box and type the number in
iii. Select type of packaging from drop down list
c. Gross and tare weight
i. Enter the weight from the scale by clicking the “S” button
ii. Enter the weight manually by clicking the “M” button and typing the weight
d. Notes
i. Type in notes for the tag in “External Notes” box
ii. Type notes for Reports only into “Internal Notes” box
e. Info tab
i. If the finished goods tag is created at scale, then it is tied to a scale ticket. The information
will be listed under “Receiving information”.
ii. When the finished goods are shipped, then the information about the shipment will appear
under “Shipping information”.
f. Elemental Breakdown “ Brkdwn” tab
i. Click on tab
ii. Click “Edit/Update Breakdown” and a second screen will appear
iii. See Elemental Breakdown Tutorial for additional information
iv. Print information using Print Elemental Breakdown Tag button
g. Image tab – Needs camera module
i. Takes a picture of finished goods
ii. Stores image with inventory information
iii. Can be linked to shipping information later
h. To print the finished goods tag – Click “Save and Print” button
i. To start new tag without saving information- Click “Start New Tag” button (skips number)
j. To return to the Inventory Management Switchboard without saving any information- Click “Cancel”
button
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k.

To enter the item into a different part of inventory, the item must be saved in Finished Goods first
before you can use these buttons
i. Unprocessed, but tracked with WIP (Work in Progress) tag – Click the “Turn Into WIP Tag”
button (See WIP lesson)
ii. To move item into bin
1. “To Existing Open Bin” - Opens a secondary screen that lists all open bins and
their contents, select one and add weight to the bin total
2. “To New Open Bin”– Opens a secondary screen that allows you to create a new
open bin, enter the inventory and weight information.
3. See Open Bin Lesson
3. Click on “Save and Print”.
Buttons addressed in this lesson
Button links you to Select Inventory Item screen.
Hot button will bring up information that matches the inventory item on the button.
These are buttons for entering the weight with either Scale (S) or Manually (M).
This button will reverse the finished goods tag into unprocessed inventory with a
Work In Progress tracking number and tag. It can only be done after the Finished
Goods have been saved. Requires WIP.
This button will open an existing tag for editing, you will need the tag number.
This button will cancel the entry.
Prints a finished goods tag, but doesn’t close the screen.
This button prints the elemental breakdown information as a tag, entered on
“Brkdwn” tab.
This button shows a flow chart of processing and handling for materials.
This button saves the information and prints the finished goods tag.
This cancels the finished goods tag and starts a new finished goods tag.
This assigns the finished goods to an existing open bin. It can only be done after
the Finished Goods have been saved.
This assigns the finished goods to a new bin. It can only be done after the
Finished Goods have been saved.
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Editing a Finished Goods Tag

1. Click on “Open/Edit Tag” under “Finished Goods”.

2. Enter the tag number and click on “Continue”.

3. Make the desired changes. Note: You cannot change the weights and items on a Finished Goods Tag.
4. Click on “Save and Print”.
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Example of Finished Goods tag:
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Open Bin Inventory
There are 3 components of inventory shown at the inventory switchboard: Unprocessed inventory which can be
tracked and managed with WIP, processed inventory called Finished Goods and Bin Inventory which is tracked with
Open Bin.
In this section we will address Processed inventory called Open Bin. When an item is brought to the scales, it is
added into unprocessed inventory until it is transferred into Finished Goods or Open Bin.

Options in Open Bin Section
Each of these options is covered in a separate section.
“Add Item to Bin”– This screen allows you to track material to an existing bin.
Start New “Open Bin”– This screen allows you to create a new Open bin.
Edit Open Bin– This screen allows you to change the weight of an open bin.
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Creating an Open Bin

1. Inventory- Inventory Switchboard or from the Scale Hopper Select Inventory Switchboard
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2. Click on “Start New ‘Open Bin’”.

3. Complete the bin information.
4. Click on “Save Bin”.
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Editing an Open Bin

1. Click on “Edit Open Bin”.

2. Double click a “Bin”
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3. Three Options:
 Turn into WIP Tag
 Turn into Finished Good
 Dump into Another Open Bin
Example of Bin History Tag
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Unprocessed Inventory
Work In Progress
There are 3 components of inventory shown at the inventory switchboard: Unprocessed inventory which can be
tracked and managed with WIP, Processed inventory called Finished Goods and Bin Inventory which is tracked with
Open Bin.
In this section we will address unprocessed inventory called Work In Progress. When an item is brought to the scales
it is added into unprocessed inventory WIP allows you to track the unprocessed inventory and assign tasks for
processing the materials.

Options in WIP tag Section
“New Tag”– Opens a screen to create a new WIP Tag and assigns tasks.
“Reprint Tag” - Reprints a saved tag (You need the WIP tag number.)
“Open / Edit Tag– Opens existing tag (You need the WIP tag number.)
“Outside Processing”– Opens screen to outsource material processing, see Outside Processing lesson.
“WIP – Multi Process (PRODUCTION)”–Opens screen to batch processing of materials in-house, see WIP (inhouse) Processing lesson.
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Creating a New WIP Tag
Creating a WIP Tag

1. Click on “New Tag” under “WIP”.

2. Enter the item.
3. Enter the tag information.
4. Enter the weight.
5. Click on “Save and Close”.
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Editing a WIP Tag

1. Click on “Open/Edit Tag” under “WIP”.

2. Enter the WIP tag number. Click “Continue”.
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3. Make any desired changes.
4. Click “Save & Close”.
Example of WIP Tag
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Creating Tags from Receiving Tickets Small Scale Screen
Printing a WIP Tag

1. Click on “Print WIP Tag”.
Creating a Finished Goods Tag

1. Click on “New Item” or Repeat Item” and complete item information.
2. Add the weights.
3. Click on “Add to Finished Items”.

4. Click on “Yes” to open the Finished Items Entry Screen. (Yes should only be selected if they
need to add things at this screen. If No is selected then the tag will print to the tag printer.)
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5. Click on “Save and Print” to print tag and “Save and Exit” to exit.
Creating an Open Bin Tag

1. Select item.
2. Click on “Add to Open Bin”.
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3. Select the bin.
4. Click on “Add Weight”.
The weight is added to the open bin.

The bin name is displayed.

5. Click on “Done-Print Weight Ticket”.
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WIP Processing

1. Click “Add WIP Tag” and a second screen will appear.
 You will need the WIP tag number to type in, press continue when done
 Or you can scan the tag, if you have scanner set up





The WIP tag information will appear in the WIP tags to Process list
Click “Add WIP Tag” button and type next tag in
Repeat until all WIP tags are in the list

4. Tasks that have been assigned on the WIP tag will appear in the process/tasks completed table

 Select tasks to complete by clicking on select box
 Or select all tasks by clicking the “Select All” button
 Or cancel by clicking “Select None” button
5. Enter employee time by clicking “Edit / Add Time Breakdown”
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1. The time will be tied to the task that is selected in Process/Tasks box
2. A 2nd screen will appear to track employee time

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

3. Select an employee from the list by double clicking
4. Type in the time using the key pad
5. Press “Save & Return” button to save the new information
When the material is processed, you will sort the unprocessed inventory into finished goods inventory, open bin
inventory or keep it in WIP.
 “Make New Finished Good Tag >>>”– Places material into Finished goods inventory
 “Make New Open Bin >>>”- Places material into open bin inventory.
 “Dump Into Open Bin >>>”- Places material into open bin inventory.
 “Make New WIP Tag >>>”– Creates a new WIP tag, keeping material in unprocessed inventory.
 “Move Into Unproc >>>”- Moves material into unprocessed inventory.
The item information carries into next screen, but you need to enter the weight of material you are moving into a
new inventory category
 Finished goods – see Finished Goods lesson
 Open Bin or Existing Bin – see Open Bin lesson
 WIP – see WIP lesson
 When you finish, save and print new tag. The screen will return to WIP Processing.
WIP processing will track which inventory the material is sorted into and the weight.
The material that is remaining is tracked as shrinkage.
Click “Process Batch” button when you are done.
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Outside Processing
This is used to outsource processing. Material that is outsourced will have only one task assigned.

New Shipper – Used to send materials for processing and print shipping papers.
Edit Shipper – Used to change processing and reprint shipping papers.
Receive Shipper – Used to receive the processed materials and enter weights.
Shipper Costs/Reconciliation- Used to enter the costs of processing
Cancel- Exit
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Creating a New Processing Shipper

Action Steps
1. The shipper number will be assigned automatically
2. To field and Task field– select processing center and task from drop down list
3. To add unprocessed inventory, you will need the WIP tag numbers
 Scan the tag using the scanner gun
 Or click “Add Tag” button
 Second screen will appear
 Type in the WIP tag number
 WIP tag details will appear in the list
 Repeat for all materials being shipped
4. When truck arrives, you can enter shipper information:
 Date- can be changed, date of shipment
 Driver- optional, type in
 Carrier – optional, type in
 Truck scale Gross – type in
 Truck scale Tare- type in
5. When all information is entered, click “Save & Print”
 Process Shipper paperwork will appear in ROM Reports
 See ROM Reports tutorial
 If you don’t have all information, you can add it later. You will need the ticket number and use the “Edit
Shipper” button.
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To Edit a Processing Shipper
Action Steps
1. From the Processing choices, click “Edit Shipper”
2. Enter shipper number
3. The screen used to create a shipper will appear with the addition of one button: “Reprint Shipper”

3. Edit the information.
4. Reprint the shipping paperwork, by pressing “Reprint Shipper” button.
5. If the shipping paperwork does not need to be reprinted, click “Save & Close” button.
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Receiving a Processing Shipper

Action Steps
1. To enter the weight for the entire shipment upon receipt:
 Click “Add Wt for Entire Shipper” button
 Type in the weight

 This will automatically apply the shrinkage over multiple items
 Click “Save & Close” button
2. To enter the processing and immediately issue Finished Goods tags:
 Click “Process as a Multi Batch” button
 This opens the WIP Processing screen
 See WIP tags lesson
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To Enter Costs for Processing Shipper

Action Steps
1. To enter the costs for the processing, you need the shipper number.
2. Enter this number and the screen will appear with shipping details.
3. Press “Add Cost for Entire Shipper” button and a small screen will appear:






Enter the cost per Lb/ per container/ per shipper
Click Save button
The costs will calculate immediately and appear in the screen
The Cost Reconciliation will be detailed in the report, if you click “Reprint Shipper” button or “Save & Close”
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Elemental Breakdown Tutorial
Elemental Breakdown System
The Elemental Breakdown system within ROM allows companies to track the chemistry of items. The elemental
breakdowns are used for inventory purposes, purchasing and sales purposes as well as blending of inventory items.
There are two levels to this tracking. First, you can assign a unique chemistry to each WIP tag, Finished Good or
Open Bin. Secondly, you can assign a common or known chemistry for an inventory item. This known chemistry will
then be used when there is no item specific chemistry.
Setting Up Elements To Use in the System
The system uses the inventory group system to designate which inventory items are elements. Do this by creating an
inventory group and marking it as an “Element” Group.
Go to the Inventory Menu and select Inventory Groups. The following screen will appear–

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Press the New Button to create a new inventory group.
Enter a name for the group under “Inventory Group”
Put a check in the Active box.
Put a check in the Element Group box.
Hit the Save button.

Please note that there are other requirements for creating an inventory group, such as designation of GL accounting
codes. That is addressed in the accounting set up documentation.
Once you have created the Element Group, you can now start adding elements to the system.
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Adding an Element
The system uses inventory items to denote an element. Basically, you will create an inventory item for each of the
elements that you want to track. When you create the item, you must tie it to the Element Group that you created
above.
Go to the Inventory Menu, Item Administration, and select Add. The following screen will appear.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Enter a Long Name for the element.
Enter a Short Name for the element (this is what will be displayed in the drop down lists).
For Group, select the element group that you just created.
Check the Exclude Public Price List check box.
Select which plants or companies you want this element to be visible at by putting a checkmark in the
“Active” Column. Our recommendation is to select all companies for the display of elements.
Click the Save button.

To add another element from this screen, click on the “Add” button, and then repeat steps 1 through 6.
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Setting up Known Chemistries
Once you have created the elements that you want to track, you can now start setting up known chemistries for
inventory items.
Go to the Inventory menu, and select New Item. That will bring up the inventory item screen.
1.
From the tree on the left side of the screen, find the Inventory Item that you want to add the elemental
breakdown for. Once you find the item, double click on it. This will fill the inventory item screen with the
information for this item.
2.
Click on the “Unit Breakdown” Tab.
3.
Click the “Add Unit” button. This will create a blank line in the Unit Breakdown Grid. Please note that
depending upon your system coloration, these lines may be hard to see, but they will be there.
4.
In the Grid, click in the Unit Type box. This will bring a drop down of all the inventory items. Select the
Element that you want to tie to the Inventory Item from the drop down.
5.
Click into the “Percent” column and enter the percentage that you want to apply for this element for this
inventory item. When entering percentages, do it in this fashion, 10.5 percent= 10.50. Do not put .1050, as
the system will look at that as .1 percent.
Repeat steps 4-6 for each of the elements that you want to add to the elemental breakdown for this item.
6.

When you are done entering the elemental breakdown make sure you hit the “Save” button.

A couple of additional features on this section–
A. Breakdown Total– This will keep a running total of the percentages entered so that you can tell where you
are in relation to accounting for 100% of the breakdown.
B. If you want to remove an element from the breakdown– Select the element in the Grid. This will highlight
the entire row. Then click on the “Delete Unit” button.
C. “Make Balance” button– When you have entered in all of the elements and have one final element that
accounts for the balance (for example, Fe in stainless steel), you select the final element in the drop down
list, then hit the “Make Balance” button. This will take the difference between the Breakdown Total and
100% and put that value as the percentage for the element you just added.
Please also note that there is a report titled “Inventory Item List With Breakdown” that will give you a list of all the
inventory items and their unit/elemental breakdown.
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Entering Elemental Breakdowns for Inventory Items
There are many different places where you can enter an elemental breakdown and have it apply to inventory. The
following transactions support elemental breakdowns–
 WIP Tags
 Finished Goods
 Open Bins
 Small Scale Receiving
 Receiving Ticket Splitting
 Shipment of Finished Goods (Visible by opening up a Finished Good on the shipment)
In almost all instances, the method of entering the information will be the same. Each screen will have a section that
looks and acts like the one below. It will be on a tab called “Breakdown”.

Please note that these are display only grids. You will create, update and edit these numbers on a different screen.
1.
Displays the Elemental Breakdown, listing off all of the elements and the percentages that have been
entered.
2.
Breakdown Total– Displays the sum of the elemental percentages that have been entered. Please note, the
overall total of an elemental breakdown does not have to equal 100%.
3.
Deducts– Displays any deducts that have been added to the elemental breakdown. A “Deduct” is anything
that is not an element that is contained in the material that you want to deduct from the overall weight of the
material prior to calculating net element weight figures. For example, moisture within nickel alloy turnings. If
you have 1000 lbs of turnings, at 8% nickel, with 10% moisture, the calculation is–
1000lbs- 10% moisture= 900 lbs of turnings
900lbs of Turnings (X) 8% nickel= 72 lbs of nickel
4.
Edit/Update Breakdown button– Click on this button to open the Elemental Breakdown detail screen. This
screen allows you to create/modify the breakdown.
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Please note that this screen is meant for Touch Screen entry and not keyboard based entry. You will have to click
everything with the mouse to use this screen.
1.
Element Hot Buttons– All of the elements that were created earlier will be listed off as hot buttons.
a. There are 24 hot buttons, but you can always add a different element by clicking on the “Add Other
Item” button. This button will bring up the complete inventory item list and allow you to add any item to
the breakdown.
2.
Click on the hot button for the element that you want to add to the Breakdown. All of the elements that you
add to breakdown will appear on the Breakdown Grid on the right side of the screen.
a. The system will only allow you to add each element once. It will not allow for duplicates.
3.
Add the Percentage by clicking on the number buttons.
a. Note that numbers are added right to left and require three decimal places. So if you want to enter
8.1%, you have to click 8100. If you want to enter 10%, you have to click 10000.
b. If you make a mistake while clicking through the numbers, press the “Back” button. That will erase the
numbers that you entered.
4.
Add as many elements to the breakdown as you like by repeating steps 1–3.
5.
As you add elements and percentages to the breakdown, the system will keep track of the total breakdown.
a. Note– the breakdown will not require 100%.
6.
If the last element you are adding is the remaining balance item for this breakdown, then click on the “Make
Balance” button and the system will calculate the remaining elemental balance needed to make this
breakdown 100% and add that to the element that is selected.
7.
If you added an element that shouldn’t be on the breakdown, you can remove it by selecting it in the
Breakdown Grid and clicking the “Remove Item” button.
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Adding Deducts

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

To view/create/edit Deducts tied to this breakdown, click on the “Deducts” tab. That will bring up the above
screen.
From the dropdown list, select the Deduct that you want to add.
Use the number pad to enter the percentage. Remember that the numbers will be entered right to left and if
you need to delete a number, click on the “Back” button.
Select how you want the deduction to be calculated–
a. Take off The top– Will subtract the deduction amount from the total net weight of the material.
b. In Line Deduction– The system will calculate all of the “Take Off the Top” deductions. Then it will use
that weight to calculate the deduction weight.
Click the “Add Deduct” button and the information you just entered will move up to the Deducts Grid.
If you want to remove a Deduct, select the deduct you want to remove by clicking on it in the Deducts Grid.
Then click on the “Remove Deduct” button.

Saving the Elemental Breakdown
When you are done adding all of the elements and deducts for this breakdown, click the “Save & Return” button. This
will commit your changes to the database and close the screen, returning you to the transaction you are creating the
breakdown for.
Additional Notes–
a.
Entered By Information– This displays the user that was logged in when the Elemental Breakdown was
done.
b.
Last Updated Information– Keeps track of the last person to open the breakdown and hit the “Save and
Return” button.
c.
Close Button– Click on this button if you want to close the breakdown without saving any changes that you
may have made.
d.
Notes– You can enter up to 250 characters worth of notes for this breakdown. These notes are internal only
and do not appear on any printouts.
This screen appears as a tab in the creation of a Finished Goods tag or a WIP tag.
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Inventory and Packing List Scanner Instructions
READ THIS FIRST
ATTENTION
When plugging the STB2078 (Bluetooth cradle) into a computer for the first time, the power cable must be
disconnected from the STB2078 cradle device. This will allow the device to sync with the computer. Once
the light is blue, you can plug the power cable in. (the power cable is not necessary for operation, but will
charge the battery faster than the data cable)
The battery life for the MT2070 Scanner is approximately 8 hours but may last slightly longer or less depending on
the use.
To charge the MT2070 battery, both the battery and the cradle must be in a temperature between 32 and 104
degrees Fahrenheit
To restart the MT2070 scanner squeeze the yellow trigger while pressing the number “2” on the keypad
To enter the ROM scanner program select item “3 – ROM” on the main menu of the MT2070 Scanner gun
Please note: if the battery loses its charge, or comes detached from the Scanner, any tags that were
previously scanned, will no longer be displayed.
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Shipping Module
To create a Packing List, from the “ROM Inventory Manager”
screen select item “1 – Shipment Manager”

Scan Tags
Once you are in the Shipment Manager to begin creating the
Packing List you will need to select “1 – Scan Tags”

Once in the “Scan Tags” interface, simply aim the handheld
scanning device at the barcode of the appropriate Inventory Tag
and squeeze the yellow trigger on the handle.
The Tag ID, Weight, and Type will be displayed on the screen.
You will be given 4 options, choose the applicable option.

If a Manual Tag Entry is needed, you will need to type in the Tag
ID, Tag Weight, and choose which Type the Tag entered is.
Once it is confirmed that the Tag is correct push the “ALT” button
located on the keypad directly below “Add Tag” on the display
screen.
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After “Add Tag” is selected, you will be shown the “Shipment
Totals” screen. This screen displays the Tag Count and Total
Weight that has been scanned to this point.
The Total Weight field allows you to have a good idea of when to
stop scanning for the Shipment as opposed to loading the truck
and realizing its overweight.
In this case, I selected “2 – Goto Shipment Menu”, however in
most cases “1 – Continue Scanning Tags” will be selected until
the desired Count / Weight is obtained
Once back on the “Shipment Manager” screen you can choose
your next task.
For the next screenshot I selected “3 – View Tag List”
On the “Shipment – Tag List” you can view the Tags that have
been scanned. This way if a Tag needs to be removed you can
highlight that specific Tag and push the “ALT” button the keypad.
This will allow you to remove any tags that were not / will not be
loaded onto the Shipment.

If everything is fine in the Tag List screen than you can push
the “CTRL” button on the keypad of the Scanner Gun located
under the “Menu” selection on the display screen. Doing this
will take you back to the “Shipment Manager” screen
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Download Packing List
From the “Shipment Manager” screen, select item “5 – Download
Data”

Prior to downloading the Packing List from the
MT2070 Scanner, open ROM and go to the
“Detailed Shipping Ticket” screen, click on the
“Pack List” tab followed by the “Download
Scanner” button.
A dialogue box will then appear with a yellow
field reading “Waiting for data download”

With the dialogue box open on the computer screen, and with
the MT2070 in hand viewing the “Shipment – Send Data to PC”
screen, select item “1 – Yes, Download Data”
Once the download is complete, the dialogue box on the ROM
Shipping Screen will disappear and the Packing List will be
populated with the downloaded Tags.

You will see the following message on the MT2070 scanner.
At this point, if you are ready to remove the scanned tags from
the handheld scanning device, select item “1 – Delete Data
from Scanner”
(if not, select item “2 – Return to Main Menu”)
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At the “Shipment – Delete Data” screen you will be asked if
you want to Clear Scanner or Do Not Delete Data.
By selecting item “1 – Yes, Clear Scanner” all of the tags in
the Shipment Manager part of the scanner will be cleared from
the scanner.
Once the Scanner has been “cleared” of tags in the Shipment
Manager, it will return to the “Shipment Manager” screen.
You can now leave the scanner on the “Shipment Manager”
screen or select item “1 – Scan Tags” to begin a new
Shipment, or select item “6 – Return to Main Menu” to return
to the Main Menu. Regardless of the selection on this
screen, the User should return the Scanner Device to the
Cradle for it to charge. The Scanner Device has a battery life
of approximately 8 hours.

Inventory Module
To take a physical inventory, from the “ROM Inventory Manager”
screen, select item “2 – Physical Inventory Manager”

You can either squeeze the yellow trigger on the handheld
scanning device or you can manually enter a Tag number by
selecting item “1 – Manual Tag Entry”

Once in the “Inventory - Scan Tag” interface, simply aim the
handheld scanning device at the barcode of the appropriate
Inventory Tag and squeeze the yellow trigger on the handle. (you
can also manually type in the Tag numbers)
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When the Tag is scanned, the Tag Type will automatically
populate the screen with the ID and Weight.
You will be given 4 options.
If the Tag is manually entered (not scanned), the Tag Type will
need to be chosen manually as seen below.
The “ALT” button will need to be pressed on the keypad of the
scanner gun in order for it to be added.

Once all of the tags have been scanner you can select “Menu”
by pressing the “CTRL” button on the keypad of the MT2070.
This will return you to the “Inventory – Manager” screen.

Once you have returned to the “Inventory – Manager” screen,
you can select your next task.
To view the scanned tag breakdown, select item “3 – View Tag
List”
Once on the “Inventory – Summary Totals” screen, you can view
the Count and Weight of each Tag Type (FG, Open Bins, and
WIP)

Select item “2 – Goto Inventory Menu” to return to the “Inventory
Manager” screen
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Download Physical Inventory
Once you are ready to download the Tags into ROM for your
Tagged Physical Inventory select item “5 – Download Data” on
the MT2070 scanning device.

In ROM, go to Inventory > Physical Tagged Inventory
Once in the “Physical Inventory” screen of ROM, select item “1 –
Yes, Download Data” on the MT2070 scanning device.

You will see the following in ROM once the Inventory Download is complete.
If you used multiple scanners, you can click “Yes” to download the additional
scanners. If not, simply click “No”
The MT2070 Scanning device will display the following
information upon a successful transmit.
If you are ready to clear the Tags from the Scanner at this time,
proceed by selecting item “1 – Delete Data from Scanner”
(if other functions may be needed then Return to Main Menu as
Deleted Data cannot be recovered)

From the “Inventory – Delete Data” screen select item “1 – Yes,
Clear Scanner”
Once this process is complete, you will be returned to the
“Inventory – Manager” screen where you can Return to Main
Menu or choose other Inventory Functions.
Be sure to return the MT2070 scanning device to its cradle for
charging.
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Chapter 5- Inventory Management
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Inventory Management
Finished Goods or Processed Inventory
The physical inventory can be checked with a scan gun, scanning all bar codes into the scanner. Then these bar
codes are compared against the list of tags in the ROM system.
Action Steps
1. Steps for Scanning (See Chapter 4 –
Inventory Activities)
2.
2. Go to Inventory  Physical Tagged
Inventory
 The Physical Inventory screen will
appear and you can download the
data by following the download
directions in the scanner lesson.
3. Once the data is downloaded it will stamp the inventory list with date and time.
4. There are two sets of data that will be displayed once a physical inventory is loaded into the
system. To display the information on the tab, click on the tab once.
a. “Tags Found by the Scanner” Tab- This is a listing of all tags that were physically scanned during the
inventory.
i. The tag number is listed with
description, scale ticket number and
details such as shipping date, closed
date, or voided. If a tag is listed as
shipped, closed or voided then the
discrepancy needs to be researched
and resolved. (Use Inventory Audit)
b. “Tags Not Found by Scanner” Tab – This will show any tags the computer things are in inventory but were
not scanned.
i. Use this list to help find the missing
items. Usually there will only be a few
items on this list, if you find many
items it may indicate a problem with
shipping department procedures.
c. You can also narrow the tags shown to
a specific inventory item, by clicking on the drop down inventory list and selecting an item.
6. This inventory comparison will be stored in ROM, but you can also print out the grid. This print out can be used by
the yard to locate the missing items.
a) To print only the tags found by scanner
 Select “Found” in drop down list next to “Print Found/Not”
 To display on the screen before printing click Print to Screen First
 Click “Print” button
b) To print only the tags not found by the scanner
 Select “Not Found” in drop down list next to “Print Found/Not”
 To display on the screen before printing click Print to Screen First
 Click “Print” button
c) To print both – select both in drop down list and click Print”
7. To reconcile the actual Finished Goods tags to the Finished Goods inventory in the computer, you may need to
void Finished Goods tags.
a) You can open the tags or void the Finished Goods tags in the Inventory Switchboard. You will need a tag
number.
b) If the tags were scanned, but showing shipped, closed or voided and you need them to be in the inventory.
Then you will need to create a new finished goods tag.
You can do physical inventory for open bins and WIP in the same manner as finished goods. WIP tags can be
closed, rather than voided.
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Making an Inventory Adjustment
Types of Adjustments
Opening the Inventory Adjustments Window
1. Select Inventory- Adjustments- New Inventory Adjustment.
Adjusting for Shrinkage Weight
This can be adjusted without concern of dollar value recosting. The dollar value will be automatically adjusted. This
can be done as many times as necessary.
1. Choose an item.
2. Adjust the number of units. The average price is automatically updated.
3. Click on “Save” and “Close” when complete.
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Adjusting the Dollars
Adjusting the Dollars using Recosting
This adjustment is done after the first recosting when it is
know that adjustments need to be made.
1. Select Accounting- Recosting.
2. Click on the “Make Recost Adjustment” button.
3. Select the “Recosting Inventory Date”.
4. Click on “Get Data”.
5. For the commodity at hand, enter the new end
weight.
6. Enter the new end dollars. The new end average
dollars is automatically calculated from the values
you enter on steps 5 & 6.
7. Select “No change” if you do not want changes to
occur for that commodity since recosting may be run
several times.
8. Select “Zero out” to start the inventory at zero. For
example, this may be done if the inventory goes
negative.
9. Click on “Process Inventory Adjustment”.
Adjusting the Dollars Manually
Inventory- Adjustments- New Inventory Adjustment. Use 1 lb
multiplied by total dollars to adjust either positive or negative.
Do NOT Recost Values for this Adjustment. This can be done
as many times as needed.
1. Choose an item.
2. Enter “1” under number “To Units” and “LB” under “TO
UM”.
3. Enter the average price.
4. Be certain to select “Do NOT Recost Values for this
Adjustment”
5. Click on “Save” and “Close” when complete.

Adjusting One Item into Another
Items go out negative and come in positive. Each item should
be done as a separate adjustment. In many circumstances, it
is recommended that you do this biweekly or monthly to adjust
negative values and make your average prices in line with
their expected values.
1. Choose the first item.
2. Enter a negative number in the “To Units” field”.
3. Enter the average price.
4. Enter the second item.
5. Enter a positive number in the “To Units” field”.
6. Enter the second average price.
7. Click on “Save” and “Close” when complete.
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Adjusting Weight without a Specified Reason
Do NOT recost values for this adjustment. This can be done as
many times as needed.
1. Choose an item.
2. Enter the number of units under “To Units”
3. Enter the average price.
4. Be certain to select “Do NOT Recost Values for this
Adjustment”
5. Click on “Save” and “Close” when complete.

Recommended Month End Closing Procedures
1. Clean up the database by doing the following
a. Settle all outstanding scale tickets
b. Create invoices for all outstanding scale statements.
c. Create invoices for all outstanding brokerage shipments.
2. Run “Recost Inventory”.
3. Adjust inventory.
4. Run “Recost Inventory”.
5. Adjust the dollar amount.
6. Run “Recost Inventory”. Note: Steps 2-6 can be repeated as
necessary.
7. Once complete with recosting, run “Recost Inventory” a final
time with “Lock Down Time Period” selected. An audit trail will
print to the screen showing the progress of the process. The
recosting report is automatically generated after processing.
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The Recosting Report

RECOSTED
PRICE

INBOUND ACTIVITY

OUTBOUND ACTIVITY

The report is divided into 3 sections.
Inbound Activity Columns:
 Beginning Inventory
 Dealer Level Activity
 Public Level Activity
 Yard Transactions
 Inventory Transfers & Value Adjustments
 Rejected Shipments Received
Recosted Price Column
Outbound Activity:
 Recosted Yard Shipments
 Recosted Yard Transfers-Plant to Plant
 Recosted Inventory Adjustments-inventory adjustment for some of the columns.
 Public Sales
 Theoretical Value- The recosted price column multiplied by the recost inventory adjust column.
 Theoretical Average Price
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Inventory Audit
This notes every change and transaction in the inventory. It includes a log of the time and date of the changes. This
screen is often used to track the entries, changes, voids, edits and who entered the change.
Action Steps
1. Go to Report/Search  Report Master. Expand Audit Reports and select Inventory Audit.
2. This screen will appear:

3. You can search the inventory based on any of the fields:









Change Date- drop down calendar
Inventory Item– drop down list
Inventory Group- drop down list
User- drop down list
Transaction type – drop down list
Inventory Category- drop down list
Transaction ID – type in invoice or ticket number
Dollar Decimals- Number is decimals
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New Inventory Item
This screen is used to either add a new Inventory Item or to search for an existing inventory item and the details
behind it.
1. Inventory  Item Administration

Action Steps





General information
 ID number – The company adds this number automatically
 Long name – this is the name that will appear on all printouts
Item Info Tab
 Short name – the name that will appear in all drop down lists (10 characters or less)
 Group- select a group from the drop down list or click
button
Every Item must be assigned in a group.
 CRV item- Used only by California companies.
 Sales Printouts Description – This is used to override you description for all sales of this item. For example,
Copper #2 will be called the export name “Birch Cliff”.
Pricing Info tab
 Price lists – dealer level price lists, see dealer level price
lists
 Public – public scales price lists, see public price lists
 Dynamic- see lesson on Dynamic pricing
 It is easier to manage pricing from the price lists screens
than to manage prices for individual items
 Once a price is entered at the price list level it will enter
information into the inventory item level
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Come From tab







Come From tab- tracks upgrades of materials into this inventory item
Click the Add Come From button and line will appear to add the information
Come From – the item being upgraded
Order – the order for more than one item
Percent – Percentage to spread out the upgrade and
more accurately calculate the weighted average price
 For example, the following are going to be upgraded to
copper #1




Unit Breakdown tab





This is specific to alloy processors
Showing the elemental breakdown of the alloy and percentage of each element
Feeds into the dynamic price system to calculate a more accurate price
Accounting Info
Generally only the accounting manager should use or change this tab.
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Expensing /Exporting
Inbound expenses
Processing costs
Shrinkage that will be deducted automatically off the weight and tracked to a specific general ledger account
This automatically adds burden to the cost of goods
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Creating Inventory Groups
1. Go to Inventory  Inventory Groups

Inventory Group Setup
To manage the many different types of items that a recycling operation may handle, the system allows you to group
like commodities or families. For example, you can make a simple grouping system like Ferrous, Non-Ferrous,
Paper, Plastic or you can make a complex system with sub-groups.
It is important to group your inventory items for three main reasons:
1.
Reporting – If you do not group the inventory items into logical groups, many of the reports will become
cumbersome and difficult to look at.
Item Look Up – If the inventory item list is too big and difficult to look through, users will become confused and it will
slow down their ability to use the ROM system.
2.
Accounting Transfer Information – By tying the General Ledger account number to the ROM system,
transferring daily purchase and sales information is very easy.
Inventory Group Fields





Inventory Group – Enter a description for this inventory group. Examples might be Paper, Aluminum,
Refinery, etc.
Active – Put a check in the box to activate the inventory group.
o Removing the check from this box will hide the inventory group from any inventory look-ups. Be
careful with this field as it can make it appear as if an inventory group mysteriously disappeared.
Sub Group Of – Select the inventory group from the drop down list that you want to make this a sub group of.
For more information, see the section on "Sub Grouping".
Element Group – Used with Elemental Breakdown. If you select this, when you enter the elemental
breakdown, the inventory item in this inventory group will appear as hot buttons. For instance, 18.8 is
comprised of 8% Nickel (Ni) and 18% Chromium (Cr) , Ni and Cr would be in elemental groups.

Sub Grouping
With Inventory Groups, you have the ability to assign subgroups. For example, under your Aluminum Group, you
may want to have a sub-group for Segregated Alloys (6063, 2024,etc) and a sub-group for Mixed Grades (MLC,
Painted, etc.)
The Sub Group System is not required and used only to group things further and make finding items easier.
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Accounting Setup
Defining the Chart of Accounts
1. Select Accounting  Chart of Accounts
2. Define all of the General Ledger accounts, including AR, AP, Inventory, COGS, Expenses and Administrative Item
Accounts.
a. Enter the information in the blank, white line.
i. Account number
ii. “Human Readable” Description
iii. Account Type. The type is very important, especially with AR Accounts.
b. Important points to consider:
i. Account numbers must be entered in the exact same fashion as they are in the accounting system including
dashes, periods, spaces, etc. If the name of different, the accounting program will not be able to import data
from ROM causing problems.
ii. Accounts are company/plant specific. If you have more than one facility using ROM, you will have to setup
the GL Account list for each plant.
iii. Checking accounts and some cash accounts must be entered for all plants.
iv. It is not an issue to list more accounts than necessary. If you are not certain if you should add an account or
not, it is better to add it.
v. Remember to hit the “Enter” Key after you enter the information.
c. Once you have entered all of the accounts, click the “Save” button, then the “Close” button. Reopen the screen.
This refreshes all of the account dropdowns needed to complete the next sections of the Chart of Accounts.
d. A Flag Account should be created for the Administrative Inventory Group. If you ever see anything in the Flag
Account during a transfer, investigation of this should occur prior to posting to the accounting system.
3. Complete the following accounting systems:
o Memo default accounts-Enter the accounts used when
creating Debit/Credit memos. Make sure that you are
using an AR Account on both the over-payment and the
under-payment. If you do not use an AR account, the
AR report will look distorted and it will not pickup
memos that you make.

o

Multiple currency Chart of Accounts
 ROM is multiple-currency capable. AR and AP
accounts are setup on this tab because each
currency is required to have a different AR Account
with currency exchange accounts. If you use only a
single currency, then you want to add Sales and
Purchases Accounts for the Exchange Accounts.
Note: ROM only supports one AR and one AP
account per currency.

o

Inventory group chart of accounts – For each inventory group, you must fill out all dropdowns on all of the tabs.
Although you may not be using all parts of the ROM system, it is a good idea to have everything completed. On
the screen, you will see the Debit / Credit entries the ROM System will make when transferring to your
accounting program.
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Points to consider when defining the Inventory Group Chart of Accounts:
 The Inventory Group Sub-Grouping has nothing to do with setting up GL accounts. The system will not roll up to the
main group to get the GL Account. Something must be entered for every inventory group.
 You have the ability to copy one inventory group’s GL Accounts to all others. The “Copy this GL Setup to all Inventory
Groups” button allows you to quickly copy GL setup across multiple inventory groups. It makes setup go much
quicker when you have many inventory groups with the same GL codes.
Inventory Group Chart of Accounts tabs:
 Purch/Sale COGS tab – Used by companies that assign
a Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) account to each invoice.
Even if a company does not assign a COGS value, you
still need to enter the Inventory Account of this tab. It is
used in various places throughout the system, like
Inventory Adjustments. If COGS is not used, enter the
“Purchase Account” in the COGS account dropdown.



Purch/Sale tab – For companies that do NOT assign a
COGS value to each invoice. Instead, the total purchases
and the sales determine profitability.



Brokerage – ROM treats Brokerage transactions
differently than Scale transactions. Because Brokerage
transactions use different costing methodologies and
have a different profit margin, ROM keeps this
information separate for the GL. Also, there is no
inventory in Brokerage transactions so the system uses
the Purchases Account for the Cost of Goods Sold for
Brokerage transactions.



Inventory Adjustments tab – When you make an
Inventory Adjustment, one side of the transaction is your
Inventory Account. Often, companies have an Upgrades
/ Downgrades Account to offset the net amount of
difference from making Inventory Adjustments.
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Inter Co Trans tab – If you are using the intercompany
transfer system in ROM, it will use these accounts for
handling intercompany purchases and sales.
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Chapter 6 – Brokerage Activities
What is Brokerage?
Broker Weight Ticket
Creating a New Broker Ticket
Brokerage Level Rejected Material Linking and Handling
Future Linking of these Customers
Handling Of Weight for Purchasing/Invoicing
Reporting
Customs Brokers
Harmonized Tariff Number
Making Yard Shipments
Creating the Pro Forma Invoice
Prepare Bookings
Preparing a Booking
Creating a New Booking
Creating a Shipment
Broker Weight Ticket
Dealer Invoice/Ticket
Claims - What is a Material Claim?
Creating a Claim – Simple Internal
Creating a Claim – Back to Whom the Material was Originally Purchased
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What is Brokerage?
To the ROM system, Brokerage is any transaction that does not go into your physical inventory or yard. There are
many different types of transactions that are handled under this section, that you may not typically consider
brokerage. For example, if your truck picks up material from a supplier and delivers it directly to a mill, that
transaction would be considered brokerage because it never comes into your facility. This is important because the
ROM system tracks your cost of goods sold separately for brokerage transactions and inventory based transactions.
This keeps high volume, lower profit business from distorting the value of your physical inventory.
A brokerage transaction consists of two parties, your supplier, or whom you are purchasing the material from and
your customer, or whom you are selling the material to. By entering a single broker weight ticket, you will be able to
easily generate both a purchase ticket and an invoice, as well as pull reports detailing exact margins from both a
purchasing and a sales perspective.
Broker Weight Ticket
The Broker Weight Ticket is the main tracking and entry system for ROM’s Brokerage System. This form is where
you will enter all relevant information for this transaction. A broker weight ticket usually represents a single shipment.
You may have as many items as you like on a single ticket. You can also tie the broker weight ticket to both a
purchase order and a sales order; however, you are not required to tie a broker weight ticket to an order.
Each Broker Weight Ticket will be given a unique, sequential tracking number assigned by ROM. This number will be
used throughout the system to refer to this transaction. Please note that you will be able to put many other
identifiable pieces of information, and be able to search by them, but ROM will always refer to this transaction by this
number. When viewing a report with both scale tickets and brokerage tickets, Broker tickets will have a "B" in front of
their number, for example, "B 249".
Broker Weight Ticket
Creating a New Broker Ticket
1. Navigation: Dealers- Brokerage- New Broker Weight
Ticket

2. Click on “Purchased From/Contact”.
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3. Select the customer. Click “Use Selected”.

4. Click on “Sold to/Contact” & repeat step 3.
5. Complete the “Item Info” tab and any other
desired fields.
a) Item: Use the drop down inventory list to
select the item being sold.
b) Gross / Tare: Type in the gross and tare
weight from the weight ticket.
c) Deduction and reason: If there is a
weight deduction, then it should be
reflected on the purchase ticket and
invoice. Enter the amount and reason in
these fields.
d) Override names (purchase and sales)
 Type in an override name for the
supplier (purchase) or customer
(sales)
 Clicking on the button “Purch
Override Name” or “Sales Override
Name” will bring up a list of override
names to select from, if they were
entered into the order.
e) To add item to brokerage weight ticket – Click “Add Item” button
6. Attach the Broker ticket to a PO or SO if applicable.
7. Save, print and close the ticket.
7
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Container Information Screen



Scale ticket: automatically assigned
Container number and Chasis number: Type
these in
 Container type: drop down list of different
containers, select one from list
Booking Information
 “Search Booking” button: Lists all bookings in
flexible search grid. Highlight and “Use
Selected Booking” button to use a booking.

“Open” button: Needs booking number to
open an existing booking.
 “New” button: Needs container number to
open new booking screen where you can
enter all the information to create a new
booking.
 When information is entered, press “Save &
Return”
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Advanced Brokerage
1. Basic information
a) Booking number: This field is for a
booking number, if the shipment has
been arranged.
b) Container number: The “…”button brings
up a secondary screen to arrange
container shipments and assign a
container number.
c) For more information on Overseas
Container Shipping, please see
"Booking / Container Tracking System."
2. Shipping Info tab- The ROM System
supports three main types of shipments:
Over the Road or via Truck, Rail Shipments,
and Over Seas Containers. However, the
"Shipment Type" list allows you to track
broker tickets by any type of shipment you
want to use.
Please Note that the Shipping Tab on the
Brokerage System is considered part of the Advanced Brokerage Module and depending upon your ROM Licensing
Agreement may not be available to your company.
a. Shipment type: Select from drop down list.
b. Bill freight to: This field designates which company is paying freight charges. If this field is blank, the system
will enter your company automatically.
c. Customs Broker: Select from drop down list.
Rail car shipment –
a. Show full supplier Info on B/L: This will show the Supplier’s complete address on the Bill of Lading. If you do
not select to show this information, then your company’s name will appear with the Shipped From City in the
address line.
b. Shipped From City- You can enter the City and state of origin for this shipment. Select from the drop down list
or type in the information.
c. Routing information: This information is supplied by the Rail Company and represents the route that the
material will be taking from supplier to its destination.
Packing list information – to create a packing list of the shipment
a. Item – Use the inventory list drop down to select the description.
b. Enter the quantity, packaging and weight information manually.
c. Click “Add List Item” button
d. Item will appear in the Packing list
e. To remove an item from the packing list, highlight it and click “Remove Selected Item from Packing List” button
3. Expenses tab
a) This tab ties expenses into
profit and allows you to adjust
the cost of goods immediately.
b) It reconciles freight costs and
can include multiple steps of
shipping and handling into the
cost of material
c) The types of expenses that are
displayed are set at “expense types”
 First- establish cost types: loading, transportation out, rail container, etc.
 Then set the cost default. The default will display automatically, but you can type in a different amount if
needed.
 Set the general ledger account that the cost will pay from.
d) When you wish to add an expense to a broker type
i. You must attach a expense vendor to the expense
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Enter the quantity for the expense
Click the create payable box inside the expense
The total expense costs will appear in the Expenses total box
Then click Create Expense Payables and a purchase ticket will be generated for the added expenses.
The identification number for the purchase ticket will appear on the Brokerage Weight ticket
Reconciles cost by generating a purchase ticket tied directly to the brokerage weight ticket

4. Overseas Docs tab
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Brokerage Level Rejected Material Linking and Handling
When shipping brokerage material, it is possible for part of the shipment or the entire shipment to be rejected by the mill
or customer that is receiving the load or material. When that occurs, we need a way to follow the rejected weight as it is
shipped to another location as well as keep track of all the expenses that are tied to the subsequent shipments. The
ROM system accomplishes this by creating a series of Broker Weight Tickets that are linked to the original Broker
Weight Ticket. Please note that it is possible for the rejected material to be rejected by one or more facilities, and the
system will track all of those shipments / expenses back to the original broker weight ticket.
The process of handling rejected material starts with the original broker weight ticket. Step One is to open the original
broker weight ticket by finding it in the Search Grid or directly opening the ticket, if you know the broker weight ticket
number. From there, we will create additional Broker Weight tickets and Claims.
On the broker weight ticket screen, you will see a tab called “Rejected Mat.” Please click on this tab to fill in rejected
material information.
1. Item– This is the currently
selected item on the broker weight
ticket. Because it is possible to
have multiple items on the broker
weight ticket, the Rejected
Material system has to be line
item specific.
a. This field cannot be changed
and is provided because the
Item Information Tab is
hidden when the Rejected
Material tab is visible.
b. If you want to change the Line
Item that the rejected material
is tied to, please click on the
Item Info Tab, select the
appropriate item from the Item
Detail Grid, and then come
back to this tab.
2. Date– This is the date you want
to track the rejected information
with. Because the rejection could come many days or even weeks after the material is delivered, we want to
track this date separately.
3. Weight– Enter the amount of weight rejected.
4. UM– Unit of Measure for the weight on the shipment. Note that the weight of the rejection needs to be in the
same unit of measure as the rest of the weight on the shipment. For example, if the shipment is entered in
pounds on the Item Info tab, you do not want to enter a Tons number here. This field is provided more for
reference and will be filled in for you when you click on the Rejected Material Tab.
5. Reason– Enter a reason / explanation for the material being rejected.
a. Please note that this information is not required, but is important for tracking purposes.
b. Please note that this information will be passed through to any claims that are created from a rejected
material.
6. Claim– Claim information consists of two different parts– the Claim Number and the Claim button.
a. Claim Number–
i. If no claim has been created, there will be a zero in the Claim Field.
ii. If a claim has already been created, the Claim’s Identification number will be displayed.
b. Claim Button–
i. If no claim has been created, clicking on this button will create a new claim and open the claim screen
to that claim.
ii. If a claim has already been created, then clicking on the Claim Button will open that specific claim.
c. Claim Creation–
i. In order to create a claim, you must have created a purchase ticket and an invoice for the broker weight
ticket. These transactions are required for the Claim to properly tie all parts of the transaction together.
If there is not either a purchase ticket or an invoice, the system will not allow you to create a claim.
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ii. When you click the Claim button, a new claim will appear. For more information on the Claim Screen,
please see the Claim System Documentation.
1. When the Claim Screen opens, it will automatically fill in the following information for you –
Inventory Item/Claim Weight/Claim Reason/Department
2. You must fill in the amount of money that you want to charge the Supplier. This is a negotiated
amount and there is no way for the computer system to guess/determine the amount to charge for
the claim.
3. Save the Claim and the Claim system will take care of making sure the amount is deducted from a
future purchase ticket.
iii. Please see the section below entitled “Handling of Weight For Purchasing/Invoicing” for scenarios of
when to and when not to use Claims.
7. Rejected Material Has been Assigned To– This is where you create the second broker weight ticket to handle
the movement of the rejected weight.
a. If no broker weight ticket has been created, you will see a Zero in the field. If you click on the Yellow Broker
Ticket button, the system will create a new Broker Weight Ticket for you.
b. Once a ticket has been created, you will see the actual broker weight ticket number displayed here. When
you click the yellow Broker Ticket button, the system will open that Broker Weight Ticket for you.
c. When the system creates the new broker weight ticket, it will fill in the following information–
i. Purchased From– This will be the original dealer/supplier who shipped the rejected material. Although
the shipment is really going from the First Mill/Customer to a second Mill/Customer, ROM has to put
the original Dealer here. This allows us to–
1. Possibly issue a separate payment for the rejected material (if no payment has been issued yet.
2. Track Expenses incurred for this additional movement back to the original supplier.
3. When the Freight Information is dealt with, the user will still be able to track the freight commitment
from the First Mill to the Second Mill.
4. If the material gets rejected again, we will be able to tie this second rejection to the Supplier and
the Mill so that any future links between the two parties will result in Rejected Material warning.
ii. Item And Weight
Information– The
system will use the
Item that is used for
the line item on the
rejection. The weight
will be the weight that
was rejected.
Assuming that all of the
rejected weight is
being shipped to the
same place.
1. If the weight being
rejected is being
split into two
different
shipments, you will
need to split out
the weight on the
original broker
weight ticket prior
to generating the
second broker weight ticket. The system can only tie one rejected broker weight ticket to each line
item on the original broker weight ticket.
iii. Rejected From Ticket Link– When the second broker weight ticket opens, the system will alert the user
to the fact that this ticket is for rejected material.

1. Below the Rejected Material banner, the system is displaying the original broker
weight ticket number that this rejected ticket was created from.
2. If at any time you want to see the original broker weight ticket, click on the “Open”
button and the system will bring that broker weight ticket to the screen for you.
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3. Please note that this section will only be visible on broker weight tickets that were
created as part of this rejection process.
d. When you create the new broker weight ticket, the following information is not transferred over–
i. Purchase Order– the system does not know if you want to tie the rejection to the same order
or if you want to create a new order.
ii. Sold To and Delivery information– The system does not know where the material is going to
end up.
e. At this point you fill in the rest of the broker weight ticket information and complete the shipment
process from the first mill to the second destination.
f. Remember to save the new broker weight ticket that is created.
8. Open/Edit Purchase Order Button– For convenience, you can open the original purchase order that is tied to
this shipment. Simply click this button and the system will open the Purchase Order screen. This is provided so
that you may make any necessary changes to the purchase order, such as adding another line to handle pricing
for the rejected material.
9. Open/Edit Sales Order Button– For convenience, you can open the original sales order that is tied to this
shipment. Simply click this button and the system will open the Sales Order screen.
10. Order Link-Assign PO to New SO Button– Click on this button to open the order linking screen. This will
allow you to change the links associated with the purchase order and assign it to another sales order.
a. Note that there is no re-linking to the sales order. Because the shipment has been entered, the system
will use the net shipment weight as the amount of weight that was linked. If you need to re-link
information to the sales order, then open the sales order screen first and then click the link button on
that screen.
b. For more information on Linking, please see the ROM Link System documentation.
Future Linking of these Customers
The system will keep a permanent record of the fact that there was a rejection of this supplier’s material by this mill or
consumer. In the future, whenever a user tries to link or put these two customers together, the system will display the
“Rejected Material History” screen so that the user can choose whether or not to allow this linking. The system will
check for Rejected Material History when you create a broker weight ticket or when you link orders for the two dealers
together. The Rejected Material History screen looks like this–

1. Purchase From/Sold To– Displays the dealers that you are attempting to link. Please note that it is sensitive to
who the material was purchased from and who the material was sold to.
2. Rejected Material History– Displays a list of all broker weight tickets between these two dealers that have had
rejected material. It lists off the Material, Broker Weight Ticket Number, Date of the Shipment, and Total Net
Weight that was shipped, Weight that was Rejected and the Reason for the Rejection.
3. Allow Ticket/Link Button– If you click on this button the system will let the linking of these two dealers go
through.
4. Don’t Allow Ticket/Link Button– When this button is pressed, the system will not create the link between the
two dealers. If you are making a broker weight ticket, the system will return you to the weight ticket so that you
can pick another dealer or void the ticket and research what to do. If you are linking Orders, the system will not
link the two orders and allow you to make a new link with a different pair of dealers.
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Handling Of Weight for Purchasing/Invoicing
One of the more tricky parts of rejected material handling is what to do with the weight. As such, the system will make
adjustments, but the user must also determine the best course of action for certain items.


Broker Weight Ticket– Since the broker weight ticket represents the shipment information, it is important that
the weight information is correctly reflected on all balances. Therefore, when you enter a weight into the
Rejected Material Tab, the system will automatically copy that amount to the Item Info Tab and enter the weight
in the “Deduction” field. It will put the reason as Rejected Material. This is done so that all reports showing
volume for the customer and supplier will accurately display the weight that was accounted for.
o Please note that if the
system detects that there is
an existing adjustment on
the broker weight ticket, it
will prompt the user as to
whether they want to
overwrite the pre-existing
adjustment weight and
reason or if they want to
over write it.
o Please also note that once
the rejected weight is
entered, you can go and
change the Adjustment
weight to reflect the correct
weight. For example, the
shipment is 40000lbs, 5000
lbs get rejected. The
remaining 35000 lbs has
moisture (10% or 3500 lbs)
that needs to be deducted.
So after the rejected weight information is entered, click on the item information tab and change the
Adjustment weight from 5000 lbs to 8500 lbs and change the reason from “Rejected Material” to “Reject
and Moisture”. With this change, you will properly pay and invoice for the material as well as keep track of
the 5000 lbs that got rejected.
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Dealer Purchase Ticket For Material– The Status of the Dealer Level Purchase and your internal company
procedures/policies will dictate what to do. Below are a couple of scenarios for handling different situations–
o The Broker Weight Ticket has Not been Purchased (No Dealer Level Purchase Tickets exist).
 Create a Dealer Level
Purchase Ticket for the
original broker weight
ticket. When you do, the
system will create the
ticket for the shipped
weight minus the rejected
weight.
 Create a second Dealer
Level Purchase ticket (or
add the second broker
weight ticket information
to the same Dealer
Purchase Ticket as the
original broker weight
ticket) for the second
Broker Weight Ticket
created for the rejection.
This ticket will only have
the Rejected weight.
Price appropriately.
 If you are going to charge
the customer for this work (other than a lowering of the price), for example, an extra freight charge, add it
to the dealer purchase ticket as a negative line item to deduct the appropriate amount. Make sure you
select the appropriate item / account for this type of charge.
 Processing this way allows you to have two different prices and two different line items. One line for the
original shipment at one price, and one line for the rejected weight at a different price.
o The Broker Weight Ticket has Already Been Purchased, but no check or payment has been issued yet.
 Open the Dealer Purchase Ticket tied to the Original Broker Weight Ticket. In the Item/weight
information, Settlement Information, section of the Dealer Purchase Ticket, enter the rejected weight
information into the Adjustment Field and a reason for “Rejected Material”. This will lower the dollar value
of the payment to reflect the actual shipment weight.
 Add the second Broker Weight Ticket created for the rejection to this ticket (or you can create another
purchase ticket)
 If you are going to charge the customer for this work (other then a lowering of the price), for example, an
extra freight charge, add it to the dealer purchase ticket as a negative line item to deduct the appropriate
amount. Make sure you select the appropriate item/account for this type of charge.
 As long as there has not been a payment made against this open transaction, it is ok to update it in this
fashion. The AP accrual system will handle the values appropriately in the GL. However, as soon as a
single payment has been made against this purchase ticket, you will not be able to modify it.
o The Original Broker Weight Ticket has been purchased and a payment has been issued against the Dealer
Purchase Ticket.
 In this case, the supplier has already received money against the load and the original purchase ticket
transaction cannot be altered.
 When you enter the rejection information onto the broker weight ticket, create a Claim. The amount of the
claim should be for the dollar amount difference between what you think the supplier should have been
paid and what you actually paid.
 For Example– 40,000 lb load of material has 10,000 lbs rejected. When you paid the supplier,
you paid 40,000 lbs @ $0.50 per pound = $20,000. However, for the 10,000 lbs of rejected
material, you determine that the supplier should only be paid $0.40. So the supplier should
really have been paid 30,000 lbs at $0.50= $15,000 plus 10,000 lbs at $0.40= $4,000, for a
total of $19,000. The difference is $1,000. So you need to make the claim for $1,000.
 When you make the next Dealer Purchase Ticket for this supplier, the system will notify the user of the
claim and you can then deduct/subtract the amount from their next purchase ticket.
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 If you are going to charge the customer for this work (other then a lowering of the price), for example, an
extra freight charge, you can either add it directly to the claim, or you can add it as another line item when
you make the next dealer purchase ticket. Our recommendation is to add the amount to the claim. That
way, the system will automatically remind the user to take the money away. If you don’t use the claim
system, it will be up to the user to take the money away manually.
 Note that the Second Broker Weight ticket will still appear as an open Broker Weight Ticket to Pay.
There are two ways to handle this–
 1. Add the broker weight ticket to a dealer purchase ticket at Zero Value. This will clear it out of
the system, but it will also appear on the purchase ticket printout given to the supplier. If that is
ok, this is the preferred method.
 2. Manually mark the second broker weight ticket as paid. This can be done through the Scale
Ticket maintenance screen and will be tracked in the audit log system. See the documentation
on the Scale Ticket Maintenance screen for more information.


Dealer Level Invoice for Material– Like the purchase ticket, the Status of the Invoice and the Broker Weight
Ticket, as well as your internal company procedures/policies will dictate what to do. Below are a couple of
scenarios for handling different situations–
o The Original Broker Weight Ticket Has NOT Been Invoiced (No invoice exists).
 Create an Invoice for the original broker weight ticket. The system will automatically create it
for the net weight minus the rejected weight. Handle this transaction as you normally would. If
the customer is charging you an additional sum of money for the rejection, manually add it to
the invoice and make sure that you select the correct item/charge account.
 Create an Invoice for the Second Broker weight ticket to the second mill.
o The Original Broker Weight Ticket has been Invoiced– When this occurs, there are two ways to handle
it.
 Option 1- Create a Debit/Credit Memo against the invoice for the dollar amount difference. Do
this when you have not received payment against the invoice, and you know that the customer
is going to be short paying the invoice. When the abbreviated Payment is received, you will be
able to apply that amount to the invoice and mark it as paid in full.
 Option 2– Customer has already paid the invoice and will be taking money back against a
future invoice. When this scenario occurs, you need to create a Claim for the dollar amount
difference on the shipment. When you create a new invoice, the system will pop up the claim
alert and you can apply the claim to any future invoice. If the customer is charging any fees or
additional charges, it is best to incorporate those charges into the total amount of the claim.
That way the claim system will remind the user to deduct those monies.
o The Second Broker Weight Ticket– Because the shipment has gone to a completely different mill, all
you have to do is create a new invoice from the Second Broker Weight Ticket to the second
mill/customer. Handle that invoice as you would any other invoice in the system.

Reporting
There are two critical reports that are relevant to Brokerage Rejected Material linking system.
 Individual Broker Weight Ticket Report– The main internal broker weight ticket report will show all of the rejected
information. It will also show the subsequent broker weight tickets that are made from the rejection. It will keep
track of all tickets; no matter how many times the material is rejected. It will also display all expenses associated
with the subsequent tickets and provide a total. This expense total will be added to the original Broker Ticket’s
expenses so that you can see the total amount of expenses associated with the original broker weight ticket.
 Supplier Rejected Material History– This is a detailed report in the Brokerage section of the reporting system. It
details out by Supplier (who you bought the material from), the weight ticket, delivery information as well as how
much weight was rejected and the reason. It also shows who the material was re-shipped to and on what broker
weight ticket.
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Customs Brokers
A Pro Forma Invoice is an invoice created at the time of shipment. This invoice is not the final invoice, but is needed
for customs paperwork or other reasons. When creating an outbound shipment, the ROM system will automatically
create this invoice from the order that is selected at the time of shipment. When it makes the invoice, it will make a
complete ROM invoice. That means it will appear in the accounts receivable system and no other invoice has to be
made for the transaction. You will be able to open this invoice in the ROM Invoice system.
Please note that this functionality is primarily used when going between the United States and Canada. It should not
be confused with Commercial Invoicing that is primarily used for shipments out of the United States or Canada
destined for overseas locations like China, Japan, Korea, etc. Commercial Invoices are usually LC based business,
where Pro Forma invoices are usually standard terms with no LC.
A Customs Broker is a third party vendor that produces customs based paperwork for your company. When you
make a shipment across national borders, there is additional paperwork that needs to be filled out. A Customs Broker
usually does this work. You can have an unlimited number of Customs Brokers in the ROM system. To set up
Customs Brokers, go to the Drop Down List Administration system (Program Setup Menu, Drop Down Lists) and
select “Customs Brokers” from the list. When you click on that item, a second screen will appear:
1. Customs Broker List– Displays a list of
Customs Brokers currently in the
system. To View a customs broker,
double click on the broker in this list and
the system will bring its information to
the screen.
2. New Button– Click on this button if you
want to add a new Customs Broker to
the system. Use this button if you
cannot find the broker in the Customs
Broker List.
3. Customs Broker Information– The
system will track / store the following
information for the Customs Broker–
a. Broker Company– The
Customs Broker Company Name
b. Contact– This is the contact person at the customs broker that you use. This name will print on all of
the paperwork.
c. Address– The Address that you want to print on all of the paperwork for the customs broker.
d. Phone– Contact Phone Number for the Customs Broker. Please note that this information will print on
all of the paperwork.
e. Fax– Contact Fax Number for the Customs Broker. Please note that this information will print on all of
the paperwork.
f. Email– Contact Email Address for the Customs Broker. Internal Reference only. Not used anywhere
else in the system.
g. Pro Forma Invoice Notes– Special Notes that will print both on the export Bill of Lading and on the Pro
Forma Invoice. These notes are usually standard for the Customs Broker, for example, special border
or contact instructions relevant to that specific customs broker.
4. Save
5. Close
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Harmonized Tariff Number
When crossing the border into the United States, items shipped need to have a Harmonized Tariff Number. This
number is used for Customs only. You administer this information on the Inventory Item screen. To get to the
Inventory Item screen, go to the Inventory Menu, and select Inventory Administration. That will bring up the following
screen. Click on the “Expensing/Exporting” tab for the view below1. Harmonized Tariff #– Enter the
Harmonized Tariff Number for this
specific inventory item. Please note
that multiple inventory items may
have the same Harmonized Tariff
Number. This is a type in field, so
you can put whatever you want
here.
2. Pro Forma Invoice Description–
When generating the Export Bill of
Lading or the Pro Forma Invoice,
the system will check this field. If
there is a description in this field, it
will use this as the commodity
description. If there is nothing in this
field, the system will check the scale
ticket for an Override Name. If there
is an Override Name it will use it. If there is no Override Name, then the system will use the Long Name for the
Inventory Item.
3. Save Button– Once you have entered in the Harmonized Tariff Information, click on the Save Button to commit your
changes to the database.
Making Yard Shipments
When making an outbound shipment
from your plant, and you want to make
an Export Bill of Lading and a Pro
Forma Invoice, you will need to fill out a
couple of additional pieces of
information. This section is only going
to focus on the information needed to
make Pro Forma Invoices. For more
information on Outbound Shipping,
please see the documentation for that
portion of the system.
The information that you need to enter can be found on the “Vehicle/Export” tab. It will show the following
information1. Customs Broker– Select from the drop down list, the Customs Broker you want to use for this transaction, if the
default value is not what you want.
2. State/Province of Origin– Type in the information that you want to display for the Origin portion of the Bill of Lading
and Pro Forma invoice. The system will fill in the default value in the settings system, but you can override that
information.
3. State/Province Destination– Enter the State or Province Destination to use for this shipment. Note that this
information appears both on the Export Bill of Lading and the Pro Forma invoice.
Any and all of these fields blank.
You can set up default Customs Broker and State/Province of Origin values to use for every transaction. To set these
defaults, go to the Program Setup Menu and select General Settings. Once the setting screen comes up, select the
Company Option. Under Truck Scale Parameters– Company Level, you will find the following options–
 Default Customs Broker For All Shipments– Select the Customs Broker that you want to default to for all
transactions from the drop down list.
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Default State/Province of Origin for Shipments– Type into the text box the default value you want to use for the
State/Province of Origin for shipments.

Please note that these are company level settings. It is assumed that all shipments out of your plant will be originating
from the same State/Province and will use the same customs broker. However, at the time of generating the shipping
paperwork you can change these values.
Creating the Pro Forma Invoice
Once the Shipment is completed, you can make the Pro Forma Invoice for this transaction. Click on the “Generate
Invoice” button and the system will do the rest. Please note the following –
 There must be a sales order assigned to each item on the scale ticket. If there is not, the system will put a zero
value in the field.
 The system will look for the following:
o If the order is an elemental based price and there is at least one finished good tag on the scale ticket
with an elemental breakdown, it will process each individual finished good based off its elemental
breakdown and provide an invoice with one item per finished good calculated against the intrinsic
items.
o If the order is formula based off of a market factor, the system will look for a provisional price. If there is
no provisional price, the price will be zero.
 The Scale Ticket must be marked as complete. If the ticket is not complete, the system cannot make the
invoice.
 When the system is done generating the invoice, you will be able to print it. To print either the Pro Forma
Invoice or the Export Bill of Lading, use the ROM Print Control. For more information on the ROM Print Control,
please see that documentation.
 If you don’t like anything that is on the invoice, you can open the invoice screen through the regular ROM
Invoice system and modify the invoice as necessary.
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Prepare Bookings
Preparing a Booking
Note: This screen is mainly used by customers that do their own bookings with the shipping companies. This screen
mainly allows the user to collect all calls for bookings and then contact the shipping lines for the actual booking.
1. Dealers- Overseas Bookings- Prepare
Bookings. OR

2. Choose which kind of transaction is being
created.
3. Choose a PO/SO, Dealer, or Commodity. This
will auto fill in the Available Open
Purchase/Sales Orders grid.

4. Complete the Booking information. When a
selection is made from the purchase order
screen the system will auto fill any information
from the PO to the Booking Information.
5. Click on “Create Containers”

6. Click on “Yes” to apply the SO to the container
being created.
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7. When calling the shipping company
click on “Open New Booking”, or if a
booking is already in the system user
can click “Attached to Booking” to add
the new call to a current booking in the
system.

8. Enter the Booking Number. The other
tabs are optional.
9. Click on “Create/Open Broker Ticket
For Container”
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10. Complete the Purchased From and
Sold To areas.
11. Enter the booking number.

12. Open the Container Info Screen via the “…” button beside Container Number.
Click, “YES”.

13. Add the container type.
14. Add the seal number.
15. Click Save & Return.

16. Click Save.
17. Print the ticket.
The Brokerage Weight Ticket Detail Report prints as well as other selected documentation
including commercial invoices, certificates and export declaration.
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Creating a New Booking
1. Dealers- Overseas Bookings- New
Booking

2. Enter the booking number and
Customer (Ref. Only), Inv. Item (Ref.
Only), Port of Origin, Destination Port,
Shipping Co, Vessel, Voyage, and Cutoff Date.
3. Enter the container information.
4. Click on “Create Containers for
Booking”. (This button is only to be
clicked if the booking is to be user for
Broker Shipments Only)

5. Click “Yes”.

6. Click on Search, select the SO.
7. Click “Apply Selected Order”.
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8. Click “Assign PO to Multiple
Containers”.

9. Repeat steps 6 and 7.
10. Select “Create Multiple Broker
Tickets” to overwrite the booking

11. Complete the Broker Ticket
information.
12. Click Save.

The Broker Ticket information is completed for the containers.
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Creating a Shipment
1. Dealers- Overseas Bookings- New
Booking

2. Complete the booking number, Port
of Origin, Destination Port, Shipping
Co, Vessel, Voyage, and Cut-off Date.
3. Click on “Create Containers for
Booking”.

4. Click “Yes”.

5. Select an order
6. Click on “Apply Selected Order”.
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7. Select the order.
8. Click on one of the “Create Scale
Ticket” options. An “S” appears in the
line container line item.
9. Save and close the booking ticket.

10. Shipping ticket is now in the hopper for scale
weights. Go to Scale Management- Detailed
Shipping Ticket.

11. Select the “Shipping Ticket.
12. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

13. Complete the Gross and Tare
Weights. The items weight can be
added for a single line item or if
scanner gun is used it can be
downloaded with material weights.
14. Apply the ticket to a specific order.
15. Save and close the ticket. The
shipment is ready for Truck Scale
Weights.
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Letter of Credit
Letter of Credit can be accessed in 3 different ways:
1. From the Broker Weight ticket in the Item Info Tab, click … button next to LC
Broker Weight Ticket

2. From the Dealer Invoice/ Ticket on the Item Information tab
 Checks against the customer and opens letters of credit
 Or “There are no existing letters of Credit for this dealer; would you like to create one?”
Dealer Invoice/Ticket

3. Accounting New Letter of Credit
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Letter of Credit Screen
Copy to new letter of credit
Closes the letter of credit screen
Allows you to copy information from the open letter to a new letter of credit
Deletes the current letter of credit.
Closes the letter of credit without saving.
Saves the letter of credit and saves it.
1. General Tab
 Name of Company as it appears on the Letter of
Credit
 Dealer (from drop down list) as identified in
company files
 Name of Dealer as it appears on the Letter of
Credit
 LC number = Document of Credit number
 Dates- L/C, Expiration, Last Ship
 Name of commodity as it appears on the Letter
of Credit
 Additional Information related to the Commodity
2. Bank Tab
 Issuing Bank - bank sending letter
 Drawn On Bank
 Pay to the Order of Bank- bank money is
deposited into
 Origin- country of origin
o Add Origin button ties to ticket allowing
flexibility in designating the country/ place of
origin
o Every invoice or ticket that is tied to this will
have a drop down including the specified
origin options
 Destination – port being shipped to
3. Other Tab
 Inspection statement as it appears on the Letter of Credit
 Beneficiary statements
 Shipping Mark
 Other Notes: CCIC needed or any other details for internal use
4. Links Tab
 Show any invoices or tickets that have been tied to this letter of credit
 Also track the unused balance for this particular letter of credit
5. Saving / Closing
 Close L/C button- saves it as closed file, not active
 New L/C button- opens a new letter and can copy part of the letter into a new file
 Void L/C button- deletes the letter of credit
 Save & Close button –saves the letter and closes the screen
 Cancel button- closes without saving
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Claims - What is a Material Claim?
Creating a Claim – Simple Internal
1. Navigation: Dealers- Claims Against MaterialNew Claim

2. Enter the ticket criteria and click on “Search”.
3. Select the shipment and click on “Create Claim
Against Selected Shipment”.

4. Enter the weight
5. Complete the claim type field and the
Customer/Sold To information. Choose one
of the following options:
a. Apply the claim amount to a future
invoice
b. Create a Purchase Ticket
c. Create a Neg. invoice
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Creating a Claim – Back to Whom the Material was Originally Purchased
A Material Claim is when you ship or broker
material and the company who you sold the
material to found a problem and is going to
deduct money from your payment. A
Material Claim can be for poor quality, oversized material, moisture, or any other reason
that a consumer might want to deduct money
for.
In the ROM system, you can track Material
Claims by entering the Claim into the Claims
System. Once the Claim has been entered,
ROM will tie it to all of the relevant parts of
the transaction to provide a set of
comprehensive reports allowing you to track
claims by supplier, consumer, material, etc.
In addition, the ROM system will alert users
processing purchase tickets or invoices to
the fact that a Claim exists and will prompt
them to apply the appropriate amount of
material, ensuring that all claims are
accounted for and properly deducted for.
1. Complete the same steps as above, but additionally complete the Material Source/Purchased From information.
2. Choose one of the following options:

a. Apply Claim Amount to Future Purchase Ticket
b. Create Invoice
c. Create Negative Purch.















Shipment and Claim information
Claim ID No. – Each Claim will be given a unique ID number for tracking purposes. This number will be
printed on all of the reports and will be the primary reference ROM uses for this Claim.
Consumer Claim No. – If the Consumer or company receiving the material issues a Claim Number that
represents this Claim, then enter that number or information here.
Claim Type – Select type from the drop down list that you want to classify this claim under.
Weight Ticket No. – This is the weight ticket number that you are applying this claim to. You cannot
change the weight ticket number once you have started the claim. To change it, you must void the claim and
start over.
Container No. – The Overseas Container Number that this Claim is applied to. You cannot change the
Container Number here. To change it, you must void the Claim and start over.
Ship Date - This is the date the material was shipped.
Delivered To – The Deliver To Destination of the material.
Recvd Date – Optional. The date that the material was received by the consumer.
Department- Select from drop down
Claim Date - The date the claim was created.
Entered By - The User logged in when the Claim was created.
Inventory Item – The item in the shipment that the claim is being applied against.
Claim Weight – Enter the amount of weight that the claim is being applied against. This is for tracking and
display purposes only. The Dollar Amount of the claim is what will be applied to future transactions.
Claim Reason – Enter a reason for the claim. You can enter an unlimited number of notes in this field. This
reason will be displayed on all paperwork.
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Purchase/Sale Information Tab –
This portion of the screen is broken up into two distinct parts –
Material Source/ Purchased from
 Purchased From – The dealer that the material was purchased from.
 Orig/ Purch Ticket No. – This will be the purchase ticket that the broker weight ticket was applied to,
if purchased. The … button will display the purchase ticket.
 Amount to Apply- Enter the amount of money that the claim is for. Enter a total dollar amount, not a
“per pound, ton, etc.” rate. Please note that this is the amount being claimed. You will be able to
track separately how much you actually pay and how much you actually get back from your supplier
elsewhere.
 Applied to Purch No. – If the claim has been applied to a Purchase Ticket, then that Purchase
Ticket Number will appear here. For more information, please see the section on Apply Claims to
Purch / Invoice.
 Claim Amount Applied – If the claim has been applied to a Purchase Ticket, then the amount taken
will be displayed here. It is only for comparison purposes and cannot be changed.
 Apply Claim Amount to Future Purchase Ticket – If you select this box, a screen will appear the
next time a purchase ticket is created for the Dealer (Purchased from) prompting you to apply the
claim against that ticket.
If you do not select the box, the claim will be considered “written off” and you are not going to attempt
to get money back from the supplier for the claim.
 Internal Purchase / Supplier Notes – This is a section for internal notes that will be displayed on
Apply Claim to Purch / Invoice screen that appears when you create a new purchase ticket for this
dealer.
Consumer/ Sold to
 Sold To – The Dealer you sold this shipment to.
 Orig. Invoice No. – If the shipment has been applied to an invoice, then the invoice number will appear
here. To see a copy of the invoice, click the … button.
 L/C No. – If the shipment was tied to a Letter of Credit, then the L/C number will appear here.
 Amount to Apply- Enter the amount of money that the claim is for. Enter a total dollar amount, not a “per
pound, ton, etc.” rate. Please note that this is the amount being claimed. You will be able to track
separately how much you actually pay and how much you actually get back from your supplier elsewhere.
 Applied to Invoice No. – If the claim has been applied to a Invoice, then that Invoice Number will appear
here. For more information, please see the section on Apply Claims to Purch / Invoice.
 Claim Amount Applied – If the claim has been applied to an invoice, then the amount taken on that
invoice will be displayed here. This is for comparison purposes and cannot be changed.
 Apply Claim Amount to Future Invoice – If you select this box, then the next an invoice is created for
this dealer (Sold to) a screen will appear prompting you to apply the claim.
 Internal Invoice / Consumer Notes – This is a section for internal notes that will be displayed on Apply
Claim to Purch / Invoice screen that appears when you create a new invoice for this dealer.
Adding Pictures to a claim- picture tab
Often times, when the consumer sends you
information about the claim, they will send you
pictures of the material in question. If the
pictures are in electronic format (JPG, BMP,
etc), then you can import that file into ROM
and attach it to the claim. You can have an
unlimited number of pictures attached to each
claim.
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“Pictures of Claim” includes a list of all pictures tied to the claim. You can have an unlimited number of pictures tied to
a claim. Please note that pictures have to be added one picture at a time and must be in a folder accessible to the
ROM system. This grid also lists
 Date – The date that the picture was added to the claim.
 Picture Description – You can have a description up to 200 characters long for each picture. This description
will print out on the claim sheet.
On the right side of the screen is the actual picture. The picture will change when you click on the Picture Grid and
switch between pictures.
Add Picture to Claim Button – Click on this button to add a picture to the claim. You will be making a copy
of the picture and storing it with your main ROM data. When you click on this button, another screen will
appear.

With this screen, you will locate the picture you want to add to ROM and give it a title.
 Search for Picture File – Click on this button and you will get a Windows Open File dialog box. This will
allow you to navigate through the folder structure to find the picture you want to import. Once you have find
the picture, select it and hit the Open button. ROM will open the picture and display it for you.
 Title For Picture – You must give each picture a title. You should enter a title that best describes what is on
the picture. Please note that this title will appear on printouts. It is limited to 200 characters.
 Add File to ROM button – After verifying the picture and naming it, click on this button. The picture will be
tied to the claim.
 Cancel Button – Click on this button to cancel adding a picture to the claim.
Remove Picture From Claim – To permanently remove a picture from the claim, click on the name of the
picture in the Pictures Grid and click on this button. The system will ask you to confirm that you want to delete
the picture. If you click yes, then the picture will be permanently deleted. You cannot undo this deletion. If
you want to put the picture back, you will have to re-import it using the Add Picture to Claim Button.
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Chapter 7 – Dealer Level Activities
Dealer Price Lists
ROM Pricing Options
Working with a Dealer Price List
Multiple Price List
Orders
Creating Orders
Creating a Fixed Price (Straight Price) PO
Creating a Fixed Price (Straight Price) SO
Creating a Provisional Price PO
Creating a Provisional Price SO
Creating a New Dealer Purchase Ticket
Copying an Existing Order to a New Order
Quick Price Change
Approving Orders
User Settings
Additional Settings
Provisional Pricing and Finalized Settlement Generation
Creating an Order with Formula-Based Pricing
Finalized Pricing Schedule Tab
Provisional Invoices/Final Settlements Tab
Finalized Pricing Settlement Screen
Adding Invoices to Final Invoice Section
Provisional Invoices Look Up Section
Dealer Claims Look Up Section
Outstanding Negative Invoices
Completing the Process
Paying a Settlement (Purchase Ticket)
Payable To (Check)
Check/Cash/Wire Payments
Partial Payments
Vendor Expenses
Adding an Expense (Linked to Transactions)
Adding an Expense (Not Linked)
Reconciling an Expense
Reminders
Scheduling a new reminder
Reminder Reports
Setting up Types of Reminders
Credit, Insurance and Terms Limits
To open the Dealer Screen
Managing Dealer Limits for a Single Dealer
Saving/Editing Limit Information
Managing Limits on an Enterprise Level
Linking Dealers to the Master Dealer
Searching for Dealers to Link
Viewing the Limits on a Linked Dealer
Other Dealer Restrictions
Handling a Transaction that Exceeds the Limits
Credit & Insurance Limits on the Transaction Limits screen
Terms Limits on the Transaction Limits screen
Options for User Response to Transaction Limits:
Voiding the Transaction:
Accepting the Transaction:
Including Sales Orders in Limit Checking
Transactions Placed On Hold
Dealer Credit Authorization
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Dealer Price Lists
ROM Pricing Options
The ROM system has many diverse pricing options at the Dealer Level. When making a purchase settlement or an
invoice, the system will present with all of the available options and allow the user to determine what is best for the
settlement. The basic types of pricing are
 Price Lists – You could consider the Price List system to be the equivalent of a daily price sheet that you give
your sales people or fax to your customers.
o You can have an unlimited number of price lists and can break them up however you want. You then
assign each dealer to a price list. Examples of price lists might be, Dealer Level A, Big Customers,
Peddlers, etc.
o When pricing material for the system will look up the customer’s default price list and then give the
user the option of using that price. The system will display both the price list price on the date the
material was received and the date the ticket is processed.
o The Price List system is meant for bulk pricing of many customers that get the same prices.
o You can also use the Price List system as a base pricing system to setup Formula Based Individual
Order Pricing.
o You can use the Price List System as a fall back to the order system. If you assign a Dealer to a price
list and the Dealer brings an item that does not have an Order then the system can fall back to the
price on the appropriate price list for that item.
o There are two types of price lists – Simple and Dynamic. Simple are meant for Day to Day activity
where pricing is set, where Dynamic Price Lists are calculated on the Fly based off of complex
calculations that can be tied to other items and/or market indicators such as nickel units versus the
price of nickel.
 Individual Dealer Orders – The ROM system calls them Orders / Quotes, but it can be considered the same
thing as a pricing file or card. If you want to set up Dealer specific prices for specific items, then you would
create an Order, either purchase or sales, for that Dealer.
o You can have an unlimited number of open orders per customer.
o You can create a quotation and then change it to a firm order later. Orders and their weights are
tracked through the system and quotations are not.
o Creating Individual Price Files per customer allow you to create very diverse and powerful pricing
combinations for your customers.
o Orders can be given expiration dates.
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Working with a Dealer Price List

1. Inventory- Price Lists- Simple Price List Management

2. Double click a price list.
3. Add items and/or modify the list.
4. Save, print and close the list.
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Multiple Price List

Buttons addressed in this lesson
This button will open the list with ID number that is entered.
This will print out the price list that is selected.
This allows you to edit multiple price lists at one time, but then update all
price lists at one time.
This will retrieve the pricing history for the selected price list.
Exits without saving.
For current price list
1. Select Current Price list and click “Get History Info”
2. To get history- select historical prices
 Enter the date from drop down and list from drop down

 Click “Get History Info”
 The price history is displayed on the grid
3. To get a report of pricing from a price list on a specific inventory group
 Select price list from drop down
 Click “Price Lists Printout”
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Orders
Creating Orders
Creating a Fixed Price (Straight Price) PO
1. Dealers- Orders- New Order

2. Select “Yes” to create a Purchase Order

3. Select the Company.
4. Click on “Use Selected”.

5. Select “Yes” for a firm order. (With the correct permissions a Firm Order can be
changed to a Quote and vice versa)
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6. Complete at least the “Info” tab
and add items, their price and other
information. See subsequent
sections for detailed information
regarding each tab on the Order
screen.
7. Once complete, click on “Save”
and “Close”.

Info Tab
1. Complete all applicable information on the “Info” tab.
 By- Pulls from “primary contact” field on
dealer profile screen (This can be changed
to the Buyer or Seller).
 Terms- Terms are pulled from the default
set on the dealer information screen.
Terms can be changed for each individual
order.
 Customer Ref #
 Shipping Term- Delivery point including
Freight on Board (FOB).
 Delivery- Delivery locations. Click on the
“Locations” button to add additional
locations to the dropdown list. Enter a “Delivery” address if differs from the primary address
 Yard Shipment Ship To- Pulls from the Dealer list
 Deliv #
 Shipped via- How the item is shipped, such as truck or barge
 Entered By- Is populated with the logged in user’s id. This field is locked.
2. Enter the “Item” and “Price” information.
 Item
 Override Name-Will be provided on printouts and follows the item thru to scale tickets, invoices, etc. for
this order
 Packaging- Type
 PU/Delivered- Internal information for how the item is delivered: using our trucks, their trucks or both
 Amount Ordered- In lb, tons, metric tons, etc.
 Containers- Number and type. The number is important when doing bookings.
 Variance Allotment +/- -What percentage over or short the order can be. This is for reference only.
3. Add an additional item, duplicate a selected item and/or mark an item as “Closed” as necessary by click on the
respective buttons.
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Freight Tab
1. To add a freight charge on a PO, click on the
“Freight” tab and then on “New”.
2. Complete all relevant information.
a. Amount-Enter the dollar amount to
charge the supplier.
b. Notes-For additional internal freight
notes.
c. Requirements- If applicable, enter the
minimum and maximum number of
runs, empty run and additional run and
their penalties if applicable
Fees and Services Tab
1. To add a fee on a PO, click on the
“Fees/Services” tab and then on “New
Fee/Service”.
2. Add the fee and description. For example a
blank processing fee for the entire order.

Notes/Letter Tab
1. To add notes, click on the “Notes/Letter” tab.
2. “Add a Blank Note” or “Add a Common Note”
 The note can be added to the
o Header (not item specific)
o Detail
o Footer (not item specific)
 The note can be:
o Internal-not visible on external printouts
o Popup-when someone opens the
order, the note pops up
o Item-extension of the item description
o Units-extension of the quantity notes, containers, etc.
 Type the note in the box.
3. Once complete, click on “Save Note”.
4. Additionally, documents can be attached to the order by clicking on “Attach Documents”
Price Lists Tab
Price lists are listed for reference only. Information
cannot be changed on this tab.
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Traffic Info Tab
1. If known, enter traffic information regarding
weights, delivery and time of contact.
2. Complete all other information on the various
tabs as necessary.
3. Save, Print and Close when complete.

Expenses Tab
1. Click on “Expenses” and “Quick Add Expense”.
2. Enter the vendor, type, item and price per unit
and other applicable information
3. Click on “Create Expense”.
4. The expense is now listed on the “Expenses
Tied to Transaction” tab.

Advances Tab
1. Click on the “Advances” tab and on “New”.

2. Complete the following required fields: “Advance
Type” and “Advance Amount”. All other fields are
optional. The advances are listed.
3. Save and Close

Order Closing Tab
1. Complete or close the entire order or reopen
the order if necessary.
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Creating a Fixed Price (Straight Price) SO
1. Dealers- Orders- New Order

2. Select “No” to create a Sales Order.

3. Select the Company.
4. Click on “Use Selected”.

5. Select “Yes” for a firm order.

6. Complete all information for the
Sales Order in the same
manner as detailed for
completing a Purchase Order.
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Creating a Provisional Price PO
1. To create a Provisional Price
PO, use the same steps for
creating a Fixed Price PO
except select “Formula” under
“Base Price”.
2. Choose of these 4 options:
a. Price List-Pull price from
company entered price list.
b. Market indicators-Use
market price lists. The list
given has been loaded by
your company. Include the
applicable day for the list
such as “first day of the
month”, “average for the
month”, etc.
c. 30 day average sales priceAverage price for all orders
for that item within your
system.
3. Optional: Once the price is
entered, select “if indictor price less than” and enter a price.
a. Add a 1st calculation to be applied to the indicator price.
b. Add a 2nd calculation to be applied to the indicator price or indicator price plus the first calculation.
c. Allow Negative Minimum Value.
d. Provide minimum and maximum values allowed for these calculations.
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Creating a Provisional Price SO

To create a Provisional Price SO, use
the same steps for creating a Fixed
Price SO except select “Formula”
under “Base Price” and complete the
applicable fields.

Info Tab
1. Complete all applicable
information on the “Info” tab.
 By- Pulls from “primary
contact” field on dealer
profile screen (This can be
changed to the Buyer or
Seller).
 Terms- Terms are pulled
from the default set on the
dealer information screen.
Terms can be changed for each individual order.
 Customer Ref #
 Shipping Term- Delivery point including Freight on Board (FOB).
 Delivery- Delivery locations. Click on the “Locations” button to add additional locations to the dropdown list.
Enter a “Delivery” address if differs from the primary address
 Yard Shipment Ship To- Pulls from the Dealer list
 Deliv #
 Shipped via- How the item is shipped, such as truck or barge
 Entered By- Is populated with the logged in user’s id. This field is locked.
2. Enter the “Item” and “Price” information.
 Item
 Override Name-Will be provided on printouts and follows the item thru to scale tickets, invoices, etc. for this
order
 Packaging- Type
 PU/Delivered- Internal information for how the item is delivered: using our trucks, their trucks or both
 Amount Ordered- In lb, tons, metric tons, etc.
 Containers- Number and type. The number is important when doing bookings.
 Variance Allotment +/- -What percentage over or short the order can be. This is for reference only.
3. Add an additional item, duplicate a selected item and/or mark an item as “Closed” as necessary by click on the
respective buttons.
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Item selection




Item – select from the drop down list, it will appear in the list when you click on a different field
Override Name- type in the override name, it will appear on the purchase ticket and any other customer
paperwork associated with this order
Packaging- select from the drop down list

Pricing
 Select straight price, formula price or elemental
price
 Price per unit of measure- select a unit of measure
for the price from the drop down list
 The information will appear in the list above, once it
is entered.
Weight detail
 Amount- Type in the weight
ordered and select units of
measure from the drop down
list
 If minimum weights are
required on a load, you can
pass on these costs to the
customer. (This pertains to international shipments, in most instances.) Using Charge type, amount and billing
cycle choices.
Freight tab
1. To add a freight charge on a
PO, click on the “Freight” tab
and then on “New”.
2. Complete all relevant
information.
a. Charges tab- Enter dollar
amount (vehicle type is
optional) and application of
freight charges (per ticket,
per month or per unit of
measure)
b. Amount-Enter the dollar amount to charge the supplier.
c. Freight Tax – Select box, tax item and amount
d. Notes-For additional internal freight notes.
e. Requirements- If applicable, enter the minimum and maximum number of runs, empty run and additional
run and their penalties if applicable
Fees / Services Tab
1. To add a fee on a PO, click
on the “Fees/Services” tab
and then on “New
Fee/Service”.
2. Add the fee and description.
For example a blank
processing fee for the entire
order.
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Notes/ letters tab
1. To add notes, click on the
“Notes/Letter” tab.
2. “Add a Blank Note” or “Add a
Common Note”
 The note can be added to
the
o Header (not item
specific)
o Detail
o Footer (not item specific)
 The note can be:
o Internal-not visible on external printouts
o Popup-when someone opens the order, the note pops up
o Item-extension of the item description
o Units-extension of the quantity notes, containers, etc.
 Type the note in the box.
3. Once complete, click on “Save Note”.
4. Additionally, documents can be attached to the order by clicking on “Attach Documents”
 Footer Notes- Appear at the bottom of the Order printout
Price Lists Tab
Price lists are listed for reference only.
Information cannot be changed on this
tab.

Traffic Info Tab
1. If known, enter traffic information
regarding weights, delivery and time
of contact.
2. Complete all other information on
the various tabs as necessary.
3. Save, Print and Close when
complete.

Expenses Tab
1. Click on “Expenses” and “Quick
Add Expense”.
2. Enter the vendor, type, item
and price per unit and other
applicable information
3. Click on “Create Expense”.
4. The expense is now listed on
the “Expenses Tied to Transaction”
tab.
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Advances Tab
1. Click on the “Advances” tab
and on “New”.

2. Complete the following required
fields: “Advance Type” and
“Advance Amount”. All other
fields are optional. The advances
are listed.
3. Save and Close

Order Closing Tab
Complete or close the entire order or
reopen the order if necessary.
1. Save the order by pressing “Save”
button and a screen with options to
print will appear:

The detailed order is a ROM report and identical to the office copy.

2. Click “Close” to close screen
3. How to make a new order – “New” or “Copy to New”
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Creating a New Dealer Purchase Ticket
1. Dealers- Purchase/Sales- New Purchase Ticket

2. Select the Company.
3. Click on “Use Selected”.

4. Select a scale ticket from the “Scale
Tix” tab to attach to the order by clicking
on “Add Item to Ticket”. The item is
added to the “Item Info” tab.
a. Bulk adding items will allow you to
price out similar items at once by
scale ticket or by multiple scale
tickets. (You cannot bulk add split
items.)
i. Click on Bulk Add Scale
Tickets for Selected Item
ii. A Bulk Add Scale Tickets
screen will appear
iii. Select item(s) to add in
bulk to the purchase
ticket/invoice by clicking
Select box
iv. Enter the price being
applied to the items in the
bulk add
v. Clicking Single
Scale/Broker Ticket
Restriction allows you to
prevent someone from
adding more than one
scale ticket to purchase
vi. Click Add Selected Items to
Ticket button
vii. The selected items will
appear as a single line item on the purchase ticket
viii. To see a detail of the bulked items, select Bulk Detail printout
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b. Pricing for highlighted item will appear in Pricing tab to left
There are 4 choices for pricing
Select your pricing by clicking the circle
next to the description
a) Today’s price- based on the
customer’s default price list, but it
can be changed to view other
price lists.
b) Price on Received Date- based
on the customer’s default price
list, but it can be changed to view
other price lists.
c) Order Pricing- this will show any
firm orders with the item and
current balance due
d) Other price- can be entered manually, if none of the other options are appropriate
Once pricing is selected, click the Add Item to
Ticket button
You can also view customer’s history by
clicking on Customer History tab.
You can check history for a specific item by
clicking on the down arrow and selecting
from the inventory list.
5. If applicable, attach an existing order from the
“Pricing” tab to the item.
6. Add or adjust pricing or other item information
on the “Item Info” tab.
7. Continue to add items to the invoice as necessary by clicking on “Add Item” and repeating steps 4 through 6.
8. Save, print and close the invoice.

The ticket prints.
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TABS
Item Info- Specific to highlighted item in upper left hand list









Shipped as – the listing for the
item on the receiving
documents, automatically
gives the inventory name, but
can change it by selecting
from pull down list
Override name- can be typed
in, if it was not previously
entered at the scale or on the
order
“Settle” – weight that is being
paid, can be different from
“ours”/”theirs” weights
a. Use the adjustment field to type in an adjustment to the weight being used for the settlement
b. Or use the Split Ours/Theirs for Settlement button to split the difference between your weights and the
customer’s weights
“Ours” – weight entered at the scale or broker ticket, cannot be changed
“Theirs”- customer supplied weights, entered manually at this screen or can be entered at scale ticket screen
with Customer Weights module

Ticket Info
 Ticket Information
o Terms- payment terms can
be used for reports
o Payment date- can be
reviewed in reports
o Ship via – can search
methods of shipment
o FOB linked to specific
order information- can track
who is responsible for
freight costs
Notes
1. To add notes, click on the
“Notes/Letter” tab.
2. “Add a Blank Note” or “Add a
Common Note”
 The note can be added to the
o Header (not item specific)
o Detail
o Footer (not item specific)
 The note can be:
o Internal-not visible on
external printouts
o Popup-when someone
opens the ticket, the note
pops up
o Item-extension of the item description
o Units-extension of the quantity notes, containers, etc.
 Type the note in the box.
3. Once complete, click on “Save Note”.
4. Additionally, documents can be attached to the ticket by clicking on the button
 Footer Notes- Appear at the bottom of the Order printout
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Accounting Transfer
o

o
o

To transfer field changes to
the date transferred, once it
has been sent to
accounting
If the ticket was put on
hold, then the date it was
put on hold will appear.
If a ticket is resent to
accounting, a letter is
added to the end of the
ticket number. The letter
indicates the version
(a,b,c…) and the letter
used in the last transfer will appear in the Last Transfer ID letter box.

Export
The information in these fields is
displayed on the Shipper’s Export
Declaration. If a special name appears
in the Letter of Credit, booking, override
names or any other paperwork, it will be
overridden by any entries in these fields.
Shipper- click on the pull down dealer
list to select a shipper.
Change any information in the box.
Commodity- click on the pull down
inventory list.
Change the name in the box
Consignee- click on the name in the
drop down list.
To add a different name to the list click
View List button
Notify Party- click on the name in the drop down list
To add a different name to the list click View List button
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Copying an Existing Order to a New Order
In ROM, users can use the “COPY TO NEW” function to create a new order in which the header and detail
information are copied from an existing order.

If there are notes on the original order, a screen will display all the notes from the original order. Users can choose the
notes that they would like to bring over to the new order.

When the new order is created, it will have the selected notes just like the original order.
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Quick Price Change
1. Select Dealers-Orders-Quick Price Change. All orders in the system are displayed for a given time frame.

2. Locate the desired order by using one of the filters and clicking “Show Selected”.
3. Enter the “Price Change to Make”
4. Select the option:
a. Add to Unchanged Only
b. Add to All
c. Make this the Change to All.
5. Click on “Change Listed Prices”.
6. Verify that you want to make the change by clicking on “Yes”.
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Approving Orders
The Order Approval system is a sophisticated and interconnected module that permits properly identified Managers
to Approve, Disapprove or place On Hold, Orders/Contracts created by Department Salespeople. This provides the
following features:
 User Security allows an Administrator to determine who requires approval for their Orders and who can
Approve Orders.
 Every Order/Contract will automatically display its current status.
 An Approval Management screen allows Managers to quickly browse and modify the status of Contracts in
a Batch process.
 All Approval activity is automatically logged.
 All screens that handle Orders will be aware of the status of an Order and will either display them or not
depending on settings chosen by the system administrator.
 Orders that are “On Hold” can be handled in two different ways. There are various screens in the system
where users are presented with choices to apply an open order to tickets. Orders that are On Hold can be
hidden from these screens or they may be displayed without allowing the user to actually apply them.
 Works with both Sales Orders and Purchase Orders.
User Settings
The Program Setup screen displays all Settings for the ROM program which can be managed or modified by users of
the system.
Navigation: Program Setup- General Settings

Managers can administer
settings for all users.
Name of the Setting is
displayed here.
Description is
displayed here.

In this example, 21cp is
the only User allowed to
Approve Orders.
Click “Save” after changes
have been made.

This screen will be explained in detail in another document; however, for purposes of this module, you can see the
Settings that pertain to the Order Approval system.
 Can Approve Orders
 Requires Approval for Orders
Can Approve Orders Setting:
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If this setting is selected, the user will be allowed to open the Order Approval screen. He or she will be able to change
the status of any Order in the system from this screen. Additionally, he/she will see Approve/Disapprove buttons on
the Order Screen itself.
Requires Approval for Orders Setting:
If this setting is set to “True”, any Order created by this User will be set to “Pending” automatically. If this setting is set
to “False”, then Orders created by the User will be set to “Approved’.
This combination of settings provides a greater degree of flexibility in the Approval system. For instance, a Senior
Contract Manager may be allowed to create Orders that are approved and a Junior Manager may require approval.
At the same time, perhaps neither of them has the ability to approve Orders for others.
Additional Settings

There are additional optional settings to control whether or not users of the system can see “On Hold” Orders. These
settings apply to all users.
Display “On Hold” Orders in Screens:
If this setting is checked, Orders that have a Status of “On Hold” will be displayed on screens such as the “Apply
Order” screen. Users will be able to see them, but not to apply these Orders.
Display “On Hold” Orders in Reports:
If this setting is checked, Orders that have a Status of “On Hold” will be displayed in reports such as
Position Reports and Order Reports. The report will clearly mark them as “On Hold”.
If neither of these settings is selected, then “On Hold” Orders will be treated in the same way as “Disapproved”
Orders.
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Provisional Pricing and Finalized Settlement Generation
A multi-faceted system, the ROM Provisional Pricing System is designed to track order pricing and weight that is
formula priced against a commodities market. The basic goal of the system is to allow the user to track how much
weight they have on the order, how much has been priced and the net dollar amount difference between the
Provisional Invoice that was already sent to the customer and the actual Price that is locked in against the
commodities market.
Conceptually, here is how the system works. You make an order, whether it is a purchase order or a sales order with
the customer that is based off of a Commodities Market (for example the LME for Aluminum or the Comex for
Copper). Because it is a Commodities Market Based Order, the price cannot be determined at the time of making the
order. So when you make the order and ship the material, you will send the customer a Provisional Invoice, with a
provisional price (this is done so you can get some of your money right away). Then, at some point in the future, you
will lock in the actual or “Final” price. Once that price has been determined, you will send the customer a Finalized
Invoice or Settlement that is for the difference between what you already invoiced them for and the price that you
locked in.
When you take a Provisional Invoice and turn it into a Final Invoice, the system will make a Memo (either a Debit or
Credit memo depending upon the actual dollar amount) for the net dollar amount difference between the two
transactions. This memo will refer back to the original invoice. This will cause the original invoice outstanding balance
due to be adjusted by the memo amount. That way, when you receive payment, you can properly apply to the original
invoice.
Depending upon the size of the order, you may want to break up the determination of the finalized price into smaller
chunks based off of weight. For example, a 1,000,000 lb order, delivered over 4 months, could be priced out in four
250,000 lb increments, with each increment priced out on a different day, with a different price.
Please note that there are some key terms involved with this process–
1. Provisional Price– The price that is used to price invoices or settlements before a market price has been
determined.
2. Provisional Invoice– An invoice that has been created with the provisional price. This is a temporary invoice
issued to the customer for payment prior to getting a Final Price. This invoice may receive payments.
3. Final Price– The final price paid for the material after the market value has been locked in. During this
discussion, we will refer to an item as “Priced”. That is referring to this Final Price and not the Provisional Price.
An amount of weight will remain “Unpriced” until a market value is entered. Once the market value is entered,
the weight will be considered “Priced”
4. Final Invoice– The Settlement generated by this system for the difference between the Provisional Price and
Final Price.
5. Finalize– Take a Line Item on a Provisional Invoice and create a Final Invoice for it. An invoice line item can
only exist on one Final Invoice.
6. Memo– This is meant to represent an accounting memo. This may be referred to as Debit Memo or a Credit
Memo depending upon the context, but ultimately it is an entry that is made into the GL to properly balance
accounts.
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Creating an Order with Formula-Based Pricing
The first step in using this sub system is to create an Order that is formula priced based. Please note that this system
will work for both Purchase Orders/Transactions and Sales Orders/Invoices. This document will focus on creating a
sales order and invoice. Places where Purchase Transactions are different will be pointed out. This document is
designed to go over a small part of order creation. For more information on the order system, please see that
documentation.
Create an Order and enter in the following REQUIRED information –

1. Item– Select the item for this order.
2. Amount Ordered– Enter the amount of weight that you want this order to be for. Please note that this number
will be compared to how much weight was shipped as well as how much weight has been priced out.
3. Base Price Selection– In order to use this system, you must do a formula based price. Provisional Pricing and
Finalized Settlement generation will not be available if you select a straight price or an elemental based price.
4. Market Indicator– You must select the Market Indicator value, including which market you want to base the
price off of and the price designation to use (spot, day of delivery, avg of the month, etc.) Provisional Pricing and
Finalized Settlement generation will not be available for Price List or 30 Day Avg Sales Price Orders.
5. Pricing Calculations– You must enter the pricing formula that is going to be used against the order. This will
be used for determining the final invoice price. When the user enters in the actual market value, the system will
use this calculation to determine the final settlement price.
6. Provisional Price– Enter the price that you want to use for Provisional Documents. When you make a
purchase ticket or invoice, the system will detect that you are applying a formula based price and will use this
Provisional Price.
7. Finalized Pricing Schedule Tab - Once you have entered in the basic order information, the next step is to
determine how you want to break up the pricing. To do this, click on the Finalized Pricing Schedule Tab.
Please note that the price formula information and Provisional Price field will be locked down once you have started
making pricing lines. This is done for internal integrity reasons, so please be careful about entering formulas correctly
prior to setting up the pricing schedule.
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Finalized Pricing Schedule Tab
This tab is broken up into two distinct sections. Please note that this section is specific to the individual line items on
the order. As you click between the different items on the order, this tab will change to reflect that item –
 Pricing Schedule Tab- This is where you will enter the breakdown of how you want to distribute the weight for
pricing. You can enter an unlimited number of pricing lines. These lines can be edited, manipulated, etc. and
the system will keep a log of the changes.
 Provisional Invoices / Final Settlements Tab– This tab will show you all of the invoices that have been made
against this line item on the order. It will show you their status, whether they have been finalized or not as well
as the net difference between the provisional price and the final price.
Pricing Schedule Tab–

1. Summary Information– As you add, subtract, or price out weight, this section will change to reflect the
appropriate weight and balances. Please note that you can not change any of the fields in this section.
a. Total Qty Ordered– Shows the amount of weight for this order line item. It is copied over from the
Item/Price Information Tab.
b. Total Weight w/ Price– Shows how much weight has been “Priced”. To price an amount of weight,
you must enter an amount in the Market Value column in the Pricing Schedule Grid (discussed below).
c. Balance LEFT to Price– Shows how much weight has been entered in the Pricing Schedule that still
needs a price. This will be the sum of the weight scheduled minus the sum of the weight
2. Pricing Schedule Grid– Displays all of the pricing breakdowns that have been allocated to this line item.
Please note that you can have as many price breakdown lines as you want.
a. When creating the price breakdown line, you must enter the Due B Date and the Weight.
b. Later, you will come back and enter the Market Value and the system will calculate the actual price to
pay.
c. To create a new breakdown line, enter the information in the top, blank grid line that is above the gray
dividing line. After you have entered the information you want, hit the enter key, and the entry will move
below the gray line. It is important that you do this step. If the entry is above the Gray line, it will not be
saved.
d. The system stores the following informationi. Due By Date– This is the date that you must price the amount of weight by. This is a reference
date and can be any date that you choose. Please note that when you click on this field, you will
be given a drop down calendar to choose the appropriate date.
ii. Weight– The amount of weight to be allocated for this price line. Please note that this weight
needs to be in the same unit of measure as the order weight. For example, if the order is in
pounds, then the weight here should be in pounds.
iii. Market– Mostly for reference purposes, the system will display the market that you are getting
the pricing for.
iv. Market Value– This is where you enter the Actual Value of the Market (in the above example,
the Comex value).
1. When you enter this value, the system will consider this weight as “Priced”.
2. After entering the value, the system will update the Actual Price column.
3. The value entered here has to be entered in the same unit of measure as that displayed in
the Market Unit column.
v. Market Unit– The unit of measure for the market value. You can set up the default unit of
measure for each market type in the Drop Down List Administration system.
vi. Actual Price– After the Market Value is entered, the system will calculate the actual price. The
system will use the formula entered on the “Item/Price Information” tab, calculating the market
value against that formula.
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vii. Entered By– The System will keep track of who entered the line as well as who entered the
Market Value. When you first create this line, the system will enter the user who created the line.
When the Market Value is entered, the system will change this column to the user who entered
the price.
viii. Entered Date– Like Entered by, when the line is first created, it will use that date. When the
Market Value is entered, it will change to the date the market value was entered. For a detailed
view of this change, click on the “View Detail Log” button.
ix. Ref ID– each pricing line will receive a unique identification number. This is done for logging
purposes. For example, when you look at the log, you will see the Ref ID for each line and be
able to tell all of the action done against that specific line.
3. Remove Button– This is the Remove Pricing Line Item button. Click on the line you want to remove and
then this button when you want to remove a pricing line from this order.
a. Please note that the system will not let you remove a pricing line if a Finalized Invoice has been created
with this pricing line.
b. You must click on the row that you want to remove before clicking on this button.
c. Be careful when using this button as this action can not be undone.
4. View Detail Log Button– The system will keep a detailed log of the price line entries, including who
created, deleted and changed. All of this information is stored in a log. To view the log, click on this button.
a. Log Information Grid– Shows the complete history of all pricing line activity done to this Order Line
Item. It shows the following –
i. Log Date – The date and time that the action was taken, or done.
ii. Ref ID – The unique line identification number. Note that you may see the same ID number
multiple times. This is to help you track each individual line item and the changes made against
that specific pricing line.
iii. Action Taken – Shows what Action the user did against the pricing line. The system tracks the
following actions1. ADDED– When the line is first created.
2. CHANGED– Whenever any part of the line is changed. For example, if the weight
allocation is changed, or the actual price is entered.
3. REMOVED– When the User Removes the line item from the Pricing Schedule.
iv. Price Due By– Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
v. Weight– Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
vi. Market Factor– Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
vii. Market Value- Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
viii. Actual Price- Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
ix. Entry By ID– Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
x. Enter Date– Shows the value entered in the Pricing Grid
b. Close Button– When you are done looking at the log, click on this button to return to the order.
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Provisional Invoices/Final Settlements Tab
This tab serves a couple of purposes.
 It will show you all of the invoices that have been created against this order line item.
o For each invoice, it will tell you whether it has been finalized or not.
o If the invoice has been finalized, it will show a comparison of the Provisional Pricing and Value versus
the Final Pricing and Value.
o The system is line item based. Because you can have multiple shipments against multiple orders on
the same invoice, the system will look at each individual line item uniquely.
o Each invoice line item can only be put on one finalized invoice. If the information is not correctly
applied, you will have to remove it from the finalized invoice and then re-add it with the correct
information.
 You will be able to create new Finalized Settlements from this tab as well as edit existing finalized settlements.
The Provisional Invoice/Final Settlement Tab looks like this–

1. Invoice Information Grid– This grid will show you all of the invoices that have been made against this order
line item.
a. Each line item of the invoice will be listed off individually (this is because you can have an invoice with
multiple shipments made against this or multiple orders).
b. The invoice must be marked as Provisional or it will not show here.
c. This grid is for display purposes only and none of the information can be changed.
d. The grid displays the following information about the invoices–
i. Status– Shows whether the invoice is still provisional or if it has been finalized.
ii. F. Inv #– Finalized Invoice Number. If the invoice has been finalized, it will show the finalized
invoice number here. If it has not, it will say “N/A”
iii. F. Inv Date– Finalized Invoice Date. If the invoice has been finalized, you will see the date on the
Finalized Invoice here. If the invoice has not been finalized, this field will remain blank.
iv. Item– Shows the Short Name of the item on the Provisional Invoice.
v. Net WT– Shows the Net weight of the item. Please note that this is the same weight for both the
provisional and final invoice.
vi. F. Price– Shows the Final Price issued for this line item.
vii. F. Total– Shows the Total Dollar amount for this item on the finalized invoice.
viii. P. Inv #- Provisional Invoice Number.
ix. P. Date– Provisional Invoice Date.
x. P. Price– Provisional Invoice Price.
xi. P. Total– Provisional Invoice Total Dollar Amount
xii. F. VS P.– Dollar amount difference between the Final Invoice and the Provisional Invoice.
1. This will be the amount used on the Finalized Settlement Report.
2. This will also be the amount of the Debit or Credit memo that is issued.
2. Show– This selection drop down allows you to narrow down the list of invoices displayed in the Invoice
Information Grid. Click on this drop down and you will be able to select between Showing Provisional Invoices
only, Final Invoices Only, or both. The Invoice Information Grid will be instantly updated after you make your
selection.
3. New Settlement– Click on this button to create a new Final Invoice for this customer. Please see the section
below on the Final Invoice Screen for more information.
4. Open Settlement– Click on this button and the system will open the Final Settlement that the selected line item
is attached to.
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Finalized Pricing Settlement Screen
Once you have created Provisional Invoices and have Pricing Lines with Actual Prices, you can now create a
Finalized Invoice/Settlement Report. This is done on the “Finalized Pricing Settlements” screen. On this screen, you
will tie items together and create a summary report that is the Final Invoice/Settlement.
IMPORTANT NOTE- The Final Settlement Screen is a live, real-time screen. Due to the memo creation aspect of the
system and complexity of the data being manipulated, this screen processes in real-time. This means that hitting the
Close Button WILL NOT UNDO the actions you have done. For Example, when you tie a Provisional Invoice to the
Final Invoice, it is immediately saved into the database. Be careful with this screen.
A Finalized Invoice/Settlement can contain the following items–
 Provisional Invoice Line Items– Any Provisional Invoice Line Items against formula based orders that have not
already been finalized.
 Claims that have been made against shipments– Whether it is a claim for a yard shipment or a brokerage
shipment, you will be able to apply it to the Final Invoice. Please note that you will only be able to apply claims
that have not been applied to other transactions. For example, if you apply the claim to an existing invoice, it will
not be available here.
 Outstanding Negative Invoices– This section is meant as a catch all for any charges, fees, etc., that are not
typically considered claims. By using negative invoices, we can properly account for this fee. Please note that
the Invoice must be for a negative amount and have only one line item. If there are more then one line item, it
won’t appear here. This is a specific design consideration and if you want to have multiple line items for
negative amounts, you must make multiple one line item negative invoices. We have included functionality to
make this easy.
The Finalized Pricing Settlements Screen looks like this:

The screen is broken into three main sections. –
 Settlement Information– This is the basic information about the Final Invoice/Settlement.
 Settlement Details– Lists off all of the line items that have been added to this Final Invoice/Settlement.
 Add Invoices– This section allows you to add items to the Final Settlement. It provides lists of open items and
gives a basic search mechanism. This section is broken into three sections, one for each type of item that can
be added to the invoice.
The basic process of creating a final invoice is selecting an item from the bottom portion of the screen and then
applying it to this Final Invoice.
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1. Settlement Information Section– Displays the basic information about the Final Invoice/Settlement. Please
note that all of this information is locked, and that you can only change the Final Invoice Date. This section
displays the following information–
a. Dealer– This is dealer that you are making the final invoice/settlement for.
b. Invoice Type– Because the system works for both Purchase Ticket settlements and Invoices, this field will
let you know what type of transaction you are creating.
c. Final Settlement No.– Each Final Invoice/Settlement is given a unique number. This number is shown
here and you will be able to search for and refer to this invoice by that number.
d. Final Invoice Date– This is the date of the Final Invoice. The system will default to today’s date, but you
can put whatever invoice date you want (as long as it is within an open accounting period).
e. Created By– This is the user who started/created the final invoice.
f. Created Date– Shows the date that the final invoice was created on.
2. Settlement Details Section– This section lists off all of the items that have been added to this particular Final
Invoice. It will show the following information about each item–
a. Type– This will let you know the type of item that the line item represents. It will show the following types:
i. Prov. Inv– Provisional Invoice Line Item
ii. Claim– Claim that has been added to the Provisional Invoice
iii. Neg. Inv. – Negative Invoice Line Item.
b. Ord/Clm ID– Order No./Claim ID– Depending upon the type of item that you are looking at in the grid, will
dictate what is shown here.
i. Provisional Invoice– Shows the Order Number that was used on the Provisional Invoice.
ii. Claim– Will show the Claim Number that is being added to the Final Settlement
iii. Negative Invoice– Will show a zero. Negative Invoices are not tied to an order, so there is no
reference number to be put here.
c. Inv. ID– Invoice ID– Will show the number of the Invoice that is being tied to this Final Invoice. If it is a
Claim line item, it will show “N/A”
d. Inv Date– Invoice or Claim Date of the original transaction
e. Item– Inventory Item that was either on the invoice or the claim.
f. Net Wt– Shows the weight of the item on the invoice or the claim weight. If it is Negative Invoice, it will
always show 1.
g. Prov. Price– Provisional Price– If you are looking at a Provisional Invoice, it will show the Provisional Price
that was put on that invoice. This field will show a 0 for Claims and Negative Invoices.
h. Prov. Total– Provisional Invoice Total– Will show the amount of the original Provisional line item. This field
will show a 0 for Claims and Negative Invoices.
i. Act. Price– Will show the following information based off of the type of transaction you are looking at–
i. Provisional Invoice Item– This will show the Final Price that is being applied to the provisional
invoice.
ii. Claim– This will show the actual/total amount of the claim.
iii. Negative Invoice– This will show the actual/total amount of the negative invoice line item.
j. Act. Total– This is the Actual Total Amount of the item, broken out in the same manner as the Act. Price
column.
k. Balance– The net dollar amount to be applied to the Final Invoice. Please note that it will show the
following information depending upon the type of transaction–
i. Provisional Invoice Item– This will show the net dollar amount difference between the Provisional
Invoice Amount and the Final Invoice Amount.
ii. Claim– This will show the total amount of the claim.
iii. Negative Invoice– This will show the total amount of the Negative Invoice.
l. Memo ID– When the system creates the Final Invoice, it is creating Debit/Credit memos for each individual
line item. This Memo ID field is a reference point for the user to see the memo that the system generated.
i. When you add a Provisional Invoice, the system will automatically create an appropriate memo for
you. The memo will be based upon the Dollar Difference and will offset Accounts Receivable and
the Sales Account that is tied to the inventory item.
ii. When you add a Claim to the Final Invoice, the system will pop up the Debit/Credit Memo Screen.
1. It will make the Debit or Credit memo in the same fashion as the Provisional Invoice, but
because Claims could be tied to any number of different GL accounts, the system will display
the memo screen to the user.
2. The memo that is created will be tied back to the original invoice or purchase ticket that the
claim is for. Note that this will cause that invoice to re-appear on the accounts receivable
screen.
3. For more information on the Memo Screen, please see the documentation on that System.
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3. Open Debit/Credit Memo Button– Click on this button to display the debit/credit memo associated with the
selected Final Invoice Line Number. Please note that the system will display the highlighted Memo.
4. Remove From Settlement Button– Click on this button to remove the selected Final Invoice Line item from
the Final Invoice. Please note that this action cannot be undone. So be careful when removing Line Items from
the Final Invoice.
5. Void Button– Click on this button to void the Final Invoice.
a. Please note that this action can not be undone.
b. When you do this, the system will void any and all Debit/Credit memos that were created.
c. Any items that were added to the final invoice will be released so that you can re-add them to another final
invoice.
6. Save Button– Remember to click the save button if you have made any changes to the Settlement Information
section, such as changing the Invoice Date. When you add or remove items from the Final Invoice, that action
will automatically be saved.
7. Print/Email/Fax– Once you have completed the invoice and saved it, you can print it. This screen uses the
ROM printing system, so you have a lot of flexibility in terms of printing, emailing or faxing the Final Settlement.
Please see the documentation for the ROM Print Control for more information.
8. Close Button– When you are done with the Final Invoice, click this button to close the screen.
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Adding Invoices to Final Invoice Section
This section of the screen is broken into several parts as well. The goal of this section is to provide an easy
mechanism to look up Provisional Items and tie them to the Final Invoice. This section provides some basic search
mechanisms as well as detail grids for you to find the exact information that you are looking for.

1. Plant Selection Drop Down– The system will default to showing all the outstanding items for the Dealer regardless
of what Plant the transaction was processed in. To view records from a specific Plant or Company within your
organization, select the Plant you are interested in and then click the Refresh button. All of the grids will change to
display that Plant’s information only.
2. Order No.– If you have a specific Order that you are looking for to create the final invoice, enter that order number
here. When you click the refresh button, everything will be changed to match that Order. Please note that this only
applies to the First Tab, which is the Provisional Invoices by Order.
3. Refresh Button– If you have selected a Plant or Order No., click on this tab to refresh the look up grids.
4. Add Selected Button– The process of creating a Final Invoice is to find items that need to be added to the invoice,
account for the value differences appropriately, and then create a summary report to send to the customer. The
bottom half of this screen is a look up system. Once you find the item that you are looking for, select it in the
appropriate Grid and click this button. The system will then add that Item to the Final Invoice. Please note that this
button works for all three look ups (Provisional Invoices, Claims and Negative Invoices).
Provisional Invoices Look Up Section
Use this Tab/Grid system to
look up Provisional Invoices
and add the line items to the
Final Invoice. Please note that
all of these fields/grids are
read only and none of the data
here can be changed.
This section is broken up into
three distinct parts, described
below–
1. Orders with Provisional Invoices Grid– Lists off all of the orders that have items with formula prices and pricing
schedules and have outstanding Provisional Invoices. Use this as the starting point. When you click on the Order
Line in this grid, the Provisional Price Schedule Grid and the Outstanding Provisional Invoice Grid will change to
match your selection here. This Grid lists off the following information–
a. Plant– This is the plant that the order was made in. Please note that a Final Invoice can contain Order
information from Multiple Plants.
b. Order #– This is the purchase order or sales order that has Provisional Invoices against it. Please note that
if there are no Provisional Invoices that have not been Finalized, the order will not show in this grid.
c. Date– This is the Date of the Order.
d. Item– This is the Line Item on the Order.
e. Inv. Count– This is the Invoice Count, or the number of open, Provisional Invoice items that need to be
Finalized.
2. Provisional Price Schedule Grid– Displays all of the Pricing Schedules for the Order Line Item selected in the
Orders with Provisional Invoices Grid. Please note that if there are multiple price lines, they will all be displayed here.
This is done so that the user can select the appropriate price line to apply the Provisional Invoice to. We do not have
the computer add it automatically on purpose. You must select the Price Line that you want use for the Provisional
Invoice prior to clicking on the “Add Selected” button. This grid will display the following information–
a. Due Date– This is the Pricing Due Date that was entered on the Price Line. It is really there just for
reference purposes.
b. Weight– This is the amount of weight that was allocated to this price line.
c. WT. Invoiced– This is the amount of weight that has been Finalized and put on the invoice. This field will
automatically be updated as soon as you put items onto the final invoice.
d. Market– This is the Market that the price is based off. Used for reference purposes.
e. Mkt. Value– This is the Market Value of the commodity when it was priced.
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f.

Act. Value– This is the Actual Price to be paid, or the Final Price for this price line. Please note that this is
the Market Value of the Commodity run through the Formula on the order.
g. UM– This is the Unit of Measure for the Act. Value Price.
h. Enter By– This is the User who made the last change to the price line. Theoretically, this is the person that
entered the final price.
3. Outstanding Provisional Invoice Grid– Lists all of the Provisional Invoice Line Items that have not been added to
a Final Invoice. It will show only the Provisional Invoice Line Items that are tied to the order selected in the Orders
with Provisional Invoices Grid. Select the invoice line item you want to add to the final invoice and then click the “Add
Selected” button. This grid will display the following information–
a. Plant– This is the plant that created the invoice.
b. Invoice ID– This is the Invoice or Purchase Ticket number that the Provisional Line Item is attached to.
c. Invoice Date– This is the date of the Provisional Invoice that this line item is attached to.
d. Item– This is the Inventory Item for the Provisional Invoice Line Item.
e. Net WT– This is the net weight of the shipment or line item on the Provisional Invoice.
f. Price– This is the Provisional Price that was used for this line item.
g. Total Amount– This is the total dollar amount that was invoiced for the provisional line item.
h. WT Type– This lets the user know whether the provisional invoice was tied to a Scale Ticket or a Broker
Weight Ticket.
i. WT Num– This shows the Weight Ticket number that this provisional item is tied to.
4. Add Selected Button– Click on this button to add the Provisional Invoice to the final invoice. Please note that it will
add the Provisional Invoice selected in the Outstanding Provisional Invoice Grid using the price that is selected in
the Provisional Price Schedule Grid. So make sure you select the appropriate Invoice.
Dealer Claims Look Up Section
In addition to Provisional Invoice Items,
you can add Claims to the Final
Invoice.
 Please note that Claim Amounts will always appear as negative items on the Final Settlement. That is because
a Claim is a deduction of money for a particular reason against an invoice that has already been created.
 The system will only display Claims that have not already been applied to an invoice. The claim must be in the
system but unapplied to another transaction in order for it to be available here. This gives you the flexibility to
add the claim to a different invoice or include it in a summary final invoice. For more information on applying
claims to separate invoices, please see the Claim system documentation.
1. Claim Search Grid – Shows information about available claims to apply to the Final Invoice. Please note that
this will show all open claims for the Dealer. It will show the following information–
a. Claim ID– Unique identification number for this claim. Each claim is given a unique identification
number.
b. Trans Type– This is the transaction type. Claims can be applied against both Purchase and
Sales/Invoice transactions. The type of transaction that the claim is relevant to will appear in this
column.
c. Claim Date– The date that the claim was processed into the ROM system.
d. Claim Type– The type or reason for the claim.
e. Inventory ID– the Inventory Item that the claim is against. Please note that you can have multiple
inventory items on the Final Invoice.
f. Claim WT– The amount of weight that was put on the Claim.
g. Claim Amt– The amount of the claim. This will be the amount used on the Final Settlement.
h. Claim Reason– the reason for the Claim.
i. Entered At Plant– This is the plant that entered the claim information into the ROM system.
j. Orig. Trans Plant– This is the plant that made the original invoice that the claim is against. These are
two different fields on purpose. For example, the invoice may have been created at a sub plant, but the
claim was received at corporate headquarters and entered into the system there.
2. Add Selected– Once you have selected the claim that you want to add to the final invoice, click on this button
and the system will add it.
Outstanding Negative Invoices
The system allows you to create and include negative value invoices on a Final Settlement. This is done as a catch
all mechanism to account for charges that are not Claim related but need to be applied to the Final Invoice.
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In order for an invoice to appear in this
section it must only have one line item
and be for a negative amount. This
restriction exists because the system
cannot allow for negative invoices to
be split across multiple final invoices or
to allow an invoice where one negative
line item is applied to a final invoice
and a second line item is not.
In addition, the negative invoice cannot
have any payments or cash receipts
applied to it. If it does, it will not appear
here.
1. Outstanding Negative Invoices Grid – Displays all of the negative invoices that are available to add to the
Final Invoice. You select an invoice from the list and then click on the Add Selected Button to move it to the
Final Invoice. The system shows the following information for the Outstanding Negative Invoices–
a. Plant– The Plant that the negative invoice was created in.
b. Inv ID– Invoice ID Number.
c. Inv. Date– The date of the Negative Invoice
d. Due Date– The Payment Due Date for the negative invoice. Please note this is based off of the customer
terms and is just for display purposes here.
e. Item– The inventory or administrative item that the negative invoice was made for.
f. Net WT– Weight or Count of the item on the negative invoice.
g. Unit Price– Unit Price for the Item being displayed in the grid
h. Unit– The unit of measure for the Unit Price.
i. Total Amount– The Total Amount of the Negative Invoice. This is the amount that will be used on the Final
Invoice. Please note that because these are negative, they will appear that way on the invoice as well.
j. Created By– Shows the user who created the negative invoice.
k. Department– Shows the Department used for the Negative Invoice.
2. Create New Negative Invoice– Instead of having to back out of the final invoice screen and create a Negative
Invoice, this button is provided to make the process easier. Please note that you can still create a negative
invoice manually through the Invoice System and it will appear here. When you click on this button, the system
will bring up the following screen–
a. Invoice Number– This is the Invoice Number that will
be created when you process this Negative Invoice.
b. Department– Select the department that you want to
apply this negative invoice to.
c. Dealer– This displays the same dealer as the Final
Invoice. You cannot change the dealer.
d. Invoice Date– This is the date for the invoice.
e. Created By– This is the user that is logged into the
system and is making this invoice.
f. Item– Select from the drop down the inventory item or
administrative item that you want to make the negative
invoice for.
g. Item Override Name – Type in an Override name, if
you want to use one for this negative invoice.
h. QTY– This is the Quantity that will be used for the negative invoice. For control purposes, this is locked down
at 1.
i. Unit– This is the unit of measure used for the line item. For control purposes, this is locked down to “Ea”
j. Amount– Enter the amount you want for the negative invoice. Please note that the system will automatically
change it to a negative number so your entry will be positive.
k. Save & Exit button– Click on this button once you have entered in all of the information for the Negative
Invoice.
i. Please note that when you click this button, the system will automatically create a negative invoice for
you.
ii. This action cannot be undone. If you created the invoice by mistake, you will have to open that invoice
and void it.
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iii. When you return to the Finalized Pricing Screen, the new negative invoice will be available for you to add
it to the finalized invoice.
l. Cancel Button– Click on this button if you want to cancel out of this screen and return to the Finalized Pricing
Screen without creating a new negative invoice.
3. Add Selected Button– Once you have selected the negative invoice that you want to apply to the Final
Invoice, click on this button and the system will add it to the Final Invoice.
Completing the Process
The above section pointed out all of the different items that can be added a Final Invoice. The system is meant to be
very flexible, allowing you to add Provisional Items from multiple orders, for multiple items, including Claims and
Negative Invoices. You can have an unlimited number of items on the Final Invoice. Once you have added all of the
items, you are ready to print, email or fax the Final Invoice.
As part of this process, we have created Debit and Credit Memos for the net dollar amount differences between the
Provisional Items and Final Prices. These Memos were applied to the original invoice numbers. Therefore, all of those
invoices will have balances and will appear on the Accounts Receivable Report.
When you receive payment against the Final Invoice, you will actually be applying/splitting the payment to each of the
Provisional Invoices that make up the final invoice. For more information on this part of the process, please see the
documentation on Cash Receipts.
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Paying a Settlement (Purchase Ticket)
1. From an open purchase ticket,
click on the Payments tab and
enter the applicable information.
2. Click on “Save/Pay”.
3. For the applicable invoice, select
the area on the grid under “Pay”.
An X will appear in the grey box.
4. Complete the “Payable to”
information as necessary.
5. Click on “Issue Payments”. The
check stub and voucher will print.

Payable To (Check)
Specify who the check will be payable to.
a. Company- Check will be issued to the company.
b. Contact- Check will be issued to a specific contact.
c. Company/Contact- Check will be issued with the company and contact. Address will be that of the
company.
d. Other- Customize who the check should be issued to.

Company
Contact
Company/Contact
Other
Check
Cash
EFT
Balance
Payment

Check/Cash/Wire Payments
Specify how you would like to issue the payment.
 Check
 Cash
 EFT (Wire)
Note: when the “Balance Payment” box is checked; the remainder of whatever amount is entered in “Cash
Amount” or “EFT Amount” will balance into the “Check Amount”.
Partial Payments
To issue a partial payment, uncheck the “Balance Payment” box before changing any amounts.
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Vendor Expenses
Adding an Expense (Linked to Transactions)
1. You can tie a vendor expense to
various transactions within ROM by
using the “Expense” tab.
For example, on a Truck Scale Ticket,
a freight expense can be added.

Adding an Expense (Not Linked)
1. Accounting Expenses
Enter Expense
2. Enter the vendor and enter the
“Expense Type”, such as “Freight”.
3. Select the “Item”, such as
“Freight”.
4. Check the box next to “Vendor”
and enter the $ amount.
5. Click on “Save” and “Close”.
Once saved, the expense will
remain in the system as an
outstanding expense until
reconciled.
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Reconciling an Expense
1. Accounting Expenses Reconcile Vendor Invoice
2. Complete the “Vendor”, “Invoice
No.” and “Invoice Total” fields.
3. Click on “Reconcile”.

4. Enter any expense criteria and
click on “Search” to locate the
expense. The item is listed below.
5. Select the expense and click on
“Add Expense to Invoice”.
6. Click on “Make Payment”.

7. Select “Yes” to complete the
reconciliation.

8. Click on “Create Payment Run”.
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(Note: If a Settlement No. has an
additional character before the Expense
ID, it means it has been reconciled)
9. Expand “Dealer/Contact” to
display the invoices.
10. Click in the box under “Pay”.
An “X” will appear in the same
location.

11. Click on “Issue Payments”.
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Reminders
Scheduling a new reminder
1. Go to Dealers  Reminders  New Reminder
2. For User- Person setting reminder, drop down list,
automatically to person logged on
3. Company and contact – drop down lists
4. Reminder type – call, visit, invoice, etc. (reminder
types)
5. Schedule Reminder For – type in date or use
double arrows
6. Notes – details surrounding reminder or contact
particulars
7. Recurring reminder – set limit and frequency
8. Schedule – Use buttons
9. Leave using “Save & Close” or “Cancel”
Reminder Reports
Go to Report/Search  Report Master
Expand Dealers  select User
Reminders
1. Select the desired filters from the
drop down lists
2. Generate Report
3. Report will display and can be
printed or saved (See ROM Reports)
4. Exit by clicking “Close”
Setting up Types of Reminders
Go to Program Setup  Drop Down
Lists
Select Reminder Types
1. To add a reminder to the list
click “Add Reminder Types” an
additional line will appear
2. Type the reminder into the line
3. Click “Save & Close”
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Credit, Insurance and Terms Limits
ROM offers a robust system for managing the Credit Limits, Insurance Limits and Terms Limits of Dealers to prevent
Users from creating transactions that would cause a Dealer to exceed their limits.
In ROM these terms are defined as follows:
 Credit Limit: The value that represents the Total amount of Accounts Receivable balance that you will permit a
specific Dealer to carry.
 Insurance Limit: The value of Insurance on Accounts Receivable for a specific Dealer, if you insure your
Accounts Receivables.
 Terms Limit: The number of days overdue you will allow an Invoice to become before you stop further
transactions from being created.
The Limits for each Dealer in ROM is handled in the Dealer Information screen. There is a special Tab that contains
all the relevant information for Limit Checking.
The Limit Checking module offers the following features:
 Separate values for Credit Limit, Insurance Limit and Terms Limits.
 Enterprise level control enables the system to group related Dealers together for cumulative limit checking,
regardless of which Plant they do business with.
 Limit alerts are displayed when transactions are being created and provide opportunity for the user to Void,
Accept or Hold the transaction.
 Limits are checked while users are creating the following transactions:
o Invoices
o Shipping Tickets
o Broker Tickets
o Sales Orders
 Security control as to whether Users are allowed to override a transaction that exceeds the established
limits.
 An optional module allows a Manager to approve transactions that have been placed on “Hold” for limit
approval.
 When a Limit Check discrepancy is found, the system displays a detailed information screen that
summarizes pertinent data.
 When Limit Checking is grouped across the Enterprise, it will regulate values so that they are converted to
the Enterprise currency. For more information on Enterprise Currency, please see the “Currency
Administration” documentation. If you are not using multiple currencies then this will not be relevant.
 The Limit “Balance” includes the following collective totals for each Dealer:
o Accounts Receivable Balance
o Broker Tickets that have not yet been Invoiced
o Truck Tickets that have not yet been Invoiced
o Outstanding Order Balances (Pounds remaining X Order Price). This last amount is optional based
on a Company setting.
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To open the Dealer Screen
1. Navigation: Dealers- Customer Search (Select desired Dealer account)

Managing Dealer Limits for a Single Dealer
In the simplest of implementations, you would not be concerned about Credit or Insurance Limits across an
Enterprise. In this case, you would enter your values for each Dealer and the system would use those values to
determine whether or not a transaction would cause the limit to be exceeded. If the limits are left as Zero, the system
will treat this as an indication that this Dealer has no limits.
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Saving/Editing Limit Information

To change the Limits of a specific Dealer follow these steps:
1. Open the specified Dealer’s Information screen
2. Click on the Credit Limit Info tab.
3. Enter the new values (notice that the values will be entered in the Currency code for the Dealer.)
4. Click the “Save & Exit” button
Managing Limits on an Enterprise Level
A more complex method for handling Limits is to group together Dealers who are related for a combined limit. For
example, you may do business with a parent company and several of its subsidiaries. Likewise, one of your plants
may do business with another of its subsidiaries. If you want to place limits on the total of transactions of all of these
different companies, designate one Dealer as the “Master” and then link other Dealers to this Master Dealer.
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Linking Dealers to the Master Dealer

To create a “Linked” Dealer Limit, follow these steps:
1. Select the Dealer that will be the Parent or Master Dealer for Limit Checking purposes.
2. Find the related Dealers in the search grid and mark the checkbox.
3. Click “Link Selected” to create the relationship.
4. Click “Yes”.
5. Repeat as often as is necessary to include every Dealer that should be related.
6. Enter the correct Limit values. Please notice that these values are in the currency code of the
Enterprise, not the specific Dealer.
7. Click “Save & Exit”.
After you have created the relationship between a Master Dealer and the related or “Linked” Dealers, then whenever
a Limit is checked by the system for a transaction, it will use the combined balance of all linked Dealers regardless of
which Dealer is on the transaction.
Please note that whichever Dealer is open when you “Link” a related Dealer, becomes the Master. Dealers can only
be “Linked” or “Unlinked” from the Dealer screen of the Master, not the Related Dealers. It may sometimes be
confusing to remember which Dealer is the Master so the ROM system will help by clearly marking a Dealer as either
“Linked” or “Master”. If neither of these words appear, then the Dealer has not yet been linked to another Dealer and
will be treated independently.
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Searching for Dealers to Link
To search for Dealers to Link to the Master Dealer simply type in the box provided, the name of the Dealer you are
searching for, and the list of Dealers will be limited to display only Dealers with similar names.
To show all, clear out any values in this field.
Viewing the Limits on a Linked Dealer
When viewing the Limits on one of the Linked Dealers, all of the controls will still be visible but you will not be able to
make any changes. You can only change the values from within the Master Dealer’s screen.
Other Dealer Restrictions
Another restriction that is available for controlling the creation of transactions is located on the “Acctg / CRV” tab.

If the “Buy/Sell Restriction” check box is marked, then when a transaction is made for this Dealer, the Transaction
Limit screen will be displayed indicating that the Dealer has a restriction against them.
Handling a Transaction that Exceeds the Limits
The Limit Check will be evaluated every time one of the listed transactions is created. The Limit Check will check the
following totals to compare them against the limits that have been entered for the Dealer being used.
 Accounts Receivable Balance (Invoice Balances that are due)
 Estimated value of Broker Tickets that have not been Invoiced
 Estimated value of Truck Tickets that have not been invoiced.
 Outstanding Balance of Orders (Balance of Ordered Weight times Price)
 Current Transaction value. Please note that in the event an existing transaction is changed, the system will
check for the difference between the prior state of the transaction and the current state of the transaction.
This is why the field in the screen is labeled “Estimated Change”.
If the total of all of the above causes the Dealer to exceed one or more of their limits, the Transaction Limit screen will
be presented to the user. The User must respond to the options presented before proceeding to conclude the
transaction that is being created.
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Credit & Insurance Limits on the Transaction Limits screen
The Credit Limit and the Insurance Limit function in a
similar way and display the following information:
 Dealer Limit– The value entered on the
Dealer Screen
 Current Balance– The calculated value of
outstanding Invoices and tickets
 Estimated Change– The value of the current
unsaved transaction
 Over Limit– Amount that will exceed the Limit
if this transaction is accepted. The amount
“over the limit” is calculated using the
following formula:
(Current Balance + Current Transaction) – Dealer
Limit = Amount that is over the limit
Terms Limits on the Transaction Limits screen
The Terms Limits work differently from the Credit &
Insurance limit and display the following information:
 Oldest Overdue Invoice– Invoice number of the oldest unpaid, overdue Invoice
 Due Date– The due date of the Invoice that is presented
 Dealer Limit– Number of days past due date that are allowed for this Dealer
 Over Limit– Number of days that the Dealer is over their limit. The amount “over the limit” is calculated using the
following formula:
(Today’s Date) – ((Invoice Date + Term) + Terms Limit) = Days Over the Limit
If any of these Limit Checks are exceeded, the Transaction Limit popup screen will be displayed and the pertinent
limit will be shown in Red.
Options for User Response to Transaction Limits:
If the user has permission to accept transactions that exceed the Dealer’s Limits, they will be able to accept or void
the transaction. If they do not have permission they will only be able to place the transaction on hold.
Voiding the Transaction:
In some cases, the appropriate action will be to void the transaction it is of too high a value. If the Void button is
pressed, the transaction process will be halted and the transaction will be voided out of the system. The system will
log that this transaction was voided and the date and user who did the transaction.
Accepting the Transaction:
In some cases, you may wish for the User to be able to continue with the transaction even though it exceeds the
Dealer’s limits. If the User clicks “Accept Transaction” the transaction will continue to process and will be saved
marking the log with the User and Date of this transaction.
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Including Sales Orders in Limit Checking
Because Sales Orders are not yet
receivable, you may not want them to
be included when Dealer Limits are
checked. To establish whether or not
to include outstanding Order Balances
as part of the Limit Check, use
Program Setup- General Settings.

Transactions Placed On Hold
Shipping Tickets, Broker Tickets,
Sales Orders and Invoices can be
placed on hold if Transaction Limits for
the Dealer have been exceeded. If the
user creating the transaction does not
have permission to accept transactions
that are over the limit, they will only be
able to place the transaction on hold. It
the user has permission to accept the
transaction they will be able to accept
or void it. Following is the affect of
placing a transaction on hold:





Shipping Tickets will not be
able to be completed and therefore will not be available to attach to Invoices.
Broker Tickets will not be available to attach to Invoices or Purchase Tickets.
Sales Orders will not be available to attach to Shipping Tickets, Broker Tickets or Invoices.
Invoices will not be editable.

Additionally, a transaction on hold will not be able to be edited or have any print outs generated.
Permission to accept each of the above transactions is set in general settings. Each transaction type can be set
individually, so that a user may have permissions for one type of transaction and not another. For example, a user
may be able to accept sales orders and not be able to accept shipping tickets.
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Dealer Credit Authorization
Once a transaction is on hold, it can only be taken off hold by a user with the permission to do so. If the user has
permission, they will be able to access the transaction from the Dealer Authorization screen. This can be done from
the transaction screen via the Credit Authorization button, or from the ROM Menu under Accounting- Credit
Authorization.

From the Credit Authorization screen you can:
 View the Statement of accounts report for the Dealer for the selected on-hold transaction.
 View the printout for the transaction; shipping ticket, invoice, etc.
 Add notes and a reason for accepting or denying the transaction.
If the Credit Authorization screen is accessed from the ROM Menu, the user will be able to select those types of
transactions that they have permission to accept. If the screen is accessed from a transaction, only the transaction
will be visible. Once the user accepts a transaction, it will be taken off hold and will be accessible for completion and
attaching to other transactions. If a transaction that has been accepted is later modified, and the amount of the
transaction increases, the transaction will again be checked for credit limits.
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Chapter 8 – Accounting Activities
Cash Receipts
Opening the Drawer
Paying Public Purchase Tickets
Automatic Method
Manual Method
Closing the Drawer
Petty Cash
Taking Petty Cash Out
Putting Petty Cash In
Petty Cash Report
Defining Checking Accounts
EFT Payment
Defining the Chart of Accounts
Defining Checking Accounts
Defining Accounting Transfers
Creating a New Transfer
Working with Existing Transfers
Defining GL Codes
Per Individual Inventory Item
Per Inventory Group (Generic)
ROM Dealer AP Transfers
ROM Expense AP Transfers
Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting Tab
Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting Tab - Value Scale Tickets Grid
Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting – Automatic WAN Based Recosting
Acctg Transfer Info Tab
Dynamics Transfer
MAS 90/200 Transfer
Quick Books Transfer
Inventory Recosting- Auto Conversion
Checking Account Reconciliation
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Cash Receipts
The Cash Receipts system in ROM is a sophisticated module that will allow users to quickly and easily apply
Receivables against Shipments. The system is designed to handle a wide variety of scenarios in a seamless fashion
using GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) without creating a confusing interface for the user.
To Cash Receipts system functionality occurs mostly on the same screen and follows this general pattern.
1. Create a Deposit Entry
2. Create a Cash Receipt Entry that was part of the Deposit
3. Apply the Cash Receipt entry to Invoices & Shipments
4. Create Debit/Credit Memos as needed
5. Create additional Cash Receipt entries and it’s respective applications.
The high degree of flexibility and control are convenient, but it means there is a great deal of information and options
in this screen. It helps to look at the screen in 3 separate sections.
To open the screen: Accounting  Cash Receipts

Elements Required to Make Cash Receipts


Chart of Accounts – Must have the following elements defined:
o Basic Accounts entered including: AR, Cash Acct to Receive monies into, Over/Short Payment Account, Sales
Account.
o Memo Default Accounts to use for Over and Short Payments. On the Chart of Accounts screen, these are the
defaults that the system will use when encountering an overpayment or underpayment. If these accounts are
not filled in, the system will leave them blank and prompt the user to enter the accounts.
 Overpayment = Debit to AR account
 Underpayment = Credit to AR account
They should offset against the Sales Account, an Over/Short Payment or Returns Account
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Creating a Cash Receipt:
When the screen is opened it will display in the Deposit section all of the Deposits that have been created. If desired, a
user can select an existing Deposit or create a new one. To create a new Deposit simply click the “Add New” button and
the controls will be unlocked to enable the user to enter the information regarding the Deposit.
A quick glance at the screen will show you that the screen is divided in three sections:
 Deposits- In ROM a Deposit is defined as the sum of a collection of Cash Receipts that have been deposited in a
specific Bank Account on a specific date.
 Cash Receipts- A Cash Receipt is defined as money that is received from a specific Customer on a specific date
that is to be used to pay for Invoices you have given to them. A Cash Receipt can be classified as Cash, Check
or Electronic/Wire and generates an entry in the General Ledger.
 Cash Applications- A Cash Application is the process of applying Cash Receipts to specific Invoices or Shipments
that the customer owes money on.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Go to Accounting  Cash Receipts
Click on “Make New Entries”.
Click on “Add New”
Enter the deposit information:
a. Select Bank Account – Currency specific and cannot be changed
once the deposit is started.
b. Deposit Date – Date that money is going into the bank.
c. Deposit Number – Must be a unique number.
Click on “Save”
Under “Cash Receipts for Deposit”, click on “Add New”
Complete the Cash Receipts for deposit information:
a. Cash / Checking Account – The GL Account that the money is being
put into. DO NOT USE THE AR ACCOUNT.
b. Dealer – The customer / dealer on the invoices for which you are
applying the money. This is not necessarily the dealer who sent you
the check, but must be to whom the invoice was made out.
c. Check Amount – The total amount of the check, EFT or cash that
received.
d. Enter the Date of the Check. The system will default to the current
date, but this can be changed to any valid date within the current
period.
e. Check Number – Unique check number for the dealer and the transaction.
f. Payment Type – The type of payment you received. You can only have one entry type per check. No split
cash/check receipt of payment. This must be done as two different entries.
Click on “Save”. Check appears in the Checks grid

9. Enter criteria on the “Applications for Check Number #” and click on “Search”
10. Select the expense from the Open Payment grid. Deselect “Paid in Full” if you don’t want to pay the entire
amount.

Please note that you do cannot enter a Total for the Deposit, the system will calculate the total amount of the Deposit
based on the Total of the Cash Receipt entries that are added in the Deposit. This amount will be updated every time
you add a new Cash Receipt.
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After entering the basic data for a deposit and saving it, the system will display your new entry and will allow you to
create Cash Receipts that are part of the deposit you have created.
Alternatively, you can select a prior Deposit and work with that one. The important concept is that Cash Receipts are
created as a part of a Deposit. Every Cash Receipt must be part of a Deposit.

Creating a Debit/Credit Memo
1. Follow steps 1-9 as above for creating a Cash Receipt.

2. Select the expense from the Open tab in the Applications section, and select “Paid in Full”.
3. Click on “Apply Payment”. Because the check amount differs from the expense and “Paid in Full” is selected, a
Debit/Credit Memo is automatically created in the system.

4. Click on “Save” and “Close”. The payment is made in full.
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How many Checks can be in a Deposit?
The number of Cash Receipts in a Deposit can be configured. In some cases you may wish to limit how many
Checks are included in a Deposit. For example, if you use the ROM system to print Deposit slips you may have to
limit the number of checks in a specific Deposit. If this is the case, there is a setting to limit the number of Cash
Receipt entries in a Deposit. If this setting is left blank, there is no limit to the number of checks you can include in a
specific Deposit.

Searching for Existing Deposits:
Eventually, there will be many Deposits in the grid and it will become increasingly difficult to find the specific Deposit
you wish to work with. For this reason a built-in search functionality is available to the user.
The user can search for Deposits by the following criteria:
1. Date range
2. Bank Account
3. Deposit Number
To search for a specific Deposit, just enter the Search criteria and click the “Search” button.
The grid will be updated to display only the Deposits that meet the criteria you have specified.
1. After clicking on “Search/Edit Existing Entries”, you get search criteria.
a. Date Range (Date of the deposit, not the checks)
b. Deposit Number. All deposits are listed in descending chronological order.
Newest on top, oldest on the bottom, by date of the deposit.
2. Select your criteria and click on the “Search” button. The system lists off the deposits that match your criteria in
the Deposits List Grid (on the top of the screen).
a. Once you find the deposit that you are looking for, double click. The List of Checks on the Deposit Grid is
displayed.
b. Or, you can click on the “Applied with Deposits” tab to get an overview of what was done on the deposit.
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The Available Balances (Unapplied Cash) Tab
If you have a check where you have not applied all of the money on the check to invoices, you can let the balance
ride as an unapplied balance. That will allow you to apply the money to invoices at a later date, but get the check into
the system so that the customer’s AR balance is correct.
 You must select the customer in the Dealer Drop Down for adding a new payment first. The system will only show
unapplied cash entries for that dealer.
 The unapplied Cash Grid shows the following information;
o Date of the original check
o Amount of the check
o How much money has been applied
o The balance available on the check. Please note that you can only apply cash up to the available balance on
the check.

To apply unapplied cash in the ROM System:
1. Create a New Deposit
2. Create a fake check for the customer with the unapplied cash and click on “Save Check”. Note: This check will be
deleted as part of the process.
3. The middle tab in the Cash Receipts screen displays “Available Balances for Customer X”. Click on this tab to list all
cash receipts with available balances.
4. Click on the check you want to apply. The “Applications” section of the cash receipts screen displays you available
invoices to apply the cash against.
5. Follow the standard cash receipts application procedures for selecting the invoice and determining how much pay.
6. Once you are done applying the cash, click back to the “Checks” tab in the middle of the screen.
7. Highlight the check you created in step 2.
8. Select it and click on the “Delete Selected Check” button.
Note: The system was designed to apply the unapplied when you are receiving another payment from the customer.
If the cash receipt is a pre-payment for material, then that would be considered an Advance and the ROM Advances
tracking system should be used instead of the Cash Receipts system to track monies given to you by a customer and
how much you have paid back against that advance and outstanding balances for material.
Applying Cash Receipts to a Shipment:
The ROM Cash Receipts system is designed with a high-degree of understanding of many of the Accounting issues
faced by Recycling Companies. This screen will help the user quickly and easily apply cash to any shipment and
easily reconcile differences between what is Invoiced and what is received by offering a comprehensive method of
generating memos and keeping track of the current balance for any Shipment.
After a user has entered a Cash Receipt, that entry can be used to apply payments towards any shipment sent to that
Customer. To select a Cash Receipt, just double-click the entry on the grid. The screen will refresh and on the
bottom portion of the screen it will display all relevant information for the Customer in the following sections:
There are five (5) sections that assist in presenting data to enable the user correctly apply cash to open balances.
These are:
 Shipment selection section
 Shipment detail section
 Payment history section
 Shipment search section
 Payment application section
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Shipment Selection Section:
The user will be displayed all open invoices in this section and will be able to easily select and browse all the relevant
data.
This section will display the following information:
 Invoice Number
 Invoice Date
 Total Balance Due (This will be calculated on the fly based on the formula):
o Total of Shipments + Applicable Taxes – Payments – Debit Memos
 Total Taxes Due
To select an Invoice for application of Cash, just click on the “Pay All” check box.
To see all the Shipments in the Invoice you just click the “+” next to the Invoice number and you will see the
following information about the Shipment:
 Ticket Type (“B” for Broker Tickets; “S” for Scale Tickets)
 Ticket Number
 Commodity
 Balance Due for the Shipment Due (This will be calculated on the fly based on the formula):
o Total of Shipments – Payments – Debit Memos
To see additional detail about the Shipment, you just click the “+” next to the Shipment and you will see the
following additional information about the Shipment:
 Price per unit of measure
 Weight and unit of measure
To select a Shipment for application of Cash, just click on the “Pay” check box.
Shipment Detail Section:
Often a user needs more information about a specific shipment to ensure that cash is being applied to the correct
shipment. This section will display most of the important information that the user will need to correctly identify the
Shipment to be paid. When a shipment is selected in the Shipment Selection section, the Shipment Detail section will
be refreshed and will automatically display related data.
This level of detail allows a tight integration between Accounts Receivable and Operations.
Please note that this information is only available when a user clicks on a Shipment. If a user selects an Invoice, then
this section will be blank.
Payment History Section:
Often it is helpful to be able to see quickly what previous payments have been made against a Shipment or Invoice.
This section allows the user to do this.
When a Shipment or an Invoice is selected in the Selection section, the Payment History section will display any
payments that have been made previously towards that Shipment or Invoice. If a Shipment is selected, the section
will display Payments made for that Shipment only. If an Invoice is selected then the section will display payments
made for any Shipment in the Invoice. If there have not been any payments against the selected Shipment or Invoice
then the grid will be empty.
The Payment History grid will display the following information:
 Reference Number for the Payment (either Check Number or other Reference number)
 Date of the Payment
 Amount of the Payment formatted in correct currency code
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Shipment Search Section:
Clerks in Accounts Receivable often struggle with matching cash receipts to the correct shipment because
Customers will give their own ticket numbers instead of our ticket numbers. For this reason we have provided a
simple yet powerful search mechanism to help users find the right shipment.
The Search mechanism allows users to search by the following criteria:
 Date range of Shipment
 Plant the Shipment was completed in
 Weight Ticket number
 Sales Order number
 Delivery number
 Invoice Number
 Customer Reference number
 Container number
To search for a specific Shipment or Invoice the user can enter a value in the “Ref. No.” box, and check the fields
he/she wants to search. For example, if the user wants to search for “Ticket 1234” but is not sure if this is an Order
Number, Invoice Number or Ticket Number, he/she can check all 3 fields and the system will search for any
Shipment with either Order 1234, Invoice 1234 or Ticket 1234. The system will display all open Shipments that meet
this criteria.
To reset the grid back to all open Invoices and Shipments simply click the “Search” button with no criteria selected
and the system will display all open tickets.
Searching for Shipments in other Plants:
Please note that this function will only be available if your system has been set up for multiple plants and your
company settings allow this functionality. If your system has not been set up for multiple plants or your settings have
not been enabled for this, then the Plant drop down will be disabled and you will not be able to apply cash to or
search for Shipments from other Plants.
Navigation: Program Setup  General Settings
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Payment Application Section:
When a Shipment or Invoice is selected to Pay, the system will automatically fill in the Payment application section
with its best guess as to what the user desires to do. The user can then make any changes and commit the
application.
The system will make its initial determination on how much to apply towards an Invoice based on the following logic:
 If the currently selected Cash Receipt has an available amount to cover the balance of the selected Shipment,
the system will assume the user wants to apply the full amount.
 If the selected Cash Receipt does not have enough to fully pay the Shipment, the system will assume the user
wants to apply whatever portion remains against this Shipment.
In the above example, the selected Cash Receipt had an unapplied balance of over $5,000, so the system assumes
the user will apply the full balance of the Shipment.
In this example, the user clicked the checkbox to “Pay All” of Invoice 51534. The system automatically selected each
of the Shipments within the Invoice to pay. Also, in the Payment Application section, the system filled in the original
amount of Invoice, the current balance for the Invoice and, the system’s best guess as to how much the user wants to
pay against this Invoice.
Before committing the cash application by clicking the “Apply Payment” button, the user can make a number of
changes that greatly affect the way cash is applied.
Should this Shipment be considered “Paid In Full”?
The first question a user needs to answer is if the payment he/she is currently making should mark the entire Invoice
as “Paid in Full”.
If the checkbox is selected, the system will ALWAYS mark the entire Invoice and all the Shipments within the Invoice
as “Paid in Full”. Please note that this is true even if the “Amount to Apply” is less than the “Invoice Balance”. In the
event the “Amount to Apply” equals the “Invoice Balance”, then it is obvious that the Invoice should be marked as
“Paid”, however if the two figures do not equal, then the system will assume that you are not making a partial
payment against the Invoice, rather that you want to mark the Invoice as “Paid” and generate Debit/Credit memos for
whatever the difference.
Generating Debit/Credit Memos:
When there is a difference between the Balance Due of a Shipment and the Amount to Apply for the given Shipment,
AND the user wants to mark the Shipment as “Paid in Full”, the ROM system will generate Debit/Credit Memos for
the difference. This is true whether the transaction is a “Short Payment” or an “Over Payment”.
After the user clicks the “Apply Payment” button, if the system determines that this transaction is creating a “Short
Payment” or “Over Payment”, the Debit/Credit Memo screen will appear.
ROM has a number of features to help users easily create Debit/Credit Memos:
 Default GL Accounts for Short & Over Payments
 Easily split amounts among Multiple GL Accounts
 Auto generate memos with default settings
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Split Amounts To Multiple GL Accounts:
On occasion you may need to split the value of the Debit/Credit Memo among several GL Accounts. If this is the
case, the system will allow you to do this easily.
1. Add a new entry with the appropriate values including the following information:
a. GL Account to use
b. Debit or Credit type
c. Amount of entry
d. Notes pertaining to this entry
2. Hit “Enter” to save the entry
3. Edit the appropriate existing entry so that the Debit & Credit sides are balanced.
4. Click “Save”
The system will allow you to add an unlimited number of entries to any Memo, provided that the Debit and Credit side
are in balance. When you click “Save”, the system will check to ensure that the Debit & Credit sides of the Memo are
in balance.
Auto-Generate Memos with Default Settings
ROM provides an even easier way to generate Debit/Credit Memos for reconciling payments. If the Default Short &
Over Payment Accounts are filled in, ROM can create Memos automatically without even displaying the popup
screen for user input.
With this system in place, when a user clicks “Apply Payment” and the system determines that a Debit/Credit Memo
is needed to reconcile a short payment, then ROM will use the Default GL Accounts to automatically generate the
memo, save it and finish the transaction without even asking for user input. This is by far, the easiest and fastest
methodology for applying cash to shipments. Please note that all the cash applications and Debit/Credit memos that
are generated by ROM are editable after the fact.
To turn on the Auto Generate Memo system, a system administrator must turn on the appropriate setting as follows:
Navigation: Program Setup  General Settings

Please note that default GL Accounts must be selected for this feature to work. If they are not selected, the system
will not generate Debit/Credit Memos automatically, but will instead display the screen to the user for completion.
Some offices may be concerned that certain Users not be allowed to create a Debit/Credit Memo that is of too great
an amount. ROM has a setting that allows the System Administrator to place a limit on the value of a Memo for each
User.
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In the example shown above, the User will not be allowed to generate a Memo with a value greater than $1,000. If a
User attempts to create a Memo for a greater value, the system will not allow it to be saved. If the system is
configured to automatically generate Memos, and it calls for a Memo which would be greater than the value allowed,
a Memo for only $1,000 will be created and the remaining amount will be left as Balance Due.
This topic of Debit/Credit Memos is closely tied with the next question a user must ask in the process of applying cash
to Shipments; “Do I need to change the Amount to Apply”?
“Do I Need To Change the Amount To Apply?”
There are at least two reasons why you might need to change the amount to apply from the values that the system
will fill in automatically and these are:
1. Partial Payments
2. Variations in Scale Weights
Partial Payments:
When a user needs to apply a partial payment to a shipment, the system handles this very easily. Do apply a partial
payment use the following easy steps:
1. Select the Shipment to apply.
2. Uncheck the “Paid In Full” box
3. Edit the “Amount to Apply” to the correct value
4. Click “Apply Payment”
Please note in the above example that because the selected Check had an “Available” amount of $1,448.00, the
system initially assumed the user would want to fully pay this Shipment. However, the user needed to apply only
$250.00 because the rest of the check is for another shipment, so he/she changed the amount and unchecked the
“Paid in Full” box.
The system will apply $250 towards this shipment and the grid will display a balance of $709.18 ($959.18 - $250.00).
You might have noticed that this shipment includes taxes of $146.70, this brings us to the final question a user should
ask before applying cash to a shipment; “Does this payment amount include taxes”?
“Does this Payment Amount Include Taxes?”
Many Recycling Companies do not handle transactions across State or National boundaries and therefore do not have
to deal with taxes, however for many others, this is a serious consideration that cannot be ignored.
The ROM Cash Receipts system has a built in Tax Calculator to help apply cash to shipments and handle the correct
adjustment to taxes automatically.
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When the “Apply Payment” button is clicked it will behave differently depending on whether or not the “Includes Taxes”
checkbox is selected. The system makes the following assumptions based on the value of the “Includes Taxes”
checkbox:
 Includes Taxes: The system will assume that the Amount to Apply includes a portion to offset the taxes that
apply to this Shipment, it will apply a portion of the Amount towards the Shipment and a portion towards the
Taxes of the Invoice.
 Does NOT Include Taxes: The system will apply the total Amount to Apply against the Material cost of the
Shipment only, even if there is a taxable item on the Invoice.
Applying Cash to the Tax Portion of a Shipment:
When an Invoice includes Taxes that are charged to the Customer, the process of applying Cash to these Shipments
must reconcile the taxes at the time of making cash applications. ROM will calculate the amount of cash to apply to
taxes using the following logic:
 Full Payment- If the Amount to Apply equals the Balance Due then the system will apply the total amount of the
Shipment and of each and every Tax entry without any need to reconcile differences.
 Short Payments- If the customer is making a short payment on an Invoice that includes taxes, then the tax
portion of the Invoice has to be recalculated to correctly handle the taxes. Please note that ROM will not adjust
the original value of the Invoice, instead ROM will use the Amount to Apply and pro-rate the tax portion from the
total. Here is an example and the steps ROM will use to handle this particular case:
An Invoice was sent for $750 in Metal and two tax lines, Tax 1 for $56.25 and Tax 2 for $58.43. These add up to
$114.70 in taxes for a total Invoice of $864.70.
The customer pays $855.00 and you will not receive additional payments. (Short Payment)
1. The system will calculate how much of the payment is for Metal, in this case, the Tax 1 rate is 7.5% and the Tax
2 rate is 7.25% (Tax on Tax rate)
$855.00 / 1.0725 = $797.20
(Calculate TAX 2. TAX 2 is $855.00 – $797.20 = $57.80)
$797.20 / 1.075 = $741.58
(Calculate TAX 1. TAX 1 is $797.20 – $741.58 = $55.62)
2. Make application entry for $741.58 for the specific shipment. (Metal Value)
3. Make Debit/Credit memo for $8.42 ($750.00 - $741.58) (Credit AR & Debit Adjustment account)
4. Make application entry for TAX 1. Originally it was for $56.25, the application entry would be made for $55.62
($741.58 X 7.5%)
5. Make Debit/Credit memo for $0.63 ($56.25 - $55.62) as follows:
a. Credit AR for $0.63.
b. Debit TAX 1 Sales Account for $0.63.
6. Make application entry for TAX 2. Originally it was for $58.43, the application entry would be made for $57.80
(($741.58 + $55.62) X 7.25%)
7. Make Debit/Credit memo for $0.63 ($58.43 - $57.80) as follows:
a. Credit AR for $0.63.
b. Debit TAX 2 Sales Account for $0.63.
8. Mark the Invoice “Paid”.


Over Payments- If the customer is making an Over Payment on an Invoice that includes taxes then the system
will apply the full amount of cash to the shipment and the tax portions of the original Invoice and will create a
Debit/Credit memo for the left over portion.

Please note that if the “Includes Taxes” check box is selected and the shipment does not in fact include any taxes,
then ROM will ignore the checkbox and apply the full amount to the shipment.

Applying Balance Forward:
In some cases you may receive a Cash Receipt from a customer which includes an over payment that should not be
applied at this time. The Cash Receipts screen will help you handle this seamlessly.
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When a user double-clicks on a selection in the Cash Receipts grid, you have already learned that the system will
display all the relevant information about that check:
 GL Account
 Payment Type (Check, Cash or Electronic)
 Customer
 Amount
 Date
 Check Number
 Available Balance
There is an additional tab in this section between the “Checks” tab and the “GL Distribution” tab. The “Available
Balance” tab will display any Cash Receipt entry that is NOT in the currently selected Deposit and still have an available
balance.
The ROM system handles the application of Cash Receipts in an “as needed” fashion so that it is quite possible to enter
a Cash Receipt and not apply all of it to Shipments. When a Cash Receipt is created, the GL Distribution is handled
immediately, but the Check does not have to be completely applied. It can remain as a “Balance Forward” indefinitely.
Applying “Balance Forward” or “Unapplied” Cash to Shipments:
When a user selected a Cash Receipt from the grid, the system will use the identity of the Dealer to also load the
“Available Balance” tab with Checks from the same Dealer that have a remaining unapplied amount.
These amounts can be applied in EXACTLY the same way as has already been described for other Cash Receipts.
Simply double-click a check entry in the “Available Balance” tab and then select a Shipment and click “Apply Payment”.
The system will apply the cash from the unapplied portion of the check to the Shipment you selected. Everything in this
process will behave exactly as has already been described.
When the total amount of these unapplied checks have been applied, the check will disappear from this grid.
Reviewing Applications Made for the Current Deposit:
One of the helpful features of the ROM Cash Receipts system is that each time the “Apply Payment” button is clicked it
will show you how the system handled the transaction you just created.

Next to the tab that displays all the open Invoices and Shipments and the details related to them, is the tab that
displays all Applications made with the current Deposit.
This section of the screen displays all cash applications in a hierarchical manner that includes the following:
1. All Checks from the current Deposit that have been applied
2. All the Cash Applications from each Check
3. Any Memos that were generated to reconcile a cash application
You can use this feature to keep track of which shipments have been paid and to ensure that the system is correctly
handling your entries. However, the system is helpful in that it not only displays this information to you, it also allows
you to make edits in the event a mistake was made.
Editing Entries:
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To edit an entry do the following:
1. Click the entry in the grid
2. Click the “Edit Entry” button (caption changes to “Save Entry” after it is clicked)
3. Make changes necessary
4. Click the “Save Entry” button
The grid is smart enough to distinguish which portion of the grid is selected. If you click on a Memo record, the “Edit
Entry” section will display the data that pertains to the Memo. If you click on a Cash Application record, then it will
display data that pertains to the cash application. If you click on a Check entry, it will allow you to change the Date or
Amount of the Check.
There is an additional ability to edit a Memo. If you select a Memo record as shown above, the “Open Memo” button
become enabled. When a user clicks on the Open Memo button the memo will be opened in the Debit/Credit Memo
screen and he/she will be able to edit any portion of the Memo, including adding additional GL Account distribution
lines.
Deleting Entries:
To delete an entry simply click on the specific entry in the grid and click the “Delete Entry” button.
Please note three things:
1. When an entry is deleted, this is PERMANENT. It cannot be “undeleted”. The only way to bring that
entry back is to completely recreate it.
2. When you delete an entry, it will also delete any records that are dependent on it.
3. The system has settings that provide security so that only appropriate Users can delete entries.

Note that if a User is granted the permission to delete a Deposit, this implies that he/she has permission to delete any
dependent records of a Deposit, even if another setting for that User is set to false. This is important because the
system cannot allow a Cash Receipt to exist that doesn’t belong in a Deposit.
Dependent Records:
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A cash application is dependent on the Cash Receipt in which it was made. A Debit/Credit memo is dependent on
the Cash Application. A Check is dependent on the Deposit it was included in. Therefore the dependency model for
this system is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deposit
Cash Receipt (Check, Cash or Electronic)
Cash Application (applying money to a shipment)
Debit/Credit Memos (reconciling Balance Due with Amount Applied)

If an entry in this list is deleted, any entries BELOW it will also be deleted. The most extreme example is deleting a
Deposit. If a Deposit is deleted, it will also delete ALL of the Check entries that were made in it, which will also delete
ALL of the Cash Applications that were made with the Check, which will also delete ALL of the Memos which might
have been made to adjust the amount applied.

When these entries are deleted, the Invoices or Shipments that have been “Paid in Full”, will be reset and their
balances will be accordingly updated. If a cash application from a Check is deleted, then the available amount of the
Check will be increased accordingly. If a check is deleted, then the total amount of a Deposit will be decreased
accordingly. This level of tight integration is necessary to ensure that accounts receivable is handled in the best
manner possible.
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Cash Management
The cash management section of ROM is where you set up the parameters the system needs to automatically calculate
the math. This is where you set up everything that has to do with cash and your checking accounts. In the following
lesson you will learn how to make cash transfers, set up checking accounts, and balance your cash drawer.
Cash Set up
Go to Accounting  Cash Setup
Cash types
This screen allows you to set up the screen for cash transfers. This
reflects the money amount of a single currency, a bank roll and a
company bundle.
For example, five dollar bills (cash type- 5) taken from the screen
above. A single bill equals $5. A bank pack equals $500 and a
company pack will equal $250.
To add a new cash type to this list:
 Click “Add Cash Type”
 A new line will appear at the bottom of the list, where you type
the information in
 When you are finished adding an item, click “Save”
 To close the screen, click “Exit”
Cash Transfer Types
Opening the Drawer
1. Accounting- Cash Transfer
1. Complete the safe information.
2. Complete the drawer amount by money type.
3. Click on save and close.
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Paying Public Purchase Tickets
Automatic Method
Scan the peddler’s receipt ticket when he returns to the window and continue with step 3 below.

Manual Method
1. From within the scale hopper, select
the ticket.
2. Click on “Open Selected Ticket”.

3. Pending the Public Purchase
Parameters, the Total will
populate the appropriate field. If
alternate payment is desired,
change the populated field to
$0.00 and click in the alternate
field. If a split payment is desired,
enter te amount in the appropriate
field, the balance will populate the
other field.
4. Click on “Ticket Complete-Print &
New” if you will be starting a new
ticket or “Ticket Complete- Print &
Exit” to go back to the scale
hopper. The ticket is complete
and removed from hopper.

5. The “Check Writer” appears if an amount was entered under “Check”. Complete and
click on “Save and Print”.

6. Choose the check printing option.
7. The check prints.
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Closing the Drawer
1. Accounting Cash Transfer
2. Complete the safe information.
3. Complete the drawer amount by money type.
4. Click on save and close.

Cash Parameters
Go to Accounting  Cash Set Up  Cash Parameters
This screen allows you to set the security requirements for cash
transfers. For example, if there are 2 passwords required for a cash
transfer, then the manager and cashier must enter their numeric
passwords at the cash transfer screen.
The general ledger account number is also entered here to track the
cash transfers in accounting.
Petty Cash
Note: This should come prior to closing the drawer.
Taking Petty Cash Out
1. Select Accounting Petty Cash.
2. Complete:
a. User Name
b. Password
c. Amount- Taking money out of the drawer is a POSITIVE dollar value
d. Reason
e. Cash Drawer
3. Click on “Save and Open Drawer”. Remove the money from the drawer.
Putting Petty Cash In
1. Select Accounting- Petty Cash.
2. Complete:
a. User Name
b. Password
c. Amount-adding money to the drawer is a NEGATIVE dollar value
d. Reason
3. Click on “Save and Open Drawer”. Add the money to the drawer.
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Petty Cash Report

1. Select “Report/Search>Report Master”.

2. Click on the “Petty Cash Activity” report from within the “Accounting Reports” folder.
3. Enter the report criteria.
4. Click on “Generate Report”. The “Petty Cash Activity” report is displayed.
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Checking Set Up
Defining Checking Accounts
Select Accounting  Checking  Checking Accounts
1. Click on “New”.
2. Complete all fields. Be certain to complete
the cash account and currency fields. Your
accounting program uses the “Actg Program
Account ID” to reference the checkbook.
This is a very important in transfers to MAS
and Dynamics.

The “Cash Account” dropdown options are pulling from the “Chart of Accounts”.
 You only need to fill in the “ABA Number” to the “Last MICR Num” fields if you are doing MICR check printing.
 The “Acct Program Account ID” field is important. It is the checkbook name or reference used by the
accounting system. In Dynamics, it is 5-10 characters. In MAS, it is 1 character.
 You are not able to change the “Primary Server” field. Only 21CP staff has authority to do this.
Once complete, click on “Save”.
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EFT Payment
Accounting EFT Payments New EFT Payment
When a new dealer is created in
the system, the Acct/CVR tab
includes information for wire
payment. This information is
automatically linked to the Wire
Payment screens and will
appear when the dealer is
entered into the Dealer field of
the Wire Payment screen.
New Dealer screen:

1. Select a dealer name using the drop
down list
2. If the customer, beneficiary,
intermediate and additional tabs
were entered, the information will
appear.
3. Select a date from the drop down
calendar
4. Type the EFT amount
5. Apply to Purch- Type the Purchase
ticket number to apply the amount
towards
6. Type the amount of money to apply
7. Click “Apply EFT as Payment to
Purchase Ticket”
8. Click “Print” to print a form for the
bank or internal use
9. Click “Save” or “Close”

Or you can pay a purchase order as
an advance:
Steps 1-4 are the same

5. Click “Add PO”
6. Type PO and amount into the list
7. Click “Save” or “Close”
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Defining the Chart of Accounts
1. Select Accounting  Chart of Accounts.
2. First define all of the General Ledger accounts, including AR, AP, Inventory, COGS, Expenses and Administrative
Item Accounts.
a.
Enter the information in the blank, white line. Enter the Account number, Human Readable Description and
Account Type. The type is very important, especially with AR Accounts.
b.
Remember to hit the “Enter” Key after you enter the information.
c.
Once you have entered all of the accounts, click the “Save” button, then the “Close” button. Re-open the
screen. This will refresh all of the account dropdowns needed in the next sections.
3. Complete the following accounting systems:
o Memo default accounts-Enter
the accounts used when
creating Debit/Credit memos.
Make sure that you are using
an AR Account on both the
Over Payment and the Under
Payment. If you do not use an
AR account, the AR report will
look distorted and it will not
pickup memos that you make.

o

Multiple currency chart of
accounts
 ROM is multiple-currency
capable. AR and AP
accounts are setup on this
tab because each currency
is required to have a
different AR Account with
currency exchange
accounts. If you use only a
single currency, then you
want to put Sales and
Purchases Accounts for the
Exchange Accounts. Note:
ROM only supports one AR
and one AP account per
currency.
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o

Inventory group chart of accounts – For each inventory group, you must fill out all dropdowns on all of the tabs.
Although you may not be using all parts of the ROM system, it is a good idea to have everything completed. On
the screen, you will see the Debit / Credit entries that the ROM System will make when transferring to your
accounting program.
 Purch/Sale COGS tab – For companies that assign a Cost of
Goods Sold (COGS) account to each invoice.



Purch/Sale tab – For companies that do not assign a COGS
value to each invoice. Instead, the total purchases and the total
sales determinate of profitability.



Brokerage – ROM will treat Brokerage transactions differently
than Scale transactions. Because Brokerage transactions use
different costing methodologies and have a different profit
margin, ROM keeps this information separate for the GL. Also,
there is no inventory in Brokerage transactions so the system
will use the Purchases Account for the Cost of Goods Sold for
Brokerage transactions.
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Inventory Adjustments tab – When you make an inventory
adjustment, one side of the transaction is your Inventory
Account. Many times people will have an Upgrades /
Downgrades Account to offset the net amount of difference from
making inventory adjustments.



Inter Co Trans tab – If you are using the intercompany transfer
system in ROM, it will use these accounts for handling
Intercompany purchases and sales.
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Defining Checking Accounts

1. Select Accounting  Checking  Checking Accounts
2. Click on “New”.
3. Complete all fields. Be certain to complete the cash account and currency fields. The “Actg Program
Account ID” is what your accounting program uses to reference the checkbook. This is a very
important field for MAS and Dynamics transfers.

4. Note: The “Cash Account” dropdown options are pulling from the “Chart of Accounts”.
5. Once complete, click on “Save”.
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Defining Accounting Transfers
1. Select Accounting  Acctg
Transfer.
2. Complete the “Create New
Transfer Tab”. Note: This
needs to be defined for each
site.
3. Click on the “Account Setup”
button. You do not need to
select any transfer types
when setting up this portion
of the transfer

4.

Complete the “General
ROM Settings”. Under
transfer type, choose “No
COGS” or “With COGS”.
Complete other applicable
information. For all transfers,
you need to fill in the
following information:
a. Transfer Type

b. ROM Site Designation – 1 letter designator used to separate plants at the accounting program
level.
c. Default Purchases Account – this will be used if the system is unable to determine what account
to use from the Inventory Groups System in the Chart of Accounts screen.
d. Public CRV Purch Account – If you are in California and participate in the CRV program, then this
account is mandatory. It should be the floating, clearing account that is used to monitor business
with the Division of Recycling.
e. Public Cash Payments Account – This is the account used when paying the public in Green
Cash.
f. Expenses AP Accrual Account – If you want to have the expenses accrual system offset the
expenses against a different AP Account then your standard AP account.
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5. Complete the “Public Sales” tab.
a.Please fill in all accounts
on this tab.
i. Public Scrap Sales
Clearing Acct – Used
by the system if it
cannot find a sales
account for the
inventory group the
item being sold is
associated with.
ii. Public Sales Cash Account – When you receive Green Cash from public customers, what GL
account should it be applied to.
iii. Public Sales Charge Account – If you let customer buy stuff by charge, this is the GL account
ROM will put the payment amounts into.
iv. Public Sales On Acct – If you let customers purchase material on Account, then this is the GL
account ROM will put the payment amounts into.
v. Public Sales Check Deposit Acct – When being paid by check, what checking account will the
checks be deposited into.
vi. Public Sales Sales Tax Account – If you charge customers sales tax, this is the GL account
that ROM will use for the sales taxes.
6. Complete the “Dynamics”
tab.
7.

Click on “Save” when
complete. Remember that
you have to log into ROM
as the Company that you
want to administer. This
screen does not change
GL accounts to reflect the
different companies that
could be logged in.
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Creating a New Transfer
1. Select Accounting  Acctg transfer
2. Select the transfer.
3. Enter a printer under “Printer to
Use”
4. Enter the date range under “Post
Transactions as of”
5. Click on “Generate Transfer” for a
single company or “Generate
Multiple Company Transfer” for
several companies.
• Use the Generate Multiple
Company Transfer if you are
using ROM with multiple
locations and want to generate
all of the transfers for all of the
companies at once.
6. When the system is done with a
transfer, the transfer reports will
come to the screen (unless the
“Auto Print” option is selected, then
the report will just be printed.)
7. Click on “Close” when complete.
Working with Existing Transfers
1. Click on the “Existing Transfers”
tab.
2. Select the transfer.
3. If you want to reprint the transfer
report, click on the “Reprint Support
Report” button.
4. To void the selected transfer:
a. Click on the “Void this Transfer”
button.
b. When prompted, click on “Yes”
to validate the voiding process.

c.

When prompted, type a reason
for the voiding the transfer. For example, you may void a
transfer if you need to correct transaction.
d. Click on “OK”. Transfer is removed from the list of existing
transfers.
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Defining GL Codes
Per Individual Inventory Item
For items like administrative items or
non-inventory items, you will want to
setup the individual items with different
GL accounts. ROM will check for GL
accounts at the item level before rolling
up to the group. If it does not find an
item level GL account, it will use the
Group Level Account. If you fill in one
account on this list, you have to fill them
all in. So don’t just put a Purchase
Account and expect the system to roll up
to the group level for a sales account.
1. Select Inventory  Item
Administration
2. Click on the “Accounting Info” tab.
3. Define individual GL codes per item,
per site.

Per Inventory Group (Generic)
1. Select Accounting  Chart of Accounts
2. Define the generic Chart of Accounts for the
“Administrative” Inventory Group.
For example, define a generic account for the
“Administrative” Inventory group and call it “ROM Transfer
Error”. This will then be to determine that something is
not defined correctly. This is because Administrative
Items should all get their own GL accounts at the Item
Level. By putting in a transfer error account, if a user
enters a new item code in the administrative group
without talking to the accounting department, when
accounting does the transfer, the value will appear in the
Transfer Error account so that accounting knows to
investigate and clean up the accounts setup.
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ROM Dealer AP Transfers
Within ROM, purchase tickets (or purchase vouchers) are expected to change value. It is common amongst ROM
customers where a clerk makes a purchase ticket and then a sales person reviews the transaction. The sales person
typically changes the price or changes the weight on some items. Therefore, it is expected that the value of the voucher
will change, possibly multiple times before a payment is issued.
In traditional accounting programs, in these instances, you have to void or reverse the original transaction and then
create a new one. ROM sees this as a lot of unnecessary work. Instead, ROM allows a user with proper authority to go
back into the purchase ticket and change the value. ROM allows the values to be changed until a payment is issued
against the purchase ticket. Once paid, ROM locks the purchase ticket so no additional changes can be made.
The purchase ticket will remain part of the ROM AP transfer until a payment is issued. At that point the Dealer Level
Payments transfer will send the transaction to your accounting system.
When the AP transfer occurs, you will see one GL Entry in your accounting system, but it is actually making two entries:
one for the values and one to reverse the values on the following day. When you look at your GL, you should see an
entry on Day 1 and then a reversing entry on the following day.
The concept is as follows:
Day 1
 Purchase Ticket value = $1000
 Run ROM AP transfer, making AP Entry for $1000 offset by Purchases or Inventory
Day 2
 Previous day's AP transfer is reversed for ($1000)
 Sales person reviews the voucher and decides to pay customer $900
 Run ROM AP transfer, making AP Entry for $900
Day 3
 Previous day's AP transfer is reversed for ($900)
 Cut a check for $900
 Run ROM AP Transfer, $0 will be transferred for this purchase ticket
 Run ROM Dealer Payments transfer, $900 goes to GL
ROM uses this reversing methodology because keeping track of every change to every voucher and just sending over
the changes on a daily basis is very detailed, especially when users make many changes to the ticket over a couple of
days. By using this self-reversing AP accrual methodology, ROM is able to keep your AP accurate for any given day and
give you the flexibility in ROM to change vouchers, without forcing you to do a lot of detailed work.
Therefore, every time you run the AP transfer, it looks at what the current values of the unpaid purchase tickets are as of
the date you are requesting.
21st Century Programming designed the system to work in this manner based on customer feedback. If the AP was
locked down, customers would need to change values and resend the AP transfer multiple times. This is especially
tedious when trying to close the previous month and the sales staff continuously changes the weight or price on items.
ROM Expense AP Transfers
The Dealer AP transfer and the Expenses AP transfer work in this manner. Since accountants typically complete
Expense transfers, ROM assumes that accountants know to delete any previous AP GL Entries made before issuing
another AP transfer.
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Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting Tab

This tab is where you set up how you want ROM to handle certain inventory transactions as well as internal transfer
companies. An "Internal Transfer Company" is a company that is related to your company, for example, a feeder yard
or another company that is owned by your company or the same parent company.
 These Internal Transfer Companies may or may not have the ROM system running at their facilities.
 These are companies that you don’t want to have to issue purchase tickets or Invoices for when you do scale
tickets.
 Value of the material to / from these companies –
o Receiving Material –
 You can assign a value per material type. This is a value that you put in and can be determined by any
number of ways. When the material is Received across the truck scale, ROM will use the values in the
"Value Scale Tickets" grid to add the material to your inventory. Please note that you will see this as an
adjustment in the Inventory Audit System. For more information on assigning values, please see the
section on the "Value Scale Tickets" grid.
 Free Material – If you don’t put a value per material type, the system will zero out the value of the material
received and adjust your inventory weighted average price accordingly.
 WAN Based Recosting – If your Internal Transfer Companies are connected to your system via a WAN and
have the ROM system, you can set up the ROM system to recost the received material based off of the
actual, COGS value shipped by the Internal Transfer Company. For more information, please see the
section on Recosting Inventory.
o Shipping Material – Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)  You can assign a value per material type. This is a value that you put in and can be determined by any
number of ways. When the material is Shipped across the truck scale, ROM will use the values in the
"Value Scale Tickets" grid to determine cost of goods sold to assign to the shipment. Please note that you
will see this as an adjustment in the Inventory Audit System. For more information on assigning values,
please see the section on the "Value Scale Tickets" grid.
 Weighted Average Price – When material is shipped out of your facility, ROM will use the Current Weighted
Average price as the COGS value. This is done automatically and does not require any additional setup.
 Recosted Value – If you are using the Recosting System, All shipped material will be assigned a recosted
value. For more information, please see the section on Recosting Inventory.
 Internal Transfer Company – Put a check in this box to denote this dealer as an Internal Transfer Company. This
lets the ROM system know to handle this Dealer slightly differently. It is also used to identify this customer for the
Internal Transfer Company Accounting Transfer.
 Auto Mark INbound Tickets as Purchased – Put a check in this box if you want all inbound / receiving scale
tickets to automatically be marked as purchased.
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o





Any scale tickets received for a dealer that has this check box will be marked as paid, so they will not appear on
the Scale Tickets to Purchase Reports, nor will they appear on the Dealer Purchase Ticket Screen.
o For more information on how the scale tickets will be valued into your inventory, please see the section on the
"Value Scale Tickets" grid.
o YOU MUST PUT A CHECK IN THIS BOX if you are using the "Value Scale Tickets" grid for receiving material
from this dealer.
o This will apply to ALL ITEMS RECEIVED FROM THIS DEALER. You can only pick and choose what values
you want to apply to each item. If you want to purchase a specific item, then you should either create two
dealer records, one you receive from under this system and one you issue purchase tickets to. Or you can put
the material on a separate scale ticket and then reset that scale ticket for purchasing.
Auto Mark OUTbound Scale Tickets as Invoiced – Put a check in this box if you want all outbound / shipping
scale tickets to automatically be marked as invoiced.
o Any scale tickets shipped to a dealer that has this check box will be marked as invoiced, so they will not appear
on the Scale Tickets to Invoice Reports, nor will they appear on the Dealer Invoice Screen.
o For more information on how COGS values will be determined for the scale tickets, please see the section on
the "Value Scale Tickets" grid.
o YOU MUST PUT A CHECK IN THIS BOX if you are using the "Value Scale Tickets" grid for shipping materials
to this Dealer.
o This will apply to ALL ITEMS SHIPPED TO THIS DEALER. You can only pick and choose what values you
want to apply to each item. If you want to invoice a specific item, then you should either create two dealer
records, one you ship material to under this system and one you issue invoices to. Or you can put the material
on a separate scale ticket and then reset that scale ticket for invoicing.
Internal ROM Dealer ID – This is the internal, database identification number that ROM uses to identify this Dealer.
This is displayed here for information purposes and will be used in certain setup portions of the ROM Program.
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Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting Tab - Value Scale Tickets Grid
The "Value Scale Tickets at the following Values" grid is what the ROM system uses to determine the value of material
that is handled by Internal Transfer Companies. There are several factors to consider when using this grid and
determining how you want to handle the inventory values –
 This grid allows you to price both inbound (receiving) and outbound (shipping) of material. You have to assign a
value to each material type, per dealer, that you are receiving / shipping.
 If you are receiving free material or want to place no value on the material, do not put an entry into the grid.
 If you are shipping material and do not put an entry in this grid, the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) will be your current
weighted average price. If you do put a value in this grid, then inventory will still be removed at your current
weighted average price (to keep that system accurate and correct), but the scale tickets and any invoices
associated with it will have a COGS value that is what you enter here.
 If you are using the ROM Recosting System, then you do not need to put any values in this grid. The values for
material received by "Internal Transfer Companies" will be calculated based off of their actual cost of goods sold.
Outbound shipments will be recosted to their actual recosted purchase values. The Recosting system will always
over write whatever you put in this grid.
The values you enter in this grid will only be used if there is a check in either the "Automatically Mark Inbound Tickets as
Purchased" box or the "Automatically Mark OUTbound Scale Tickets as Invoiced" box.
To Add a new Entry to the grid, click your mouse on the first column, in the first row. Enter all of the information that is
either required, then hit the enter key. This will move the line that you have entered to the grid below the grey dividing
line. Please note that any information that is above the grey dividing line will not be saved. You can enter the following
information in the Grid  Ship/Recv – Ship or Receive – Select from the drop down list whether the value you are entering is for receiving or
shipping material. Required.
 Item – Select from the inventory item list the item that you want place a value for. Required.
 Value – Enter the amount of money / value that you want to place on the material. These values will be calculated
against the weight received / shipped when being entered into inventory. Default = 0.
 U / M – This is the unit of measure to be used for the Value that you entered. Default = "LB".
 G/L Account – This is the G/L account that you want to use as the Offset account for any transaction being handled
by this portion of the system. These are the G/L accounts that will be used by the Accounting Transfer System to
send into your accounting system when doing an "Internal Companies Accounting Transfer". Examples for this G/L
account might include –
o For Receiving it could be the sales account of the internal transfer company shipping you the material.
o For Shipping it could be the inventory or scrap purchases account for the internal transfer company that is
receiving the material from you.
Please note that changes made to this grid take effect immediately after you hit the save button. These values are not
date sensitive. As each transaction goes across the scale, it will automatically be adjusted / marked with these values
and G/L Accounts.
If you want to purchase / invoice a ticket that has automatically been marked purchased or invoiced by this system, you
have to go to the "Scale Ticket Maintenance" system and reset the scale tickets there.
 Please note that if you reset a receiving ticket, it will be recosted to value you put on the purchase ticket when you
create the purchase ticket.
 Please note that if you reset a shipping ticket, the COGS values will not be reset. You will have to adjust those
manually after you make the invoice.
 Resetting a scale ticket does not reset the G/L Account assigned to that ticket. To change the G/L account, you’ll
have to go to each individual scale ticket. Please note that this is only relevant if you are using the Internal
Companies Accounting Transfer.
Please note that if you use the ROM Recosting system, any values that you enter here will be automatically overwritten
by the Recosting system.
Delete Valuation Button – To remove an automatic valuation from occurring, click on the row you want to delete and
then click on this button. Your changes will take effect immediately after you hit the "Save" button.
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Dealer Screen - Advanced Accounting – Automatic WAN Based Recosting
On the "Advanced Accounting Tab" on the Dealer Information Screen, you will find the "Automatic WAN Based
Recosting" system setup. This system is used with the Recosting System. If you have multiple companies that use the
ROM system and they are connected via a WAN, then ROM can perform an automatic recosting between facilities /
companies. This is where you tell each individual ROM setup where to find the other ROM company and what Dealer
information to use.
Please note that this section can only be administered by 21st Century Programming staff.
Please note that the "SA Password" information is only visible to 21st Century Programming staff.
Add WAN Recosting button – Click on this button to add a WAN Recosting ROM Company to this dealer. For each
WAN Company, you will need the following information –
 Server IP – This is the address of the Server that this company’s ROM Database resides on.
 SA Password – This is the SA Password for this company’s ROM Database server.
 Into CompanyID – This is the internal CompanyID that ROM uses to refer to this dealer in its ROM database.
 Into DealerID – This is the "Internal ROM Dealer ID" that is used to refer to this Company in this Dealer’s ROM
Database.
Remove WAN Recosting button – Click on the WAN Recosting Line that you want to remove / delete and then click
on this button.
An Example of WAN Recosting Setup –
Lets say you have two yards – Main Yard and Feeder Yard. Each is running ROM and they are connected via a WAN.
They ship materials between the two yards and you want to recost the values of those shipments. In each company’s
ROM database, you would need to create a Dealer that represents the other ROM company. For Example –

In the Main Yard ROM Database, you might have the following –
o A ROM CompanyID of 1111
o Its server IP address = 192.168.1.1
o No SA Password
o A Dealer Called – ‘Feeder Yard Transfer Co’
 Its Internal ROM Dealer ID = 5000
 An Automatic WAN Based Recosting Entry for the Feeder Yard would be –
 Server IP = 192.168.2.1
 SA Password =
 Into CompanyID = 1112
 Into DealerID = 5678
 In the Feeder Yard ROM Database, you might have the following –
o A ROM CompanyID of 1112
o Its Server IP Address = 192.168.2.1
o No SA Password
o A Dealer Called – ‘Main Yard Transfer Co’
 Its Internal ROM Dealer ID = 5678
 An Automatic WAN Based Recosting Entry for the Feeder Yard would be –
 Server IP = 192.168.1.1
 SA Password =
 Into CompanyID = 1111
 Into DealerID = 5000
Both entries in both Databases would be required to successfully execute the WAN Based Recosting.
For every ROM server you want to recost against, you have to have a Dealer associated with that Company. This is so
you can ship / receive materials and recost against them.
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Acctg Transfer Info Tab
On the Dealer Purchase Ticket and
Invoice screen, in the middle section
you will find the above pictured tab.
This tab is used by the accounting
transfer system to determine which
Dealer Level Transactions should be
sent to the accounting program. This
tab gives you the following Information
/ Options –
 Accounting Transfer Status – This section will display for you the current status of this transaction. The following
statuses are available –
o TO TRANSFER- Will Go On Next Send – This message lets you know that this transaction is available to
transfer and that the next time you transfer dealer level purchases or invoices, this transaction will be
transferred.
o ON HOLD- Will Not Transfer – This message lets you know that this transaction will not be sent to the
accounting program on the next transfer. This message will remain until you click on the "Resend To Account
Program" button.
o TRANSFERRED ID No and Date – This message lets you know that this transaction has already been
transferred into the accounting program. The ID No. portion of the message ties back to the actual accounting
transfer and the date information lets you know the date that the transfer was issued, not the posting as of date.
 Last Transfer ID Letter– The ROM system allows you transfer dealer level transactions multiple times. There are
many reasons why you may need to resend a transaction, such as a simple mistake in pricing, that has already
been sent to the accounting program. Because accounting programs do not allow for the same voucher number to
be used twice, the ROM system will add a Letter to the end of the voucher number every time it is re-transferred.
For example, if you have Invoice No. 1234. The first time you transfer it, it will go into your accounting program as
1234. The second time it will go in as 1234A, the third time 1234B, etc. You can only transfer the same item 26
times. Every time you hit the "Resend To Accounting Program" button, this field will go up in value.
 Place on Hold – Do Not Transfer Button – Click on this button to place this particular transaction on Hold. This
will prevent the transaction from going into your accounting program. The item will remain on hold until you click on
the "Resent To Accounting Program" button. To help you understand where transactions stand in terms of the
accounting transfer, you will be able to find the following reports on the Dealer Level Purchases and Sales Reports
screen o Purchase Tickets On Hold – Details out all of the purchase tickets that have been placed on hold.
o Invoices On Hold - Details out all of the invoices that have been placed on hold and will not be sent to the
accounting program.
o Purchase Tickets To Transfer – Lists all of the Dealer Level Purchase Tickets that are available to transfer or
that will be transferred the next time an Accounting Program Transfer is done.
o Invoices To Transfer - Lists all of the Dealer Level Invoices that are available to transfer or that will be
transferred the next time an Accounting Program Transfer is done.
 Resend To Accounting Program Button – Click on this button if you want to force this transaction to be sent to
the accounting system the next time a transfer is done. You may want to resend a transaction for any number of
reasons, and this is the button you click on to do that. BE VERY CAREFUL WITH THIS BUTTON. If you do not
void or deal with the original transaction in your accounting program, you could end up double booking information.
When you click on this button, the "Last Transfer ID Letter" will be incremented. For more information on the "Last
Transfer ID Letter" please see that section above.
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Dynamics Transfer
ACCOUNT ENTRY FORMAT – Include Dashes between account segments. For example 01-2202-001. The ROM
system can handle as many segments as necessary.
Account / Data Verification process – Because the Dynamics transfer puts the information directly into the Dynamics
database, there are stricter requirements for data integrity. Therefore, at the start of every transfer, the ROM system will
verify all of the accounts prior to starting the transfer.
ALL FIELDS MUST BE FILLED IN – IT doesn’t matter which transfer type or which transfers you are doing between
ROM and Dynamics. Every field must be filled in. This includes the
 Inventory Groups Screen
 Account Program Integration Setup Screen
 Checking Account Setup Screen
For more information on what to fill in, please see the sections relating to each of those screens.
Batch Process – The Dynamics Transfer system will transfer the data directly into Dynamics. When the transfer is done,
you will have a batch created for you in Dynamics. Depending upon the type of transfer you do, you will get the following
type of batch –
 Dealer Level Purchases – Purchasing Transaction - Payables Batch
 Public Level Purchases By Check - Purchasing Transaction - Payables Batch
 Dealer Level Invoices – Sales Transactions – Receivables Batch
 All Other Transfers (GL Entries) – Financial Transactions – Batches
Deleting / Voiding Transfers – When Voiding a transfer, make sure the batch associated with the transfer has not been
posted. ROM will attempt to delete the information directly out of Dynamics. If the Transfer has already been posted
and ROM deletes information in Dynamics, you will have a data integrity issues and may corrupt Dynamics. It is very
important that you double-check the batch for posting status before hitting the void button in ROM.
MAS 90/200 Transfer
ACCOUNT ENTRY FORMAT – DO NOT Include Dashes between account segments. For example 012202001.
Required Fields –
 Dealer Level Customers – On the Dealer Information screen, "Acctg/CRV/Custom Inventory Info" Tab, make sure
you enter the Accounting ID for this customer / vendor. When entering the number, do not enter the Division Code,
only the customer number. Please note that this number will be used for both Vendors and Customers. So if they
are only a vendor and you want to use the default vendor account only, then leave this field blank. Please note that
when entering customer or vendor codes, do not put the division number, only the customer number.
 Accounting Program Integration Account Setup Screen –
o Default Vendor Account – Enter the Vendor number to used as a default vendor. If the dealer does not have an
Accounting ID entered on their Dealer Information screen, then this Vendor Number will be used. Make sure
you enter the information exactly as it appears in MAS. This is the customer that will be used for the Public
Purchases Transfers.
o Default Sales Customer ID – Enter the Customer number to be used as a default customer. If the dealer does
not have an accounting ID entered on their Dealer Information screen, the this Customer Number will be used.
Make sure you enter the information exactly as it appears in MAS.
o InterCompany ID – For MAS transfers, put the Division Number that MAS uses to refer to the this ROM
company. In theory, every ROM customer should have a different Division No.
o Default Sales Code – The MAS transfer for invoices / sales requires a Sales Code. Sales Codes are entered
on a per inventory item basis. If an item is transferred that does not have a Sales Code, the system will use the
sales code entered here. You should put a sales code that is not normally used so that if you see activity in that
account, you know that an inventory item was added and no sales code given.
 Checking Account Setup Screen –
o Accounting Program Account ID – Enter the Bank Code that MAS uses to refer to this checking account. If no
account is entered here, the system will default to "A".
o Currently Available Transfers for MAS
 Dealer Level Invoices
 Dealer Level Purchases - BY CHECK ONLY (cash amounts will not transfer)
 Public Level Purchases – BY CHECK ONLY (cash amounts will not transfer)
 Inter-Company Scale Tickets Transfer
Currently Supports "Transfer Type 1 – No COGS" on the Accounting Program Integration Account Setup Screen.
Quick Books Transfer
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ACCOUNT ENTRY FORMAT – Put the words that are the account, not the account number. QuickBooks allows you to
put both an account number or just account text. When you put in the account text, you may put it like a number. Be
careful. If you do not put the account in ROM the exact same way as it appears in QuickBooks, when QuickBooks
imports the data, it will create the account for you. This is bad because it may not create it properly as an expense or it
may give you duplicate accounts. If the account you are entering is a sub account, then you have to enter it in the
following format "Sales:Paper", with a colon separating the main account from the sub account.
Currently, the following transfers are available for QuickBooks –
 Public Level Cash Purchases – Cash Purchases are transferred as a GL entry, with all of the detail being stored in
ROM. Public level Check transfers are not currently supported.
 Dealer Level Purchases – Each individual dealer purchase ticket that has a payment issued against it will be
transferred into QuickBooks. If there has been no payment issued against the purchase ticket then it will appear in
the Accounts Payable transfer. Once a payment is issued, it will be transferred under this transfer.
 Dealer Level Accounts Payable – Transferred as a GL entry.
 Dealer Level Invoices – Each individual transaction is entered into QuickBooks and you will use QuickBooks for
your accounts receivable, cash receipts and debit / credit memos.











On the Accounting Program Integration Setup Screen, the following fields are required –
Scrap Purchases Clearing Account
AP Daily Clearing Account
Cash Payments Cash Account
Wire Payments Cash Account
Default Vendor Account
Default Sales Customer ID
Accounts Receivable Account
Public Level Purchases Cash Payments Cash Account
Public Check Customer ID
Public CRV Purch Account (if you do not do any CRV then this item is not necessary)





On the Inventory Group Screen, make sure you fill in the following fields –
All Fields on the Purch / Sale 1 Tab
All fields on the Purch / Sale 2 Tab
All fields on the Brokerage Tab

On the Checking Accounts Setup Screen, the following field is required –
 Actg Program Account ID – Put the name of the checking account that this account represents in QuickBooks.
Make sure you spell it correctly, or else QuickBooks will automatically add it to QuickBooks for you.
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Inventory Recosting - Auto Conversion
When Recosting of Inventory occurs, the ROM System gives you the ability to automatically convert inventory items into
another. This may be done for several reasons, for example – conversion of shred able items into shredded inventory,
conversion of single stream MRF materials into segregated commodities, insulated copper wire into bright and shiny,
etc.
 Please note that this conversion will happen automatically but will only happen when Recosting is performed.
 This conversion is done through the creating of Inventory Adjustments so that you may track this activity through the
inventory adjustment system.
 The system does not confirm that your conversion will cover 100% of the material due to shrinkage and separation /
sorting factors.
To set up Recosting Conversions, you
go to the Inventory Item Screen,
Expensing/Exporting Tab, Recosting
Conversion Sub-Tab.
In the middle of the tab is the Recosting
Conversion Grid. This grid lists off all of
the commodities that this item will be
converted into during recosting. When
setting up this grid, you have the
following options –
 Convert Into – Select from the drop
down list the item that you want to
convert this commodity into when
Recosting Conversion occurs. You
must select a valid inventory item.
 Percent – This is the percent that
you want to apply to this conversion. When Recosting, the system will calculate the total current inventory for this
commodity, then multiply the current inventory by this percent to create an inventory adjustment.
o Please note that this percentage is out side of the standard shrinkage percentage. When Recosting Occurs,
the system will first apply the Standard Shrinkage percent to the overall weight information, and then apply this
percentage. If you do not want the inbound shrinkage percentage to be applied, then put a zero in that field.
 Expense – Enter the amount of expense that you want to apply to this conversion.
o Please note that this conversion expense is separate from the Inbound Expenses or Standard Costing System.
When the recosting procedure occurs, the items will be recosted as they normally are, including all extra costs
and standard costs. Then, when the conversion occurs, those values will be considered part of the conversion.
If you do not want those values added to the conversion, then put a zero value in the standard costing system.
 UM – This is the Unit of Measure that the expense is in. Please note that you can put the expense in any unit of
measure that you want.
 Apply All $ – This is where you choose when you want the expense cost to be added –
Add Recosting Conversion Button – Click on this line to add a conversion to this inventory item. A blank line will be
added to the grid. With your mouse, click on the First empty box in the grid and enter the information as needed.
Delete Recosting Conversion Button – Select the item you want to delete in the grid and click on this button to
remove it from the system.
After you have entered the conversion numbers, click on the "Save" button to commit your changes to the database.
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Checking Account Reconciliation
Go to Accounting Checking  New
Reconciliation

A new screen will appear:
1. Select the checking account from the drop down list
2. Select the reconciliation date from the drop down
calendar
3. Select the bank statement date from the drop down
calendar
4. Type the opening balance from your bank statement
5. Type the ending balance from your bank statement
6. Enter any charges/expenses that were charged to the
account, such as bank fees, over/under charges:
7. Click on the box under the heading and type in the
information
8. For adjustment account select from the drop down list
of general ledger accounts.
9. Click “Reconcile Account” to reconcile the bank
account records with the registry of checks
A list of checks will appear on a new screen:
10. To remove a check from the registry, click the
reconciled (rec) box
11. The Theoretical Balance will adjust with each check
reconciled
12. The difference field will display the difference
between the theoretical balance and the statement
ending balance

Once all the checks are reconciled
13. If a difference is still showing, then click “Create
Adjustment for Reconciliation Difference”
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A new screen will appear:
14. Select the account type from the drop down list
(called general ledger account in other sections)
15. To add any note, click “Notes”

16. Commonly used notes screen will appear
Click “New Note” to add another note to the choices
 To select a note from the list, highlight and click
“Use Selected Note”
 To exit without using a note click “Exit”


To create adjustment to the account click
“Create Account Adjustment”
 Or click “Cancel” to exit without adjusting
You will return to the previous screen, Reconcile
Register and the difference will read zero
Click “Finished” to save the adjustments and print the
report
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Reports
Using the Report Master
1. Report/Search- Report Master
2. Select the report’s name from within the respective
folder.
3. Apply filters as necessary.
4. Click on “Generate Report”.
Additional Available Functions:
 Click on the “Filters” and “View
Reports” tab to toggle between
the two.
 Click on the green bar on the far
left side for a full screen view of
the report.
 Click the light blue bar to the left of
the report name to view filters and
the report simultaneously.
 With the exception of the “Date”
field, you can enter search criteria
and click on “Save Filters” to
reuse the same criteria in the
future. Click on “Reset Filters” to
return to the default search
criteria.
 To add a report to the folder “My
Reports” at the top of the list, right-click on it and choose “Add to My Reports”. To remove it, right-click on the
report’s name within the “My Reports” folder and choose “Remove from My Reports”.
Frequently Used Reports
 Accounting Folder
o Accounts Payable
o Accounts Receivable
 Brokerage Report Folder
o Broker Ticket Review
o Broker Tickets To Invoice
o Broker Weight Tickets to Invoice by Sales Person
o Broker Weight Tickets to Purchase
o Broker Weight Tickets to Purchase by Sales Person
 Cash Reports
o Cash Drawer Ticket Activity
o Daily Cash Drawer Summary
o Payment Journal
 Dealer Purchase Folder
o Dealer Level Ticket Activities
o Dealer/Public Ticket Activity

 Orders Folder
o Orders
o Position Report
 Inventory Folder
o Current Inventory
o Finished Goods Inventory
 Public Purchases Folder
o Public Purchase Ticket Activity
o Public Purchase Profile
o Public Purchase Payment Breakdown by
Commodity
 Truck Scale Folder
o Truck Scale Ticket Review-Use the “Tickets to
Display” filter to select “Tickets to Invoice Only”
or “Tickets to Purchase Only”
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Drop downs
Drop down lists are set up under this menu, so that there is consistency in their contents. One drop down list may
appear in several screens in ROM, but it will always contain the items listed at this level.
1. Go to Program Setup 
click on Drop Down lists.
2. Select a drop down list in
the screen by clicking the
button.
3. Select the type of Drop
Down on the left and see
the list on the right
4. To add to the drop down
list click “Add ____”
button.
5. A new line will appear in
the list that you can type
into.
6. When you are done, click
“Save & Close” button.
7. The new information will
appear immediately in
ROM.

Parameters
Payment Parameters
Go to Dealers  Payment Parameters
Order Params
Company- This is the default company
name. You can change this by
selecting from the drop down
menu.
Expiration date- This is the default
expiration date. You can change it
by selecting from the drop down
menu.
Terms- These are the default terms. You
can change this by selecting from
the drop down menu.
Weight UM- This is the default unit of
measure. You can change this by
selecting from the drop down
menu.
Delivered to- This is the default delivery
destination. You can change this by
selecting from the drop down
menu.
Packaging- This is the default type of packaging. You can change this by selecting from the drop down menu.
Shipped Via- This is the default method of shipping. You can change this by selecting from the drop down menu.
Order Auto Freight Inventory Item- This allows you to manually bill the freight charges using an inventory item called
freight.
Dead Freight Inventory Item- This allows you to manually bill dead freight using an inventory item, either freight or a
different item.
Default Tax Set- This is the default tax Sales and Purchase Tax Sets
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Purchase Params
Payment Center- This will create an
alert to verify the company name
and customer prior to printing a
check.
Maximum Purch / Check Limit- This is
the limit on the amount printed on
a check.
Default Purchase Ticket Type- This
allows you to select the type of
ticket. This function is primarily for
sorting purposes in reports.
Default Invoice Ticket Type- This
allows you to select the type of
ticket. This function is primarily for
sorting purposes in reports.
Transfer status ON HOLD- This will
hold an ticket from being transferred into Dynamics Great Plains accounting until the ticket is completed.
Settle on their weights- This bases all payments on the customer weights, as opposed to your facilities weights.
Use Customer UM- This set the units of measure to match the units used in customer documents, as opposed to LBS
(which will be used if this is not selected).
Default price list- This is the price list that will be displayed if a price list has not been selected for the dealer level
customer.
Printout Params
Purchase QUOTE bottom text- This is
the text inserted at the bottom of a
quote printout.
Purchase Order bottom text- This is
the text inserted at the bottom of a
purchase order printout.
Sales Order bottom text- This is the
text inserted at the bottom of a
sales order printout.
Purch/Settlement bottom text- This is
the text inserted at the bottom of a
settlement printout.
Sales/Invoice bottom text- This is the
text inserted at the bottom of a
sales invoice printout.

Other Params
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Printers
In ROM you can use any printer that is connected to the network. In printer set up you can also designate the number
of copies and types of shipping documents to be printed as a document set. It is also possible to designate different
trays of the printer, allowing flexibility in the paper color. For example, 3 copies of Bill of Lading can be printed; in
white and yellow with the final copy printing at the Accounts Receivables printer.
Go to Program Setup  Printer Setup  Printers

Documents to Print
Go to Program Setup  Workstation Setup

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double click a workstation to select it.
Select a Transaction Type from the drop down
Click Select
Review the Workstation-specific Documents
Adjust as necessary
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Security
ROM’s extensive security system
allows you to block people from seeing
or changing data. For instance, you
can grant access as “read only” so that
data cannot be altered or you can
select “read/write” allowing the user to
change the data. To block all access to
the data, you would select “no access”.
Go to Program Setup  Security 
Users

I. Adding a New User
 Select the User Group to determine what that Users’ security
settings will be.
 Assign a User Name and Password (case sensitive)
 Click “Add”



Additional information about the
employee can be added it their
general information



ROM Access and Restrictions
can be set within the User
groups in the ROM Access Level
tab and the Dealers Restriction
tab.



A new User Group can be added
by selecting the “New Group”
button.
This new group will not show up
on the list on the left until at least
1 user has been assigned to that
group.
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General Settings
Program Setup  General Settings
This screen covers all of the settings for Company, User, and Workstation.
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Scale Server Program
The Scales Server Program reads weight information from the scales connected to it, and transmits this information
to any client software that requests it. The link between the server program and the scales is established through a
RS-232 serial connection. The link between the client software and the server is established through TCP/IP
Windows Sockets. The parameters of serial communication, Scale ID, IP Address, and characteristics of each scale
are saved on a central database during the setup process. Once this setup is completed the client software can
request the weight measured from a particular scale by knowing its IP Address and scale ID.

RS-232
Server
TCP/IP

Scales
Clients

Note: When the Scales Server Program is properly configured it runs minimized on the Windows tray as a “semaphore”
icon. Click on the icon with either mouse button to render the program visible again.
Program icon when
running minimized on
the Windows tray

Buttons and Indicators
Main Display: continuously displays the weight from the current scale, selected from the company and scale dropdown selectors.
Setup Button: this button starts the setup process allowing to add a new scale, or to change the parameters of a
particular scale.
Info Button: displays the setup information of the current scale, selected from the company and scale drop-down
selectors.
Exit Button: stops the execution of the Scales Server Program.
Network Indicators: display the local IP Address, host name, and currently connected clients. This is for information
purposes only.
Minimize Button: continues running the Scales Server Program minimized on the Windows tray.
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Weight from the
selected scale
Puts the running
application on the
windows tray
Network
information

Select a company
and a scale on that
company

Starts the setup
process

Shows information on
the selected scale

Stops server
execution

Figure 1: Main screen

Press this button to
close this window

Figure 2: Main screen after Info is pressed
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Setup
Each scale that is attached to the Scales Server Program for the first time must be configured. The setup process
allows selecting the following parameters:




Scale name for later identification within a particular company
Serial communication parameters
Parameters for the interpretation of the scale information

Steps
Once the “Setup” button is pressed on the main screen the setup process starts, and it is composed of the following
sequential steps:
1) Select company name and user name. Enter user password and press “Next”.
2) Select an already existing scale or create a new one. If a new scale is created a describing name must be
entered. For each already existing scale the following buttons apply:





Delete\Restore: This button allows deleting an already defined scale, or to bring the scale defined on
another server to this server instead. If an IP was defined it means that this scale is attached to a server. In
this case this scale can be deleted by clearing the IP address. If no IP is defined for this scale the “Restore”
button will attach it to this server.
Manual: This button allows to manually entering the scale parameters. This is useful only when a minor
change is required, like the changing of the COM Port number or baud rate parameters.
Test: Tests the functionality of the selected scale.

3) Select the serial communication port parameters and press “Test” to test the functionality. If the scale is properly
communicating a series of characters will appear on the text area at the left hand side of the screen. Press
“Next” to continue when the parameters are set correctly.
4) When the “Test” button is pressed the information transmitted from the scale will be analyzed to find the
appropriate parsing parameters. After the test is completed the sample weight value is shown on the main
display, and the estimated parameters can be dynamically changed for a fine tune approach. It is important to
compare the estimated sample value with that read on the display present on the attached scale. This will
confirm that the two numbers match, and that the scale is properly set. Press “Next” when the parsing
parameters are properly set.
5) Most scales provide a method to identify when the data is not ready, or when the data is invalid. This is the case
when the scale is still weighing, or moving, and the weight is not stable to be taken. To identify the character
representing movement press the “Read” button, and place some weight on the scale. The program will
compare a stable transmission (determined in the previous setup step) with the “moving“ transmission, and thus
will determine the moving character. Press “Add” to add new ones (described on the scale documentation), or
“Delete” to remove unwanted ones. Press “Next” when this step is completed.
6) The last step shows the User Name and date and allows confirming the setup process. The gathered
information will be saved on the central database only if the “Next” button is pressed. If the setup process is not
satisfactory press the “Cancel” button instead.
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Select a user from the
selected company

Enter the user password

Select a company
Press this button to continue

Figure 3: Setup step 1

Restores or
deletes this scale

Select an existing scale

Enter a name if defining a
new scale

Manual setup

Tests an existing scale

Press this button to continue

Figure 4: Setup step 2
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Scale response

Press this button to test the
communication parameters
Press this button to continue

Figure 5: Setup step 3

Press this button to start
the setup process

Compare the number
shown here with that
shown on the scale

Scale response

Press this button to continue

Figure 6: Setup step 4
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Press this button and
then put some weight on
the scale

Add or remove
characters that indicate
“moving” or “invalid”

Press this button to continue

Figure 7: Setup step 5

Press this button to cancel the
setup process

Press this button to
complete the setup
process

Figure 8: Setup step 6
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Error Messages
The server identifies potential causes of errors when communicating with the scales. Typical error conditions are
wrong communication parameters or simply lack of communication with the scales. When an error condition is found
the display will show a number with this format: “--- nn ---“, where nn stands for the error number. In addition, a text
indicating the error type will be shown in the bottom part of the screen.
Error List
Error #

Description

Solution

--- 01 ---

No scale is defined for this IP Address

Press “Setup” on main screen

--- 02 ---

No scale is selected for display

Select both a company and scale on main screen

--- 03 ---

Timeout during scale configuration

Run the serial COM Port test on step 3 of setup

--- 04 ---

Invalid set of communication parameters

Run the serial COM Port test on step 3 of setup

--- 05 ---

Scale timeout during first character reading

Make sure the scale is ON and connected to the correct
COM Port on the server computer. Press “Info” on main
screen for COM Port information

--- 06 ---

Scale timeout during last character reading

Make sure the scale is ON and connected to the correct
COM Port on the server computer. Press “Info” on main
screen for COM Port information

--- 07 ---

Scale data is “moving” or data read is invalid

Review 5 of setup if constant problem. This error will show
anytime weight is placed on the scale.

--- 08 ---

Invalid scale parsing parameters

Run the scale test on step 4 of setup

--- 09 ---

Scale test failed because not yet configured

Run the scale test on step 4 of setup

--- 10 ---

Scale timeout during test first character
reading

Run the serial COM Port test on step 3 of setup

--- 11 ---

Scale timeout during test last character
reading

Run the serial COM Port test on step 3 of setup

--- 12 ---

Invalid scale parsing parameters during test

Run the scale test on step 4 of setup

--- 13 ---

Scale requested from the client is not found
on the database for the current IP Address

This error will only show in the client application. Review the
Scale ID, Company ID, and IP Address of the scale
requested

Figure 9: Error example 1

Figure 10: Error example 2
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Chapter 10 – Additional Functionality
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Working with CRV Values
Displaying Current CRV Values
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Processing DR7s
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Dispatch
Setting up a Drop Down List
Making a New Dispatch Request
Assigning Dispatches to a Driver
Route Management
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Bin Tracking
Using the Auto-Generator Bulk Purchase of Scale Tickets
Tie a Check to Ticket
Yard Shipment Rejected Material System
Processing the Rejection
Rejected Unprocessed Material
Rejected Processed Material
Rejected Open Bin Material
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Taxes Overview
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ROM ATM
Production Adjustments
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CRV
Working with CRV Values
Displaying Current CRV Values
1. Go to CRV CRV Values. The
“CRV Item Information” screen
opens.
2. Double click on a name in the
inventory item list. The public
purchase prices will appear:
Segregated, Comingled and Scrap
(The system will use this pricing if
“use CRV pricing is selected” in the
inventory item screen.)
Under the “RC Level” (Recycling
Center) tab pricing information and
minimums/maximums are listed.
The “PR Level” (Processor) tab has a
grid of information for both Processors
and Recycling Centers
This tab must be filled in for the DR6
and DR7.

Changing CRV Values
Note: Once you begin to change these
values, you must enter the value for all
items, otherwise the values will read
zero. All values must be filled even if
you do not buy that CRV item.
1. Click on “Add New CRV Values
For All CRV Items”. The screen
will come up with every box
blank.
2. Fill in every part of the grid.
When all the items have
information entered (nothing
can be left at a zero value,
unless it is meant to be a zero
value), click the “PR Level” tab
and enter the amounts for the
boxes in this grid. Values must
be entered in this tab, even if
your facility is not a processor.
3. When all the boxes are filled in,
click the “Add Values” button.
These values can be entered at
any time, but the change will
take effect on the date selected
in the “Effective date” field.
4. Click the “Save” button.
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Working with DR6s
Preparing the DR6 for Shipment
1. Go to CRV Create DR6. This creates a DR6.
2. Enter a DR6 number. ROM will not allow a DR6
number to be duplicated.
3. Select “Material Type” from drop down list.
4. Select the processor who the material is
“Shipping To” from drop down list. “Prepared by”
will automatically display the person logged in to
ROM.
5. Select the public purchase tickets to use (click on
the date heading to sort the tickets by date) by
clicking “Select All” and “Mark Selected” or
highlighting and by clicking “Mark Selected
Receipts”. To unselect use “Select None” or
“Unmark Selected Receipts”.
6. Click “Calculate”.

The information for the DR6 report will display on the screen
Printing the DR6
1. Print a report that details the scale tickets tied to the DR6 report by clicking on “DR6 Breakdown Report” button.
Or, if you have purchased a DR6, click the DR6 tab and select the DR6 to use.
2. Highlight a DR6 or click “Select All”.
3. Click “Mark Selected DR 6”.
4. Click “Calculate” and the information will be displayed.
5. Click “Save & Print” to print the DR6.
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Purchasing the DR6
Note: Top Section of DR6 form is filled from customers DR6 that is brought with the load being delivered.
-Total: This is the total value copied from the customer DR6. The system will calculate the redemption weight.
-Receipt & Log For: This is also copied from the customers DR6.
-Attachments: If customer’s DR6 has DR6 copies from customers he purchased from, this is added by clicking the
Attachments button which will bring a screen to add the attachment DR6’s. When done the Number of Attachments will
show.
1. Go to CRV Purchase DR6.
2. Select “Buying as” PR (Processor) or
RC (Recycling Center).
3. Enter the DR6 number.
4. Select “Purchase From” company in the
drop down list.
5. Select “Material” from the drop down list.
6. Click the “…” box to the right of the
“Weight Ticket #” field.

This appears with a list of scale tickets that
are listed in that DR6.

7. Select a ticket from the list that appears
and click “Use Selected Ticket”. The
information will be pulled into the
“Purchase DR6” screen.
8. Enter the refund amount.
9. Click “Calculate”
Note: The subtotal due will process and
total. The date of receipt and logged in can
be changed by clicking on the drop down
calendar; the only requirement is that the
dates do not overlap with previous DR6
from the same company.
10. Click “Save & Print” to report directly
onto the DR6 report.
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Processing DR7s
1. Go to CRV- Select DR7.
2. Enter the DR7 number. ROM
will not allow a duplicate
number to be entered.
3. Select the “Material Type” from
the drop down list.
4. Highlight the DR6 and click
“Mark Selected” or, “Select All”
and “Mark Selected”.
5. Click “Calculate”. The
information will display in the
upper portion of the screen
6. Click “Save & Print” to print the
DR7 and to print a detailed
report of all the DR6 included
in the DR7 click “DR 7
Breakdown Report”.

Curbside Pick-up of CRV
1. Go to CRV menu and Process Curbside
materials
2. a new screen will appear
Action Steps
1. Type in the DR6 number
2. Select PR or RC for facility
3. Select the PR 8000 box if you are an
authorized 8000 processor
4. Highlight or select the records “Mark All” ( by
customer and/or date)
5. Mark for processing with the “Mark Selected”
button
6. Click “Process DR 6”
7. DR6 will print out
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MRF Allocation
Click on CRV menu and trace to MRF set up, click Characterization

Action steps to creating a characterization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

To view an existing, active characterization double click on the name in the characterization list
To create a new characterization - Click on the “New” button
Type the characterization name
Select the city or dealer from the drop down list
Select the inventory item that the material is received as from the drop down list
If you do a study of the materials received to verify percentages
Enter the study date, weight and person conducting in the study fields
This is an optional field
Select a date to activate the characterization
Enter the inventory items to be sorted
 Copy from previous characterization
 Add all standard item by clicking the button, all items will appear in list
 Or click on a line and use the drop down inventory list
The box next to each item needs a percentage, type in a percentage, the total should equal 100%
Click “Save” to keep the new characterization
To attach routes to the characterization, go to next lesson (MRF Routes)
If ending a characterization
 Highlight characterization “Copy to New”
 Highlight the old copy and click “Terminate”
 A warning message will appear about attached routes
 Move the attached routes to the new copy
 Click “Save”
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MRF Routes
Click on CRV menu and trace to MRF set up, click Route Set up

Action steps
1. To view an existing route- double click on the name in the list of routes
2. To create a new route-Click “New”
3. Type the route number
4. Select the city or customer from the drop down list
5. Type any special notes into the notes section
6. To attach characterizations to the route, click the box under the heading

7. A drop down arrow will appear and you can select a name from the list
8. If you are selecting multiple characterizations you can enter the order that they will be received at your facility.
(When an order is entered, it is only for convenience and you can start at any point in the order.)
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Vehicle set up
Click on CRV menu and trace to MRF set up, click Vehicles

Action Steps
1. The vehicles are displayed in a search grid and it can be sorted by clicking on the column heading.
2. To add a vehicle to the list, click on a box in the top line information can be typed in for ID, License plate, tare weight and rate
 Drop down lists for the vehicle type and tare date
3. This information is used to enter a tare quickly at the scale with one field, all other information will carry over from this
grid into the scale ticket.
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Shipment Splitting
The ROM system allows you to receive multiple Cities or multiple material streams on the same vehicle. You can
assign each truckload to multiple cities by percentage. In order to do this, ROM needs information about the
commodities and how the load is to be broken out.
This type of shipment splitting only works from the MRF scale screen, it does not apply to other types of loads. Once a
split of a shipment has been entered, the information will be referenced in the truck scale ticket search grid and a note
will appear in the truck scale ticket of the split shipment.
To set up a MRF shipment split, go to the CRV menu, trace to MRF set up and click Shipment splitter.

Action Steps
1. Received as city – select a city from the drop down list
2. Received as item- select an item from the drop down inventory list
a. This is the item that will be split for the chosen city.
3. Void Original Scale ticket- Clicking this will void the original scale ticket once the split has been executed.
4. If you do not void the ticket, then there is the risk of doubling your unprocessed inventory.
5. To avoid this problem, you can also create an inventory code that you do not monitor for tonnage.
6. Mark Original Ticket as paid- If you chose not to void the ticket, clicking this will remove the ticket from the
purchase ticket settlement screen. It will also exclude this ticket from the scale tickets to be purchased report.
7. Mark original ticket as DR 6’d- If you chose not to void the ticket, this will keep the ticket from appearing at the DR6
screen.
8. Mark Sub tickets as Paid- This option will mark all tickets created from the shipment split as paid. They will not
appear as tickets to be paid in the purchase ticket settlement screen or in the reports (Tickets to be purchased).
9. Mark Sub tickets as DR6 ‘d- This option will mark all tickets created from the shipment split, so they do not appear
in the DR 6 screen.
10. Received as Break Out Grid:
11. Split to Co/City –select a dealer or city from the drop down list to apply the split shipment
12. To Item – select an inventory item from the drop down list to split the shipment into
13. Split Percentage – The percentage of the shipment that will be applied as the item to the chosen dealer/city
14. Remove split line – This allows you to remove a line from the break out grid, highlight and click button
15. When you are done, click “Save” to keep the changes
16. To delete the split shipment on the screen, click “Delete Split”
17. To exit without saving the split shipment, click “Exit”
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Dispatch
Setting up a Drop Down List

1. Go to Program Setup- Drop Down Lists

The 3 main drop downs you will use are:
Dispatch Priority- When (i.e. ASAP,
before noon).
 Dispatch Preparation Type- What (i.e.
deliver bin, Swap bin etc.).
 Dispatch Inventory Type- Content (i.e.
Paper, Aluminum, etc).


To add an additional item:
1. Click on the drop down you wish to create
2. Click the “Add” button at the bottom.
3. Enter the information
4. When complete, click on “Save & Close”.
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Making a New Dispatch Request

1. Go to Scale Management- Dispatch/Bin Tracking- New Dispatch Request

2. Select the company from the drop down list.
3. Click on “Create”.

4. If applicable, select from the drop down a location other than the main facility.
5. When using bin tracking, the bins at the site will appear here and you can dispatch the bin. Highlight the
bin and click on “Create Request Line with Selected Bin”. This will create a line below.
6. Complete the line if it was not created by using the bin from above bin information. Once each box is filled,
press Enter to drop the line down, as seen above.
7. Add a one time note for the driver’s information by clicking on “Notes”.
8. Click “Save” when complete.
This will now display in the dispatch switchboard to be assigned to a driver.
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Assigning Dispatches to a Driver

1. Go to Scale Management- Dispatch/Bin Tracking- Dispatch Switchboard.

2. Select a driver and the date you are
scheduling. You have the ability to
schedule any day in the future.
3. Click on “New Dispatch”.

4. Drag and drop the dispatch request
to the “Assigned Runs” window or
create a new dispatch by
completing the “Add Dispatch/Run”
information.
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5. Repeat this process as necessary.
This dispatch can be saved and
reopened as many times as
necessary by clicking the “Edit”
button on the switchboard screen.
When you have multiple runs you
can use the arrows on the right to
put the runs in the desired order.
6. Click on “Save” and “Exit” when
complete.

7. Click on “Edit Dispatch” to edit, add
or remove runs.
8. A dispatch can be completed at the
scale during the weigh out or via
the “Finish Dispatch” screen. To do
so, click on “Finish Dispatch”.
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Within the Dispatch Data Entry Screen,
you can:
 Mark the dispatch as
complete by run or all at
the same time.
 Create a scale ticket or
broker ticket.
 Update the bin location for
bin tracking.

To update the bins:
1. Select the movement type for
the bin under “Bin was”.
2. Click on “Just Complete”.
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Route Management
1. Go to Scale ManagementDispatch/Bin Tracking- Bin
Management
2. Setup the bin. You are required to
use bins to do routes.
3. Highlight the bin if it exists.
4. To create a new bin, fill in the top
row on the grid. Each bin must have
a unique name or number.
5. To create or change the schedule,
click on the “Route Schedule”
button. Note: If the schedule is on a
route, remove the run from the route
prior to making any changes, and
then place it back on the route if
necessary.

6. You can schedule the bins by multiple days, by weeks or by
month. The example given is for a Monday. When complete,
click on “Save”.

The information appears under “Route
Schedule” for the bin.
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7. Go to Scale ManagementDispatch/Bin Tracking- Route
Management.
8. Enter a name under “Route Name”.
9. Click on “Weekly Schedule”.
10. Highlight the run and click on the
arrow to add it to the route.

11. To add it to an existing route, click
on “Search Routes”.
12. Double-click on it and it will appear
on the right.
13. When complete, click on “Save”.
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Receiving Dispatched Loads

When receiving a dispatched load across the scale:
1. Open the scale hopper (Scale Management- Scale Hopper).
2. Click on New Scale Ticket.
3. Select the driver coming across the scale.
4. Select the run. The company name, driver and dispatch number are automatically populated.
5. Proceed with completing the ticket in the usual manner.
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Bin Tracking
Bin tracking can be down at your customer’s yard or your own yard.
1. Schedule a dispatch to send new
bin or pickup. Go to Scale
Management- Dispatch/Bin
Tracking- Bins Management.
2. Fill in the first line of information.
3. Click on “Save & Exit”.
4. Create a new dispatch request go to
Scale Management- Dispatch/Bin
Tracking- New Dispatch Request.

5. Select a dealer and click on
“Create”. A new request is created.
6. Add bin delivery information.
7. Click on “Create Request Line with
Selected Bin”. Bin is added to the
“New Request” tab.
8. Click on “Save” to save and print the
paperwork.
9. Click on “Cancel” to close the
request.

10. Open the Dispatch switchboard, by
going to Scale ManagementDispatch/Bin Tracking- Dispatch
Switchboard.
11. Select a driver and click on “New
Dispatch”.
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12. Click on the Open Requests tab to
view current request.
13. Drag and drop the request from the
Open Request tab area to the
Assigned Runs area.
14. Click on “Print Dispatch Sheet”.
15. Click on “Save” and “Exit”. The
order paperwork is given to the
driver to pick-up the bins.

16. The assigned run appears on the
dispatch switchboard. Click on
“Close” to close the switchboard.
The driver picks up this bin. When
he returns, he must go over the
truck scale and create a new scale
ticket.
17. Go to Scale Management- Scale
Hopper- New Scale Ticket.
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18. Click on the driver’s name and it
displays all his runs.
19. Double-click on the run. The
customer information is populated
above.
20. Click on “LIVE- Dump Loads”.

21. Create and save the scale ticket in
the usual manner.
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22. After the load has been dumped,
select the ticket from the hopper,
open it and take the tare weight.
23. Close the ticket.
24. The bins are tracked through the
dispatch system. Open the Dispatch
Switchboard by going to Scale
Management- Dispatch/Bin
Tracking- Dispatch Switchboard.

25. Click on the “Finish Dispatch”
button on the same day as the
unfinished dispatch for the same
day as the run.
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26. Choose Service Type under “Bin
Tracking” (ie. Swapped, Delivered,
Picked Up, etc.)
27. Click on “Close”.

28. Open bin management by going to
Scale Management- Dispatch/Bin
Tracking- Bins Management. The
Bin Management information is
updated. The dispatch is complete.
Note: Bin location can be manually
changed from this screen by changing
the “Current Location” from the drop
down menu.
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Using the Auto-Generator Bulk Purchase of Scale Tickets
The Auto-Generator allows you to
purchase a number of truck scale tickets
at once.
1. Click on Dealer- Purchase/SalesAuto-Generate PurchasesGenerate Purchase Tickets.
2. Enter a date range and click on
“Get Tickets”.
3. Choose the “Purchase Date to
Use” and print options.

4. View the tickets by company by
clicking on +.
5. Select tickets by clicking on the on
“SEL” checkbox.
6. When ready, click on “Generate
Purchases/Settlements” button.
7. Confirm the process by selecting
“Yes” on all dialog boxes that
appear.

8. The processing window appears.
Print the report by clicking on the
“Print” button.
9. Optional: Select printing options
under “Report Purchase Reports
and click on “Reprint Reports” to
run the bulk report.
10. Optional: Void all existing tickets
by clicking on “Void Tickets”.
11. Once complete, click on “Cancel” to
close.
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Tie a Check to Ticket
1. To tie a manual check to a dealer purchase ticket, go to Dealers Purchase/Sales Tie Check to Ticket.
2. Select ‘Purch’ as Ticket Type.

3. Enter the Dealer Purchase ticket number here. Hit enter.
4. This will display a separate window with the dealer purchase ticket information. Click OK.
5. Enter the check number and the checking account number. The system will verify if this check number has been
used before under this checking account. You will get a prompt indicating the result. Select the check date and
enter the amount.
6. You can verify the payment details by going to the dealer purchase ticket, Payments tab.
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Yard Shipment Rejected Material System
When a yard shipment is rejected by a customer, the material is returned to the yard and therefore rejected material
weight is added back into the inventory. ROM handles this by using the ‘Rejected Yard Shipment’ screen. This screen
can be accessed by going to Inventory  Shipped Tag Rejection.

This screen allows the user to select the yard shipment to reject by entering shipment ID or shipping ticket number.
The system will automatically display all the line items included in the shipment (located on the bottom left corner of
the screen), invoice number (if applied), the dealer who the ticket was sold to, and where the ticket was shipped. This
information appears after entering shipment ID and selecting ‘Get Info’ button. The user is then able to select which
item(s) in the shipment was jected and enter the amount of rejected weight.
Processing the Rejection
Depending upon what type of inventory (unprocessed, processed, or open bin), the system can restore rejected
material back into the inventory as the same commodity or a different commodity. Tp process a shipment in general,
select the appropriate line item and enter the rejected weight and reason. After clicking on the Process Reject button,
the rejected item will appear under the Credit/Debit Memo tab. This provides an option to create a memo to offset the
difference of the invoice (if applied).
[Please note that the rejection process cannot be undone]
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Rejected Unprocessed Material
The system will allow to partially or fully restore rejected unprocessed shipment. This means that it is able to handle
whether the complete shipment or only apportion of the unprocessed material was rejected. However, it will not
accept a rejected weight greater than the shipped weight. For example, in the screenshot below, 14,000 LBs of
AlCuRAD was shipped. The weight rejected cannot be more than that amount. The user also has an option to assign
the rejected material back as AlCuRAD or another commodity.

Rejected Processed Material
Items that have a finished goods tag number is considered as processed material in ROM. For this type of inventory,
the system will only allow the complete tag to be returned as it was shipped. Just like the unprocessed material, a
rejected reason may be stated.

Rejected Open Bin Material
There are there different actions to be made when restoring open bin material back to inventory. First, material can go
back as it was shipped. It will be returned as the same commodity and the same open bin. Another action available
for open bin material is to restore material as unprocessed commodity. The user has the option to select what
commodity it will go back as. Lastly, the material can be restored to a different open bin.
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Appointment System
The Appointment System manages a schedule of anticipated inbound and outbound material. It is accessed from the
Scale Management menu, under the Appointments submenu. From there, a user can create a New Appointment or
view the Appointment Calendar.
1. New Appointment/Appointment Information

a. Appointment ID is automatically generated and is not modifiable.
b. Inbound / Outbound – for scale tickets, designates whether the appointment is being Shipped To the user’s
yard or Shipped From their yard. For broker tickets, this should be None.
c. Order # allows a user to tie the appointment to a Purchase or Sales Order (POs for Inbound appointments, SOs
for Outbound) for the selected Transaction Dealer. If an Order has already been tied, the user can change to a
different Order or remove the tie by clicking .
d. Weight Ticket # allows a user to create a Weight Ticket from an appointment or to view a tied ticket. To untie a
ticket, see the Actual Appointment Items tab.
e. Actual Date is blank until the appointment is tied to a ticket (this is done through the ticket screens listed in Sec. 3
below). At this point, the appointment becomes read-only and the Actual Appointment Items tab (see below)
shows ticket information sorted by line and split. If the user clicks Remove Ticket From Appointment, this tab
and Actual Date are both cleared, and then the appointment becomes modifiable again.
f. An Appointment consists of multiple Legs, each with a required From and To part and an optional Round Trip.
Each leg is shown in a grid and can be associated with one or Expense items. The Expense Vendor can be
searched from the Appointment Calendar (see below). Adding or removing a leg saves the latest changes to all
legs.
g. The user is warned if the Expected Start/End Dates are in the past or more than 90 days in the future. Clicking
the control’s up/down arrows while the text cursor is in the minutes area will change the time in 30-minute
increments.
h. Once the leg’s Actual Date is set for both the From and To parts, the leg becomes read-only. If the leg has a
Round Trip, it will become read-only when its Pickup and Delivery Actual Dates are also set.
i. The Inventory Direction for the From/To Parts affects how inventory is forecasted in the Appointment Calendar
(see section 2 below).
j. Printing saves the latest appointment changes.
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Scheduled Appointment Items tab

This tab is used to Add or Remove items and their expected weights.
Actual Appointment Items tab

This tab shows items from the Scale or Broker ticket (if a ticket is tied to the appointment). Clicking the Remove
button will untie the ticket from the appointment and make the appointment editable again.
2. Appointment Calendar
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a. Appointments for the selected Facility are shown. Appointments are color-coded according to the legend. An
appointment is “Completed” when a ticket is assigned to it (see Sec. 3 below).
b. Day View/Week View (5- or 7-day) can be selected from the drop down. Dates can be picked by using arrows on
left and right upper corners of the View or by using the calendar drop down. In Week View, the arrows change the
date one week at a time or the user can pick a date by clicking in the yellow grid.
c. Hovering the mouse over an appointment for one second will bring up a tool tip showing the first 5 items in the
appointment and their expected weights. If an appointment is completed, the items on the ticket are also shown
along with aggregated scale weights and ticket info. Double-clicking an appointment (or selecting one and clicking
Show Appt) will bring up the Appointment Information form (see Sec. 1 above) modally. When the user returns to
the calendar, the view is refreshed. Dragging the top or bottom of an appointment allows a user to change the
Expected Start and End times (but not dates)—this will not work if the appointment has been completed and is
read-only.
d. New Appt will create a new appointment using the date and time currently shown on the Day/Week View.
e. The grid on the bottom shows daily inventory activity for the selected Facility and Inventory Group or Item for 90
days from the date shown on the Day/Week View. If the user picks a date in the past, this grid is cleared. The grid
will refresh when a user selects a new Inventory Group or Item, picks a new date, or clicks Refresh.
3. Appointment Search control
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a. This control exists on the Scheduled Appointments tab on the New Scale Ticket and Detailed Shipping Ticket
forms. It can also be accessed from the Load To Sort, (Live Dock) Scale Ticket, Single/Multi Item Shipping
Ticket, Small Scale Entry, Truck Scale Tare Weight, and Broker Weight Ticket forms by clicking the
Appointment ID… button. It will show only open appointments (i.e., those that are not already tied to a ticket).
b. After selecting a Dealer, Item, In/Out/None and Dealer/Yard/Deliver, click Search. To use an appointment,
double-click it or select it and click OK or the appropriate New ticket button on the form. Clear will unselect the
appointment in the grid.
c. On a ticket with no appointment, clicking the Appointment ID… button will bring up the search form and allow a
user to select an appointment. On a ticket with an appointment, the Appointment ID… button will allow the
user to view the appointment or remove the appointment from the ticket. Voiding a ticket will also remove the
appointment from the ticket. Additionally, on a Broker ticket, you can create an appointment from the ticket, fill in
the ticket from an appointment or attach the ticket to an appointment.
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Advances System
An “Advance” in the ROM system is a transaction used to track money either that you give to a supplier or is given to
you by the company you are selling to. The Advance itself is simply a tracking mechanism. You pay for and receive
payment for the Advance through the Dealer Purchase / Invoice screen. This allows for great flexibility in the system.
There are three key components to the Advance system.
Advance Status Control Panel – You will see this control on many of the transaction screens within the ROM
system (for example, the Order Screen, the broker weight ticket screen, etc.). This control gives you a tool to see
which advances are tied to which transactions and their current status. You can perform many actions against the
advance from this Control Panel.
 Advance Detail Screen – Where you create, edit, and over all administer Advances. It will give all of the detail you
need about the advance as well as provide you mechanisms to link the advance and roll over the advance.
 Dealer Advance Status – A look at a Dealer’s total advance information. It summarizes all of their open advances
and provides drill downs to see what the transactions are tied to. It is also the screen you use to enter Advance
payment information when giving or taking payments against an advance.


Advance Status Control Panel
You will find the Control Panel on any transaction that supports the Advance System.
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1. Advances Look Up Selection – Allows you to choose how the control panel displays advance information.
a. This Trans Only – When this option is selected, the control will only show advances that have been linked to
this transaction.
i. Please note that it only shows direct links to this transaction. It is not smart enough to show child links.
What that means is that if you link the advance to a purchase order and then link the purchase order to a
broker weight ticket, the advance will not be shown when this option is selected.
ii. You can see it by clicking on the All Advances option.
b. All Advances – Shows all Advances for this customer, regardless of their link status. This is good for gauging
the overall Advance status for the customer.
i. When this option is selected, you can then link an already created Advance to this transaction. Click on the
“Create Link” button to link the selected Advance to this transaction.
c. Open Only – When this box is checked, it will show only Advances that are “Open”. An “Open” Advance is an
Advance that has a balance. If the box is unchecked, the Control Panel will display All Advances, open and
closed.
2. Advances Summary – Gives a quick look at the Advance’s current status. Please note that this information is
calculated based off of the Advances Look Up Selection. So when you have selected Open Only, the totals
displayed here will be for only Open Advances.
a. Count – The number of Advances
b. Total – The total amount of the Advances
c. Payments – The sum of payments made against the advance.
i. Payments are defined as the Advance being applied to a Purchase Ticket as a negative amount. The
payment field is updated at this time, and not at the time of cutting the check in order to handle the following
scenario – You take money back on the advance, but still have to cut the supplier a check. You have
payment terms of 30 days. You apply the advance shortly after receiving the scale ticket and create an AP.
At that point, you need to know that the advance application has occurred and the advance is closed so
that you don’t apply it to another purchase ticket.
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3.

4.
5.

6.

d. Balance – The difference between the Total Advance Amount and Payments made against the Advance.
When the Balance reaches 0, the Advance is considered closed. Please note that the Balance also includes
Roll Over amounts.
e. Given – This represents the date that the first Positive Amount Payment was actually given to the customer.
Unlike the Payments Amount, this will give the date of the check / payment, not the date it was added to AP. If
no money has been given to the customer yet, this field will say “Not Given”.
f. Last Payment – Will display the last date a payment was made against the advance. If the Advance is closed,
it will show the date the payment was made to close it. If the advance still has a balance, it will show the last
time a payment was made. If no payments have been made, it will say “No Payments”
Advance Links – Shows all of the transactions that are linked to the advance.
a. Expand / Collapse – Click this “+” / “-“ to see / hide the transactions that are linked to the advance.
i. You can click two levels deep. That means you can see all items tied directly to the advance. From those
items, you can see all of the transactions that are directly link to them. For example, you are looking at the
Purchase Order tied to the Advance. If you click on the Purchase Order Expand Button, you will be able to
see Broker Weight Tickets, Scale Tickets, Other Advances, other Dealer Purchase tickets, etc., that are tied
to that Purchase Order.
ii. We refer to this hierarchical display mechanism as the ROM Link Control. We will often refer to the top
transaction as the “Parent” and the transactions linked to it as “Children” or “Child Transaction”.
iii. When you expand a Child, it then becomes the Parent Transaction for all of the Children Transactions
linked to it.
iv. The ROM Link Control will show the same transaction multiple times. This is by design and allows for the
ability to drill down through any possible combination of links. In the future, we may hide this fact, but at
current is part of the how it works. So you must be aware of the Transaction ID number when looking at
this.
b. Full Screen – Click this button to show the Link information in full screen mode. This allows for better viewing
of the link information as you drill down further. When you are done, click the “Close” button to be returned to
the Control Panel.
Status Button – Click this button to open the Dealer Advance Status Screen. See description below for more
information about that screen.
Edit / Open Button – Click this button to open the Advance Detail Screen for the selected Advance. Please note
that you must have the Advance Line selected. If you have clicked on a linked transaction that is not an Advance,
this button will not do anything.
Apply to Ticket – If you are on the Dealer Purchase Ticket screen, you will see this button. It allows you to quickly
payoff the selected Advance on this Dealer Purchase Ticket. For example, you click the All Advances option and
select the Advance you want to pay off with this Dealer Purchase Ticket. Click this button. A Confirmation screen
will appear.

21st Century Programming

a. This screen gives you a quick look at the Advance’s Status. It will use the open Balance as the default amount
to pay back.
b. Please note that you can enter whatever amount you want here and that you do not have to pay off the
advance in its entirety. Indicate if you want to “Give Advance Amount” or “Take Away Advance Amount”, click
the “Apply Amount to Dealer Transaction” button. The system will return you to the Dealer Purchase Ticket
and create an entry representing the advance information for you.
c. If you do not want to apply a payment, hit the Close Button and the Advance status will remain unchanged.
d. If you attempt to Close / Payoff an Advance with no balance, the screen will still open to display the Advance’s
current balance information, but you will not be able to apply a payment.
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7. New Button – Click this button to create a new Advance. It will open the Advance Detail Screen with the Link To
Transaction filled out with the “Transaction You Were Just On” ’s information.
a. If you want to create a new advance, but not tie it to the “Transaction You Were Just On”, then you must
uncheck the “Tie Advance To This Transaction” box.
b. If you DO want to tie this new advance to this transaction, enter in the Advance’s information, click the Save
Button and then the Close Button. The system will return you to the transaction and update all of the
information. If you started from a Dealer Purchase Ticket, the system will create an Advance entry on the ticket
for you.
8. Remove Link To Transaction Button – If the Advance is not supposed to be linked to the Transaction that you are
on, click this button to remove this link.
a. You will not be able to remove the link if the transaction you are attempting to remove is closed or posted.
b. When you go to remove an Advance, you must click on the Advance row. If you have clicked on one of the
Child or Sub-Linked transactions, nothing will happen.
9. Quick Link To Transaction Button – Clicking this button will create a link between the selected Advance and the
Transaction that you are on. For example, you are on the Broker Weight Ticket and want to link an Advance that
was created when the Order was created. You would select All Advances to show the Advance. Click on the
Advance you want to Link and then hit this button. The system will confirm that you want to create this link, and if
so, it will create the link for you.
a. If you have already linked this Advance to another similar Type of Transaction, the system will alert you and
allow you to abort the process. This is more a duplication check then anything else.
b. The system will only create one link between Transactions. So if you click this button multiple times it will not
cause duplication.
c. When you go to add a link, you must click on an Advance row. If you have clicked on one of the Child
transactions, clicking this button will do nothing.
d. The process of adding and removing links between Advances and transactions is not logged. It is assumed
that the person linking Advances knows what they are doing.
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Advance Detail Screen
The main screen used for creating new Advances, editing existing Advances or looking up detailed information about
the advance.
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1. Advance ID – A unique number assigned to every Advance. This number will be created by the computer and
cannot be changed. It will be referenced everywhere, including look ups and reports.
2. Issuing Company – This is the ROM Company that you are logged into at the time of creating the Advance. This
will be automatically entered for you and cannot be changed.
3. Date Created – The date that the Advance is created. Please note that this can be changed.
4. Requested By – The user that was logged in at the time of creating the advance. Please note that this can be
changed, for example, a secretary entering the advance for the salesperson.
5. Dealer – This is the Dealer that the Advance is given to. Depending on where you come from to create the new
advance, this information will automatically be filled in for you. You can change the dealer when creating a new
advance, but once the advance is saved and linked to a transaction, you cannot change the dealer.
6. Contact / Location – The Contact / Location that the advance is given to. Depending upon where you come from
to create the new advance, this information will automatically be filled in for you. You can change the Contact /
Location when creating a new advance, but once the advance is saved and linked to a transaction, you cannot
change it.
7. Advance Type – You are required to designate what type of Advance this is. Advances can be broken out into any
type you want. This is meant to be a tracking and reporting mechanism.
a. Advance Types are setup through the Drop Down Administration system.
8. Advance Amount – The amount for the Advance. Once the Advance has been saved and linked to another
transaction, you will not be able to change this field.
9. Currency – Displays the Currency for the Advance. The currency is automatically looked up from the Dealer
Administration screen, and cannot be changed.
10. Exchange Rate – The exchange rate active on the Issue Date. This number cannot be changed. It represents the
exchange rate between this Advance’s Currency and the Plant currency of the Issuing Company.
11. Tie Advance to Specific Inventory Item – Used for reporting purposes, you can tie the advance to a specific
inventory item. However, the system will allow linking this Advance to any inventory item. This is because you
always want to be able to get your money back regardless of item on the shipment. Whether you actually do or not,
is a judgment call taken on a case-by-case basis.
12. Current Status Information –
a. Balance – The difference between the Advance Amount and Payments made against the Advance. When the
Balance reaches 0, the Advance is considered closed.
b. Payments – The sum of payments made against the advance.
i. Payments are defined as the Advance being applied to a Purchase Ticket as a negative amount. The
payment field is updated at this time, and not at the time of cutting the check in order to handle the following
scenario – You take money back on the advance, but still have to cut the supplier a check. You have
payment terms of 30 days. You apply the advance shortly after receiving the scale / broker ticket and
create an AP. At that point, you need to know that the advance application has occurred and the advance
is closed so that you don’t apply it to another purchase ticket.
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Given – This represents the date that the first Positive Amount Payment was actually given to the customer.
Unlike the Payments Amount, this will give the date of the check / payment, not the date it was added to AP. If
no money has been given to the customer yet, this field will say “Not Given”.
d. Last Payment – Will display the last date a payment was made against the advance. If the Advance is closed,
it will show the date the payment was made to close it. If the advance still has a balance, it will show the last
time a payment was made. If no payments have been made, it will say “No Payments”
e. Status Box – Displays the Current Status of the Advance.
i. Open – The Advance has been created and there is a balance.
ii. Closed – The Advance has no Balance.
1. When Closed, the screen will display the Closed Date.
iii. Void – The Advance has been voided.
1. When Void, the screen will display the date it was voided and who voided the advance.
13. Link Information Tab – Shows all of the transactions that are linked to the advance.
a. Expand / Collapse – Click this “+” / “-“ to see / hide the transactions that are linked to the advance.
i. You can click two levels deep. That means you can see all items tied directly to the advance. From those
items, you can see all of the transactions that are directly link to them. For example, you are looking at the
Purchase Order tied to the Advance. If you click on the Purchase Order Expand Button, you will be able to
see Broker Weight Tickets, Scale Tickets, Other Advances, other Dealer Purchase tickets, etc., that are tied
to that Purchase Order.
ii. We refer to this hierarchical display mechanism as the ROM Link Control. We will often refer to the top
transaction as the “Parent” and the transactions linked to it as “Children” or “Child Transaction”.
iii. When you expand a Child, it then becomes the Parent Transaction for all of the Children Transactions
linked to it.
iv. The ROM Link Control will show the same transaction multiple times. This is by design and allows for the
ability to drill down through any possible combination of links. In the future, we may hide this fact, but at
current is part of the how it works. So you must be aware of the Transaction ID number when looking at
this.
b. Full Screen – Click this button to show the Link information in full screen mode. This allows for better viewing
of the link information as you drill down further. When you are done, click the “Close” button to be returned to
the Control Panel.
14. Attach To Transaction Tab – This two part section allows you to Attach or Link this Advance to the transaction you
created the advance from or to an Order.
a. Attach To Transaction Sub Tab– When creating a new Advance from the Dealer Purchase Ticket screen, the
screen will automatically open to this tab, with the information filled in for you. When you enter the advance
Amount, the Amount to Apply will be updated. When you Save and Close the Advance, you will be returned to
the Dealer Purchase Ticket screen and the system will create the Advance entry for you.
c.

14a
14ai
21st Century Programming

i. If you do not want to Tie the Advance to the Transaction, simply uncheck the box.
ii. If you look at this tab, and did not come from a Dealer Purchase Ticket, it will let you know that information
only appears there when entering the Advance Screen from another transaction.
b. Open Customer Orders Sub Tab – This tab provides a mechanism for quickly tying Advances to orders.
When you click on this tab, the system will list off all open orders for the customer.
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14b

14b i

14b iv

14b ii

14b iii
i. Purchase Order – When this option is selected, the system will display open Purchase Orders for this
Dealer.
ii. Sales Order – When this option is selected, the system will display open Sales orders for this Dealer.
iii. Order Link Control – Displays all of the Open Orders for this customer based upon the Purchase Order /
Sales Order options. This is the ROM Link Control. For more information on its usage, please see the
section describing the Link Information Tab.
iv. Link This Advance to the Selected Order – Once you have selected an Order, click this button to link the
Advance to the selected Order. Please note that you have to select the Order in the Link Control. If you
have selected a Child transaction, pushing this button will do nothing.
1. After the link is created, the screen will refresh. Please note that it is refreshing both this information
and the Link Information Tab.
15. Notes Tab – The Advances System utilizes the ROM Notes Control. For more information on how the Notes
Control works, please see the ROM Notes Control write up.
16. Roll Over Information Tab – This tab serves three purposes as they relate to Rolling Over an Advance. A “Roll
Over” occurs when there is still a balance left on the Advance, and you want to carry this Advance into new
Advance. This new Advance could be for the amount being Rolled Over or it could be for more then that amount.

21st Century Programming

16 b i Appears Here

16

16 b ii & 16 b iii
a. Please note that the Roll Over amount will appear as a payment against the Advance.
i. This is to prevent double paying of money to the supplier.
ii. When you look at the Current Status Information you will see the balance on the Advance as Zero.
However, the Payments Amount will reflect the actual payments that were made, not including the Roll
Over amount. The Roll Over amount is only factored into the balance.
b. The Roll Over Information Tab will display three pieces of information –
i. Close Advance and Roll Into New One – This button will only appear if this Advance has not been Rolled
Over or Rolled From. When you push this button, the system will close the advance that you are on and
create a new Advance for the balance amount. The Old Advance will close and the New Advance will
open.
1. If you want to change the Amount of the New Advance, you have to do it at this time. Once you save
the advance, the Advance Amount cannot be changed.
ii. Advance Created From Information – If you are looking at an Advance that was created using the Roll
Over Process, the Roll Over Information Tab will display information for the Advance that this Advance was
Rolled From. Please note that this information cannot be changed.
1. If you want to see the detail associated with the Rolled From Advance, click the button that says
“Open Original Advance”
iii. Advanced Rolled Into Information – If you are looking at an Advance that was Rolled Over into another
Advance, the Roll Over Information Tab will display information for the Advance that this Advance was
Rolled Into. Please note that this information cannot be changed.
1. If you want to see the detail associated with the new Advance, click on the button that says “Open
Rolled Into Advance”
Dealer Advance Status Screen
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The Dealer Advance Status Screen is meant to give you a quick look at and search for Dealer Advance Related
Activity. When the screen first opens, it will display all of the Open Advance Information for the selected customer.
1

10

5

21st Century Recycling

2

7

3
4

6c

7a

6
6a

7b
7c
6b

6d
7d

6f
6e

7e

8a
8b

21st Century Recycling

9

1. Dealer – The Screen will search for Advance Information that is tied to this dealer. Please note that depending
upon how you came into the screen, this drop down may not be changeable.
2. Contact / Location – You can narrow down the Advances returned in your search based off of the Contact /
Location that is attached to the Advance. If you leave this drop down blank, the system will return Advances for all
Contacts / Locations.
3. Specific Item – You can narrow down the Advances returned in your search based off of the Inventory Item that
was input on the Advance Detail Screen. If you leave this drop down blank, the system will return Advances for all
Inventory Items, even if one was not entered on the Advance.
4. Open Advances Only – When you have this box checked, the system will only return Advances that have a current
Balance.
5. Refresh Button – After you have changed the Dealer, Contact / Location, Open Advances Only, or Specific Item
fields, you need to click this button to Refresh the screen’s Advance Information.
6. Advances Summary – Gives a quick look at the Customer’s Advances’ current status. Please note that this
information is calculated based off of the selections made for Dealer / Contact / Open Only / Specific Item. So, for
example, when you have selected Open Only, the totals displayed here will be for only Open Advances.
a. Count – The number of Advances
b. Total – The total amount of the Advances
c. Payments – The sum of payments made against the advance.
i. Payments are defined as the Advance being applied to a Purchase Ticket as a negative amount. The
payment field is updated at this time, and not at the time of cutting the check in order to handle the following
scenario – You take money back on the advance, but still have to cut the supplier a check. You have
payment terms of 30 days. You apply the advance shortly after receiving the scale ticket and create an AP.
At that point, you need to know that the advance application has occurred and the advance is closed so
that you don’t apply it to another purchase ticket.
d. Balance – The difference between the Total Advance Amount and Payments made against the Advance.
When the Balance reaches 0, the Advance is considered closed. Please note that the Balance also includes
Roll Over amounts.
e. Given – This represents the date that the first Positive Amount Payment was actually given to the customer.
Unlike the Payments Amount, this will give the date of the check / payment, not the date it was added to AP. If
no money has been given to the customer yet, this field will say “Not Given”.
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Last Payment – Will display the last date a payment was made against the advance. If the Advance is closed,
it will show the date the payment was made to close it. If the advance still has a balance, it will show the last
time a payment was made. If no payments have been made, it will say “No Payments”.
Apply Selected Advance To Section – Depending upon how you entered this screen, the Apply Selected
Advance To Section may or may not be filled in with any information. Please note that only the Amount to Apply
field is editable. This is because the system has to keep strict control of the linking between Advances and
Transactions.
a. Transaction Company – Displays the Company / Plant that the transaction is for.
b. Transaction Type – Displays the type of transaction that you are attempting to link the Advance to.
c. Transaction No. – The ID Number or Transaction number that you are attempting to Link this Advance to.
d. Amount to Apply – The amount you want to Put on the Transaction for this Advance. Please note that this
functionality is only supported for Dealer Purchase Tickets and Invoices. All other transactions are linked
without a dollar amount application.
e. Apply Advance to This Transaction Button – If you want to Tie the selected Advance to the Transaction
listed here, click this button. The system will then create that link for you and return you to the original
transaction.
Link Information – Shows all of the Advances that match your search criteria.
a. Expand / Collapse – Click this “+” / “-“ to see / hide the transactions that are linked to an advance.
i. You can click two levels deep. That means you can see all items tied directly to the advance. From those
items, you can see all of the transactions that are directly link to them. For example, you are looking at the
Purchase Order tied to the Advance. If you click on the Purchase Order Expand Button, you will be able to
see Broker Weight Tickets, Scale Tickets, Other Advances, other Dealer Purchase tickets, etc., that are tied
to that Purchase Order.
ii. We refer to this hierarchical display mechanism as the ROM Link Control. We will often refer to the top
transaction as the “Parent” and the transactions linked to it as “Children” or “Child Transaction”.
iii. When you expand a Child, it then becomes the Parent Transaction for all of the Children Transactions
linked to it.
iv. The ROM Link Control will show the same transaction multiple times. This is by design and allows for the
ability to drill down through any possible combination of links. In the future, we may hide this fact, but at
current is part of the how it works. So you must be aware of the Transaction ID number when looking at
this.
b. Full Screen – Click this button to show the Link information in full screen mode. This allows for better viewing
of the link information as you drill down further. When you are done, click the “Close” button to be returned to
the Control Panel.
Open Selected Advance – When you have selected an Advance in the Link Control, you can click this button top
bring up the Advance Detail Screen for the Advance you have selected. You must click on an Advance line to open
the Advance. If you have clicked on another transaction type, then this button will do nothing.
Create New Advance – If you need to create new Advance from this screen, click this button and the system will
open up the Advance Detail Screen, ready for you to enter the new advance information.
f.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Taxes Overview
Taxes can be levied against the sale of goods and services in different ways, depending on the location - Country, State, Province, etc. where the
goods and services were bought or sold. Taxes may be a single tax, or there could be multiple taxes. In some cases tax is levied against tax
amounts, resulting in a tax on a tax. Some goods and services are exempt from taxation, or may be taxed at 0%.
ROM Taxes
ROM Tax is designed to allow taxes to be applied in each of these ways. Individual taxes are grouped together as Tax Sets. Tax Sets are defined for
locations that have a particular set of sales tax laws that apply to goods and services sold from within the location. A Tax Set may have one or more
Tax Codes. A Tax Code has a percent to levy against the sale of goods and services. A Tax Code can be labeled as taxable by other Tax Codes
within the Tax Set to which it belongs. Individual goods and services can be labeled as not taxable by specific Tax Codes.
In ROM, Tax Codes are defined as inventory or transaction line items. In the inventory screen there is a check box to indicate that an inventory item
is actually a Tax Code. When a taxable inventory item is sold or purchased, additional detail lines are added for each Tax Code in the Tax Set that
applies to the transaction type.
Default Tax Sets for Dealers
Purchase and Sales Tax Sets can be selected for each Dealer as needed. However, if Tax Sets are not defined for a specific Dealer, then the default
Tax Sets defined in Order/Purchase Parameter Defaults screen (Step 5) will be used for tax calculation for the sales to and purchases from the
Dealer.
Definitions
Tax Code: The name of the sales tax. In some cases these names are defined by the location levying the tax. For example, in Canada the names
are defined as GST (Goods and Services Tax), PST (Provincial Sales Tax), etc. In others cases the name will need to be defined by the company.
For example in California there is a sales tax that applies to the entire state, which could be named CA, CALIF, etc. Some counties add their own
sales tax. The important point is that the tax name be correctly associated with the taxing location.
TaxItem: Tax Codes are treated as inventory items and each Tax Code will have an InventoryID. There is a TaxItem flag on the inventory item
record that defines the inventory item as a Tax Code.
Tax Set: Tax Codes are grouped together into Tax Sets. The Tax Set name needs to be defined by the Company. There may be one or more Tax
Codes in a Tax Set. The purpose of a Tax Set is to allow multiple sales taxes to be applied as a group and to enable taxes to be levied against other
taxes in the same group. For example, in Canada some provinces levy PST on the GST. Currently, in the province of Quebec, GST is 7% and PST
is 7.5%.
However, PST is levied against GST:
100.00CAD$ * 7% GST = 7.00CAD$
PST is levied against PST so PST is charged for 107.00CAD$ (sale amount + GST)
107.00CAD$ * 7.5% = 115.03CAD$
The effective tax rate is 15.03% instead of 14.5% due to tax on tax.
The Tax Calculator:
The ROM tax calculator is responsible for performing all sales tax calculations and creating detail sales tax records for each transaction. Sales tax is
calculated at the inventory item level, because not all inventory items may be taxable. For each taxable inventory item, taxes are calculated for each
Tax Code defined in the Tax Set that applies to the transaction. Taxes are summed and a detail record created for each Tax Code. So, if there were
2 applicable Tax Codes there would be 2 detail lines created. These detail lines would contain the InventoryID for the Tax Code and the
Total tax amount.

The steps to setting up Taxes:
1) Set up Inventory Items and define them as Tax Items. These items will be selectable in a drop down list when adding Tax Codes to Tax Sets.
2) Define which companies to add the Tax Items (created in step 1) to. Because companies can be in different locations (Canada, US, etc), not
all Tax Codes may be applicable to all companies.
3) Determine which Inventory Items are not taxable for specific Tax Codes. Set these items as non-taxable.
4) Create Tax Sets and add the predefined Tax Codes (set up in step 1) to them. Set the Tax Rate percents for the Tax Codes. Label those tax
codes that are taxable by other tax codes in the tax set. Select the GL Accounts into which tax entries should be made. Tax Set Changes: If
taxes change for a Tax Set, you can add a new future effective date for the Tax Set and then change the Tax Percents in the grid. Or, if there
is no need to set a future effective date, change the current Tax Rate % as needed for each Tax Code. If a Tax Set no longer applies, void the
tax set.
5) Define the default Tax Set to use for Public sales. This will be used when applying taxes to public transactions.
6) Define the default Tax sets to be used for Dealer purchases and sales. These will be used if there are no tax sets defined for a Dealer.
7) Select the Sales and Purchase Tax Sets to be used for each Dealer.
8) For new Dealers, select the Purchase and Sales Tax Set to use.
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Dealer Purchase Ticket Tax Example
An example of how taxes are applied for a Dealer Purchase Ticket is included in this document.
Step 1 - Set up Inventory Items as Tax Items in the Inventory Item Screen. Select which companies that the Tax Code is active in. Because
companies can be in different locations, for example one in Canada and another in the US, some Tax Codes that have been defined may not be
applicable for a specific company.
Menu navigation: InventoryItem Administration
The Tax Code Description.

The Tax Code.

Flag that defines this item as a Tax.

Set as Below Line item for reporting.

Select which companies that the
Tax Code applies to.

Step 2 - For each good or, flag which Tax Codes not to apply tax for. This screen will display all companies and all Tax Codes defined for each
company. The Tax Codes were defined in step 1. Tax is calculated on a per item/per Tax Code basis. If an item has been defined as non-taxable for
a specific Tax Code, tax will not be applied for that item and Tax Code. For a company and an item, some Tax Codes may apply while others do not.
st
In this example, this item is taxable for PST but not GST or HST, for company 21 Century Programming.
Menu navigation: InventoryItem Administration

Company with Tax Items.

21st Century Recycling
Taxes will not be applied for
the checked Tax Codes, for
this Inventory ID, for this
company.
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Step 3 – Create Tax Sets for each tax location. Add predefined Tax Codes to the Tax Set. Set the Tax Rate %, Apply Tax To, Taxable Flag and the
GL Accounts in which to make entries for the Tax Code when taxes are applied.
Menu navigation: AccountingTaxes
The
Tax
Set
name

The Effective Date for
current Tax Set. Double
Click the Date in the list
to edit the Tax Set.

To add a Tax Set, click the Add New
Tax Set button and enter the Tax Set
name, and the Effective Date for when
the Tax Set takes effect. New versions of
the Tax set can be added later with new
Effective Dates by selecting “Add New
Effective Date For Tax Set”.

Flag to define a tax as taxable.
If checked, this tax will be taxed
by those taxes that are not
checked.

To add a new Tax Code for a Tax Set, click
the Add New Tax Code to Tax Set button.
The Tax Code drop down lists those Tax
Codes defined for the company. Enter the
Tax Rate and check the Taxable box if the
Tax Code is taxable by other Tax Codes in
the Tax Set.

GL Accounts to make entries in when taxes are
applied. Each Public and Dealer Sale or Purchase
can have a different GL Tax Account.

To set a new Effective Date for a Tax Set, click
the Add New Effective Date for Tax Set
button. This allows for changes to existing Tax
Sets when Tax Rates change. The new effective
date must be later than the last effective date for
the Tax Set. On Save, a new version of the Tax
Set will be displayed in the grid. Change the Tax
Rate % for each Tax Code in the grid as
needed.

Step 4 – Select the sale Tax Set to be used for each Public Sale.
Menu navigation: PublicPublic Purchase Params

Sale Tax
Set to use.
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Step 5 – Select the sale and purchase Tax Sets to be used for each Dealer. These Tax Sets will be used for tax calculation if they are not defined in
step 6 for a specific Dealer.
Menu navigation:
DealersPayment Parameters

Sale Tax Set to use.

Purchase Tax
Set to use.

Step 6 – Select the purchase and sale Tax Sets to be used for each Company that the dealer does business with. The purchase or sale Tax Set to
be used for tax calculation may be different if the Company’s locations are different. For example, there could be one plant in Canada and another in
the US. Different locations can mean that different taxes need to be levied when doing business with Customers in these locations.
Menu navigation: DealersCustomer Search(select dealer)Acctg/CRV tab

Select the purchase and sales Tax Set
for each company that the Dealer does
business with.
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Step 7 – When quick adding a new Customer, you can select the sale and purchase tax set to use for taxing sales and purchases.
Menu navigation: DealersCustomer Search Add Dealer

Sale Tax Set to use.
Purchase Tax Set to use.

Dealer Purchase Ticket Tax Example
This is a new ticket with 2 items, before saving. After saving, tax lines will be added for each applicable Tax Code.

The total does
not include
sales tax until
after saving the
transaction.

These items
have been added
to the purchase
ticket.

After saving, GST and PST tax lines have been added.

3
1
After save, Taxes have been
automatically added for each Tax
code. The Net for each Tax code
(940) equals the sum of the
purchase item prices multiplied by
their net amounts.
500 * 1.54 = 770
200 * .85 = 170
170 + 770 = 940
940 is the amount to levy sales tax
against.

2

The total now
includes
sales tax.

The Price for each Tax
Code is the Tax %. The
PST rate of .07975 *
940 equals 74.96 sales
tax. The GST rate
.0633 * 940 = 59.50
sales tax.
The purchase total +
sales tax = 1074.46
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Changing purchase amounts
If the amounts for purchase items are changed, the tax amounts won’t change until the transaction has saved.

The total does
not yet include
additional
sales tax on
the new Net
amounts.
The Net amounts for
the purchase items
were changed.
However, the tax
amounts will not
change until the
transaction is saved.

After saving, the Tax amounts have changed to reflect the new purchase amounts.

The total now
includes the
additional tax
amounts
After save, the tax
amounts and
Settlement Total
have automatically
changed.
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ROM Expenses
The ROM Expenses system is designed to handle transactions or expenses that are not the buying and selling of
materials. This system is meant to be a generic “Catch-all” for everything else.
It is designed to work both as a standalone expense tracking system as well as an integrated transactional expense
monitoring system, allowing you to tie individual expenses directly to specific transactions for specific profitability
tracking.
Expenses are tracked on many different levels and by utilizing the linking system, expense values can be applied to
multiple transactions while still ensuring that the vendor only gets paid once. In addition there are user tracking
functions designed to monitor the value of the expense all the way from purchase or sales order to eventual payment
to the vendor.
The expense system revolves around a couple of key components –
Expense Screen – Shows the detailed information about the expense.
Expense Control Panel – A Control Panel that will appear on various transactions with in the ROM system. It shows
what expenses have been tied to the transaction and allows the user to quickly add new expenses.
 Expense Reconciliation Screen – A mechanism for reconciling vendor invoices and ensuring that the proper
amounts are being paid to each vendor.



The Expense Screen –
Presents all of the detail for a given expense. Since there are many different things being tracked, a short discussion
about what the screen is displaying will make understanding the work flow for the expense system easier.
Expenses can created from other transactions, such as a brokerage tickets, yard shipments, production adjustments,
etc. or they can be created without being tied to a transaction.
 To Create an expense and link it directly to a transaction, use the expense control panel located on the transaction
you want to link to. See section below on the Expense Control Panel.
 To Create an expense not directly linked to any transaction, go to the “Accounting Menu”, select the “Expenses” sub
menu, and select “Enter Expense”. That will bring a blank, expense detail form for you to fill out.
o It will automatically start a new transaction for you.
 To open an existing expense, use the Search Grid System. For more information on the Search Grid system,
please that documentation.
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1. Expense ID – A unique, sequential number assigned to this expense. This number cannot be changed. When you
start a new expense, the system will automatically enter the next Expense ID.
2. Vendor – Select the Vendor that you will be paying for this expense.
a. When you select the vendor, the Currency (item 20) will automatically change to match the Vendor’s
currency. You cannot make an expense in a currency that does not match the vendor’s currency. In
addition, the Exchange Rate will be updated as well.
b. Once there is an item on the expense and it has value, you will not be able to change the vendor by clicking
on the dropdown list. You must click on the “Vendor Button” next to the drop down control
3. Confirmed With – This is a list of contacts at the Vendor. Please select the contact that confirmed the price, service,
etc. for this expense. This field can be left blank.
4. Expense Type – A drop that allows you to group expenses into similar types or groups. This is primarily for
reporting purposes only.
5. Description – You can enter notes or an overall description for this expense. This field can be left blank.
6. Vendor Invoice No – If you have an invoice from the vendor, enter the invoice number in this field. It can be left
blank and will be filled in automatically when the expense is reconciled. You can have an unlimited number of
expenses on each vendor invoice.
7. Invoice Date – This is the date for the Vendor Invoice. It will default to the date that the expense is created. If you
have the vendor invoice, enter the date from the vendor invoice. Also, this field will be updated when the expense is
reconciled. If you change the invoice date, the payment due date will update as well.
8. Due Date – This is the payment against this invoice due date.
a. When the Expense is first created, the system will look up the vendor’s payment terms and then update the
payment due date accordingly.
b. This field can be changed.
9. Terms – This is the vendor’s payment terms. The system will lookup the Vendor’s payment terms from the Dealer
Setup screen and default to that value.
a. If you change the payment terms, the payment due date will be updated as well. However, you change the
Due Date, the Terms will not be updated.
10. Department – How the expense was created will dictate how the department is filled in.
a. If it is a new expense that is not linked to any transaction, the system will use the default Expense
Department as set up in the General Settings Screen.
b. If the expense was created from another transaction, the expense will use the department from the
transaction that it was created from. For example, if a brokerage ticket is assigned to the Copper
Department, the expense will also be assigned to the Copper Department.
c. For more information about departments, please see the Department Documentation.
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11. Reconciliation Information – Once the expense has been reconciled, the date and who performed the reconciliation
will be displayed here.
12. Expense Items Detail Grid – You can have an unlimited number of items on the expense. This grid will list off all of
the expense items on this expense as well as their total amounts.
a. When you want to look at a particular expense item, click the line of the expense that you want to see and
the rest of the screen will change to display that line item’s information.
13. Add Item Button – Click on this button to add an expense line item to the expense. When you click this button, a
new, blank item will be added for you. See Item 17 below for more information about entering in expense amounts.
14. Remove Item Button – Click on this button to remove an expense line item from the expense. Please note that the
system will remove the currently selected expense. If you want to remove a different expense, you must select that
expense line item first and then click the Remove Item button. The system will prompt the user to make sure they
want to remove the item before it will remove it. Please note that this action cannot be undone.
15. Expense Item – A drop down list of all expense items that have been entered into the system.
a. You must select an item from this list. If you want to add more items, you must use the ROM Drop Down
administration system. Please see that documentation for more information on Drop Down Lists and
adding items.
16. Description – You can type in any description you want for each individual line item. This description is meant to
allow for more detail then, just the Expense Item drop down list.
17. Expense Item Cost Detail – The system will track expenses on several levels and track the different phases of an
expense’s life in a very detailed way. It will actually store 4 values for each line item –
a. Order Values– This row tracks the value of the expense as it was entered from either a purchase order or a
sales order. When the sales man or buyer makes an order, there are often expenses that the buyer /
salesman estimates into their price calculations. These expenses are important because the overall
profitability of the transaction is a function of the price quoted, plus expenses. However, the value of the
expense is only an estimate. The actual value of the expense may be dramatically different. The system
will track the number that was estimated and then compare that to the actual amount that was paid.
b. Estimated Values – The second level of expense tracking happens when the vendor is contacted and the
work is scheduled / booked. For example, when the freight department calls a trucking company and
schedules the pickup. At that time, the trucking company will give you an estimate or booked value. That
would be the number put in this row.
c. Vendor Values – or Vendor Invoice amount. Although you may have booked the expense at a particular
rate, the amount that the vendor invoices you may be different. Often times the cost quoted over the phone
with the vendor will be different then, the actual amount the vendor invoices for. Over time, this information
will be used for decision making purposes. If the vendor always invoices over the quoted amount, you will
have the ammunition to determine if a new vendor is needed.
d. Actual Values – the amount that was actually paid against the expense. This value will reflect the vendor
invoice amount until the expense is paid in full. Once it is paid in full, the system will re-calculate the total
actual amount paid based off of the total payment amount.
e. Cascading Values – When you enter values in the grid, the system will cascade those values down the
phases of the transaction. That means that the system will update the different values depending upon the
status of the expense. For example, if you are entering the Estimated Values for the expense, the Vendor
Values and Actual Values will change to match. However, when you change the Actual Values, the values
in Vendor, Estimated, etc. will not change because they come before the Actual Values row.
f. Columns / Data Stored –
i. Check Box – the first column in the Expense Item Cost Detail grid is a check box. This check box
controls the editing and changing of the rows in the expense. Because the system keeps track of
who changed the expense values and when, you must check this box before you can edit any of the
rows. You will notice that when you check the box, the last two columns, Entered By and Date will
change to reflect the current user and the current date / time.
ii. Status – As mentioned above, each expense item is tracked on four levels. This column lets you
know which row represents which tracking level.
iii. Qty – This is the quantity of the expense item.
iv. UM – This is the unit of measure for the quantity. Expenses are typically “Each” but it may be
possible to have expenses that are per pound or per ton.
v. Cost – This is the unit cost for the expense.
vi. UM – The second Unit of Measure column is for the price.
vii. Total – The total for this line. The total will be calculated by taking the Quantity and its unit of
measure and multiplying it by the cost and the cost unit of measure.
viii. “+/-“ Actual – This column represents the variance between the individual lines and the actual
amount paid. This column will be calculated by taking the total amount on the Actual Row and
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18.
19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

24.
25.
26.

comparing it to the Total on the Vendor, Order and Estimated Rows. Note that this column will be
empty on the Actual Line.
ix. Entered By – This is the last user who modified the expense row’s value.
1. This column will change to reflect the current logged in user when you click in the checkbox in
Column “i”.
2. You cannot manually change the value in this column
x. Date – This is the last date and time that this expense row was modified.
1. This column will change to reflect the current logged in user when you click in the checkbox in
Column “i”.
2. You cannot manually change the value in this column.
Expense Total – This is the grand total for the expense, including all line items that are on the expense. Please note
that it will use the “Actual” values to calculate this figure.
GL Apply Date – When it comes to expenses, there are several dates of relevance: the date the expense was
created, the date of the parent transaction for the expense, the vendor invoice date, and the GL Apply Date.
Because of the different possibilities for the Date, the GL Apply Date will be used to control the values of this
transaction in regards to the GL. Please note that this cannot be changed once the expense has been transferred
to the accounting system.
Currency – The currency being used for this transaction. This value is based off of the vendor.
a. Once you select the vendor, this field will fill in, as well as the Exchange Rate.
b. This field cannot be changed by the user.
c. Once there is a single item, with value on the expense, you cannot change the currency for the expense.
You will have to void the expense and start over.
Exchange – This is the exchange rate the transaction will use. The exchange rate for taking the transactions
currency into the Plant’s currency is displayed here.
Add to Inventory Check Box – If the expense is tied to an inbound receiving scale ticket, then the value of the
expense can be added to inventory.
a. This value will be pro-rated, by pound, to all of the items that are on the receiving scale ticket.
b. The value of the expense will be added to inventory on the date of the expense, not the date of the
receiving ticket. This is due to the fact that the expense may not be entered until days or weeks after the
material is received through the system.
c. If the value of the expense changes, the system will pro-rate this value into the inventory on the date that
the expense value changes.
d. If the expense is voided, the value will come out of inventory on the date that the expense is voided.
Apply to Child Broker Tickets / Scale Tickets – When the expense is tied to an order or a booking, you have the
ability to cascade expense values down to the Broker Tickets and/or scale tickets that are tied to that transaction.
This check box will denote if the expense is utilizing this feature.
a. Example – You have an order for 10 truckloads of material. Each load of material will cost $500.
i. When you make the order, you put in one expense entry for 10 loads at $500 each and you select
the Apply to Child Tickets option.
ii. When you create a broker weight ticket and tie it to this order, the system will create a new expense
for 1 load at $500.
1. It will link this expense to both the broker weight ticket and the order.
2. It will deduct one load from the original expense.
iii. When you go back to the order and look at the expenses grid, you will now see two entries. One
expense line for 9 loads at $500 and One expense line for 1 load for $500.
b. This methodology is done on purpose.
i. This will give you an expense accrual that represents the total amount of expense money that you
owe to vendors.
ii. This will prevent double booking of the expense. Because the final expenses are tied to both the
shipment and the order, the expense will only be paid once. If they were not linked in this way, it
would open up the possibility to double paying the vendor.
c. The system will never go negative on the original expense. If you originally allocated a Qty of 10 and you
actually link 12 broker weight tickets with expenses, the original expense will stop at Zero, and the system
will still create expenses at $500 each for all broker weight tickets tied to this order.
Save Button – Click on this button when you want to save the Expense information to the database.
Close Button – Click on this button when you want to close the expense. Please note that clicking on the close
button does not save the expense. You must click Save if you have made any changes.
Void – Click on this button to Void the expense. This will permanently remove the expense from the system.
Please note that you will not be able to void an expense if –
a. It has already been transferred to the accounting system
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b. Is in a date period that has been closed already
c. Has a payment that has already been issued against it.
27. Transactions Link Tab – This tab uses the ROM Links Control to show the transactions that this Expense is linked
to. The expense can be linked to an unlimited number of transactions. For more information on the ROM Links
Control, please see that documentation. A couple of key points are outlined below

a
b

c
a. This Expense – In order to show everything that is linked to the expense, the system must display the
expense. So the first line will always be itself.
b. Expand Links View Button – Click on this button (slim purple button with an arrow in the middle) and the
system will expand the links control to show the entire screen. If the expense is tied to multiple items and
you want to see more then what is visible here, click on this button.
c. Remove Expense Link to Selected Transaction – If you want to remove the link between this expense and
the selected transaction, please click on the transaction you want to remove the link to. Then click this
button and the system will remove the link. Please note that the expense will still be active in the system. If
you want to completely remove the expense, you must click on the Void Button.
28. Payment Info Tab
29. Expense Notes Tab – The expense notes system uses the ROM Notes control. For more information on how to
use the ROM Notes control, please see the documentation on that subject.

30. User History Tab – Displays historical information about the expense.

a

b

c
a. Created Date and Created By – Shows the User, Date and Time that the expense was created. This
information cannot be changed.
b. Void Date And Voided By – If the expense is voided, the system will keep track of the user who voided the
expense, the date and time that the expense was voided.
c. Accounting System Transfer Status – Displays the status of the expense transaction as it relates to the
Accounting Transfer system.
i. When the transaction has been transferred to the accounting system, this area will display the date of
the transfer as well as the transfer number.
Expenses Control Panel
Found on many different screens throughout the ROM system, the Expense Control Panel is designed to both show
you the expenses that have already been linked to or created for the Parent transaction as well as allowing you to
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quickly add new expenses to the Parent transaction. The Parent Transaction is the transaction that the expense
control panel is on. For example, an Order or a Broker Weight ticket would be considered the Parent Transactions to
an expense. Please note that a single expense can have an unlimited number of Parent Transactions. The expense
will be visible to all Parent Transactions.
There are two main tabs on the Expense Control Panel –
1. Expenses Tied to Transaction tab – This tab uses the ROM Links Control to display Expenses that are tied to
the parent transaction. It will also show all of the other transactions that the expense is linked to. For more
information on the ROM Links Control, please see that documentation. A couple of key points are outlined
below.

a
b
d

c

e

f

a. Expense Lines – The top level of display on the Expenses Control will be the actual Expense. For each
transaction, you can have an unlimited number of expenses. If you want to see more information about a
particular expense, click on the “+” symbol next to the expense.
i. When you expand the expense, the system will show you all transactions tied to the expense.
Please note that it will show you the transaction that the expense control panel is sitting on. This is
by design and can not be coded out.
b. Expand Links View Button – Click on this button (slim purple button with an arrow in the middle) and the
system will expand the links control to show the entire screen. If the expense is tied to multiple items and
you want to see more then what is visible here, click on this button.
c. Refresh Expenses Button – Click on this button to force the Expenses Control Panel to refresh and redisplay the expense information for the Parent Transaction. Please note that the control will refresh itself
based upon certain events. For example, when you Quick Add New Expense or Remove / Void an
Expense, the control will automatically refresh itself.
d. Open Expense Button – Click on this button to open the Expense Detail Screen for a particular expense.
Please note that you must have selected an expense. If you select a transaction other then an expense,
clicking this button will do nothing.
e. Remove / Void Expense – Clicking on this button will bring up the following screen. This screen is meant
to control what happens to the expense.

1

3

2

4

1. Remove Link Option – This is the default option. Select this option and the system will Remove the
Link between the Expense and the Parent Transaction that the Expense Control Panel is located on.
a. NOTE – The Expense will remain in the system. This is so that you can apply it to another
transaction or want to keep the expense for accrual purposes.
2. VOID Expense Option – Click this Option if you want to completely remove the expense from the
system. This Option will not only remove the link between the parent transaction and the expense, but
will permanently void the expense.
a. Note – This option can not be undone. Once an expense is voided, there is no un-voiding the
expense.
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f.

b. There are certain conditions that will prevent an expense from being voided. For example, if the
expense has been paid or if it has been transferred to the accounting system.
3. Remove / Void Expense Button – After you have select the correct Option above (1 or 2), click this
button to process the expense link removal.
a. Once you click this button, it will take immediate effect. There is no undoing this action.
4. Cancel (Do Nothing) Button – If you do not want to remove the link or void the expense, Click the
Cancel button and the system will do nothing with the expense.
Expenses Total – Displays the sum of all Expenses tied to this transaction. Please note that this will
always show the Actual Totals on the expense detail lines.

2. Quick Add Expenses Tab – One of the main purposes of the Expenses system is to track expenses that are
related to specific transactions. For example, you may want to know all expenses associated with a broker
weight ticket or a purchase order so you can tell what your profitability is for that transaction. In order to do that,
you need a way to quickly enter expenses at the time of making that transaction. Please note that expenses
can be linked to transactions at any time and that this process does not have to be done at the time of making
the Parent Transaction. Expenses can also be added and tied to transaction at the time of reconciling the
vendor’s invoice. Please see that section below for more information on tying expenses to transactions during
vendor reconciliation.
a
b
c
i
d

e
g

f
h

l

k

j

a. Vendor – Select the Vendor that will be performing the service for this expense.
i. Please note that vendors are setup as Dealers in the ROM system.
1. On the Dealer Screen, Advanced Accounting Tab, there is a checkbox for “Expense Vendor
Company”. A Dealer must have this check box in order for them to appear on the expense
vendor drop down list.
2. Contacts are not relevant to Expense Transactions. If you want to break up a vendor into
multiple locations, you have to have multiple dealer level records for the vendor.
ii. Vendor is Required. This is due to needing currency and exchange rate information as well as being
required for Vendor Reconciliation.
b. Type – This is the Expense Type. Expense Types are set up using the ROM Drop Down Administration
system. Expense types are meant to be generic groupings for expenses. The primary use of this field is for
reporting purposes.
c. Item – Required – This is the expense item or service that this expense is for. Please note that expense
items are setup using the ROM Drop Down Administration system. Due to the nature of setting up GL
accounts as they relate to Expenses, Expense Item Administration is discussed below.
d. Units – The number / Quantity of items or service being provided.
e. Units Unit Of Measure – Select the unit of measure for the Expense Units or Quantity entered in “d”.
f. Price – This is the Cost or Unit Price for the expense.
g. Price Unit of Measure – Select the unit of measure for the Price / Cost value entered in “f”. Although the
majority of expenses are “Each”, it is possible to have a different unit of measure for Units and Cost / Price
figures.
h. Total – The total amount for the expense to be quick added. Please note that this field is calculated for you
and can not be changed.
i. Apply to Child Scale / Broker Tickets – Put a check in this box when you want the expense to be
automatically copied to Child Scale Tickets or Broker Weight Tickets.
i. A “Child” transaction is defined as something that logically comes after the transaction you are looking
at. For example, Broker Weight Ticket and Scale Tickets are “Children” of an specific Order.
ii. If you don’t put a check in this box, you will manually have to link expenses to multiple transactions.
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j.

k.
l.

iii. When the “Parent” transaction is linked to another transaction, the expense control will check that
Parent Transaction for any expenses that have the “Apply To Child Scale / Broker Tickets” option
checked. The system will prompt the user, letting them know that these expenses exist and giving
them the option to link the expenses to that transaction. For example – When you tie an order to a
broker weight ticket or outbound shipping ticket, the system will check the order for this option. If it
finds expenses, it will add them to the Broker Weight Ticket.
Create Expense Button – Once you have filled in all of the necessary item and cost information, click on
this button to create the expense. The system will create the new expense and automatically link it to the
“Parent” transaction. The expense control will refresh, showing you the new expense.
i. It is important to note that this will always create new expense records. If you want to link to an
existing expense, you must find that expense first and then link it to this transaction.
Open Expense Screen – If you have this option checked, when you press the “Create Expense” button,
the system will open up the expense detail screen for the expense that you just created.
Clear Form – If you have this option checked, when you press the “Create Expense” button, the system
will clear all of the values in items “a” through “g”, preparing the Expense Control Panel for another expense
entry.
i. If you are entering multiple, similar expenses, then you may want to uncheck this option.
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Vendor Invoice / Expenses Reconciliation Screen –

The primary goal of the Expense Reconciliation Screen is to make sure that all expenses are paid for appropriately
and that you don’t pay a vendor twice or for work that they did not due. This is especially true with Freight. A
recycling company may handle hundreds of truckloads of material a month and it is not uncommon for Freight
Haulers to lose track of the work they’ve done and submit multiple invoices for the same trucking run.
The process of Expense Reconciliation revolves around comparing the vendor invoice to expenses that have already
been entered into the system or creating new expenses directly from the vendor invoice. To help in the confirmation
of vendor expenses, the system provides powerful search and linking mechanisms to make sure you are tying the
correct expense to the correct transaction. Once you find (or create) the expense, it will be linked to the vendor
invoice.
The Expense Reconciliation screen is broken into 4 distinct parts –
1. Vendor Invoice Information and Expense Reconciliation Summary – This section details out the specific vendor
invoice, its amount, the amounts that have been reconciled against the invoice, and any payments that may
have been made against the expenses tied to the invoice.
2. Unreconciled Vendor Expenses – A look up and search mechanism for expenses that have already been
created in the system. You will search for expenses to reconcile here first.
3. New Expense & Link Expense To Transaction – This section allows the user to create a new expense and tie it
to an existing transaction. This section is used if the expense has not already been entered into the system.
4. Expense Details / Items that have been tied to the Vendor Invoice – As you go through the process of
reconciling the vendor invoice, you will link / tie expenses to this vendor invoice. This section will keep a list of
all expenses tied to the invoice and their totals.

Section 1 – Vendor Invoice Information and Expense Reconciliation Summary –
When you look at this section, please understand that it is broken up into two parts.
 Vendor / Invoice Information – Displays information about the Vendor and their invoice that you are processing.
 Expense Reconciliation Summary – Provides a running total of the Invoice, expenses linked to the invoice, and
any payments that have been made against expenses on this invoice.
When the screen is first opened, this section will appear blank, and the majority of the screen will be locked down.
Only after entering basic information and hitting the Reconcile button will the screen be unlocked for you.
1

6

7

1
0

2

1
1

3
4

5

9

8

1
2

1. Vendor – Please select from the drop down list the vendor who’s invoice you are reconciling.
2. Vendor Invoice No. – Enter the number of the invoice that the vendor gave you. Note that the invoice number
is required.
a. The system will use assume that the combination of Vendor and Invoice number are unique. If you
enter a vendor invoice number that has already been processed, the system will bring that invoice to
the screen for you.
3. Invoice Date – This is the date of the vendor invoice. Used for tracking purposes. The system will
automatically input today’s date. However, this can be changed to any date that you want.
4. Invoice Total – Enter the total amount for the vendor invoice. This information is important as it will be used to
compare against the information currently in the computer. It will also be used as a running total figure to
compare the sum of the expenses that have been added to the vendor invoice.
5. Reconcile Button – After you have entered Items 1 through 4, click this button to start the reconciliation
process.
a. When you click on this button, items 1-4 will be locked down and you won’t be able to change them.
b. If the invoice number that you have entered for this vendor has already been entered into the system, ROM
will bring all of the invoice and expenses information to the screen for you.
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6. Vendor Invoice Amount – The system will copy the amount entered in Item 4 to this field. This is only done to
make looking at the balance information easier.
7. Total Expenses Allocated – As you work through the process of tying or allocating expenses to the vendor
invoice, this number will be updated. Every time you add an expense to this invoice, the system will update this
field and the balances information.
8. Memo’s Against Invoice – If you have issued any debit/credit memos against this invoice, the system will
display for you the total amount of those memos. See the section on Memos for Expenses elsewhere in this
documentation for more information.
9. Unallocated Balance – This field will be updated every time an expense is added or removed from the vendor
invoice. The Unallocated Balance represents the difference between the Vendor Invoice amount and the total
of the expenses allocated or tied to this invoice.
10. Allocated Amount– The system will copy the amount entered in Item 4 to this field. This is only done to make
looking at the balance information easier.
11. Total Payments – Will display the total amount of payments made against this invoice.
a. It is possible that an expense has had a payment made before the vendor invoices you for payment. When
that occurs, we do not want to double pay the vendor. Therefore, whenever an expense is added to the
vendor invoice, the system will check for payments made against that expense. If any have been made, it
will display the total of all payments in this field. Then, the amount that is due to the vendor will be the
Invoice Amount minus all of the payments that have already been made.
12. Balance Due – The Amount of money owed against this invoice. The Amount owed is calculated as the Total
Expenses Allocated Amount minus any payments made against the invoice plus/minus any memos made
against the invoice.
13. Create Memo button – Clicking on this button will finish the reconciliation process and open the Debit / Credit
memo screen.
a. The system will use the remaining balance as the amount to make for the memo, anticipating that you are
finishing or writing off this vendor invoice.
14. Make Payment Button – Clicking on this button will finish the reconciliation process and open the payment
center screen, allowing you to issue a check to the vendor for this invoice.
a. The system will use the remaining balance as the amount of the payment that you want to make.
15. Reconciliation Complete Button – Click on this button when you are done with the reconciliation process and
want to save the information.
a. Click this button if you just want to finish this reconciliation. This will leave the vendor invoice and expenses
available to be paid at a later date.
16. Close Button – Click on this button if you want to close the reconciliation screen without saving. Note that any
changes or mappings of expenses that you may have done will not be saved.
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ROM ATM
Introduction
The ROMATM software manages the automatic payment of tickets created within the ROM environment, which are
printed with a ticket number, amount and bar code. On these tickets the ROMATM software performs the following
operations:
1) Tickets are read through a barcode scanner positioned next to the ATM
dispenser machine.
2) Tickets that were already paid are rejected with an appropriate message on
the screen.
3) Tickets that were not paid are looked up in the database to determine the
payment amount.
4) The amount is rounded up or down depending on the selection made in the
configuration screen.
5) The ATM dispenser machine is requested to dispense the appropriate
amount.
6) If the operation is successful the ticket is considered paid and it is registered
on the main ROM database.
Figure 11: ROMATM Software Shown with Diebold 1053 Dispenser
Configuration
The software requires very little configuration from the user. These are the parameters that must be set form the
configuration screen:
1) Selection of company, ATM drawer, and ATM designation.
2) Number of days back from the present day to consider a valid ticket.
3) Maximum number of bills that can be dispensed on a single transaction.
4) Selection of whether to turn off drawers when they are low in bill count.
5) Rounding amount preference from rounding up, rounding down, or no rounding.
The configuration screen is shown when the software is run. The parameters listed above are explained in greater
detail in the following chapters.
Setup
When the software is run the configuration screen is presented to the user:
Select a company,
cash drawer, and
ATM designation

Select a camera for
pictures

Number of days to look
back for tickets

Maximum number of
bills to dispense

Amount rounding
options

Low bill count
handling criteria

Figure 12: Setup screen of the ROMATM Software
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Parameters
Company, drawer, and ATM designation
Select from the drop-down menus the company name and drawer number. The available choices are defined in the
main ROM software, and the particular selection is used to register the transactions handled by this ATM machine in the
main ROM database.
Camera for pictures
The ROMATM software is able to take a picture at the exact moment when money is dispensed from the ATM machine.
This allows resolving already paid tickets issues. The available cameras are defined in the main ROM software.
“Don’t pay tickets older than” option
When a ticket is scanned the main database is queried to determine if the ticket has been paid, or to determine the ticket
amount. Tickets older than the number of days specified are not considered, and will not be paid by this ATM machine.
Maximum number of bills to dispense
This parameter determines what is the maximum number of bills that each transaction can dispense, regardless of their
denomination. If, for example, a $150 transaction is requested and the ATM machine only has $1 bills left, it will try to
dispense a total count of 150 bills, which could be considered too large. By setting this parameter the ATM machine will
reject tickets that will result in a number of bills larger than the maximum set. The ATM machine will also reject tickets
that cannot be paid in full, as in the case of a $21 ticket when the $1 drawer is out of bills.
Amount rounding criteria
Express delivery ATM cash dispensers are available with or without coin dispensers. In case the ATM machine does not
have a coin dispenser the ticket amount can be rounded up, rounded down, or rounded to the closer dollar amount.
Low status drawer conditions
The ATM machine is composed of several cash drawers with different denominations. The software continuously reports
the status of the cash drawers and determines when they are running low in bill count. On the ROMATM main screen
the drawer status is displayed with the following color-coded nomenclature:
 Green: drawer is not empty or low in bill count.
 Yellow: drawer is low in bill count.
 Red: drawer is either out of bills, or it was turned off because of a low bill count.
 Black: drawer is not present or it is disabled.
When a particular drawer is running low in bill count it can be turned off, or kept on until completely running out of bills.
Select either "Yes" or "No" in the "Turn Off Drawer When Low" selector. Keep in mind, however, that if a drawer is not
turned off when low, the last transaction requiring a larger number of bills than those available from that drawer will fail
with an error message. The failing ticket can be tempted again, in which case the ATM machine will use lower
denominations from the available drawers.
Configure ATM parameters
This page allows configuring the interface between the ROMATM software and the ATM machine. Only authorized
administrators can perform this operation.
Administer slide show
During the ROMATM program execution different images can be shown on the screen for advertisement purposes, to
guide the user through the transactions, or simply to show a company logo on the screen. Different images can be
selected and ordered in sequence to generate the slide show.
Administer cash handling parameters
This page allows printing a special ticket that is required to enable the cash balancing functions from the main screen of
the ROMATM software. This page also allows selecting a password that is required when the special cash balancing
ticket is used. Only authorized administrators can perform this operation.
Administer e-mail reporting function
The ROMATM software can deliver e-mail when the machine is getting low on bills count, when a problem is found on
the machine, or when the machine is out of cash. From this screen one or more e-mail recipients can be added, each
one separated by a semicolon. Press the “Test” button on the screen to send a test e-mail to all the defined recipients.
In addition, the low bill count status of the drawers can be reported every number of hours settable from this screen.
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Start or Close Application
Press the “Start ATM Payment Software” to start the cash delivery function. In this case a new screen will appear and
the machine will be ready to cash dispense. The process continues until the F12 function key is pressed to exit the
program.
Press the “Close ROM ATM Software” to completely exit the application.

ATM Payment Software
The ATM Payment Software performs the following sequence of functions:
1) Continuously monitors the barcode scanner waiting for the next ticket.
2) While waiting for tickets to be scanned it shows the defined slide show on the screen.
3) When a ticket is scanned it determines if it was already paid, or the ticket amount.
4) Rounds the ticket amount by the defined criteria
5) Issues a payment through the ATM machine.
6) Updates the status of the cash drawers with the following color coded nomenclature:
a. Green: drawer is not empty or low in bill count.
b. Yellow: drawer is low in bill count.
c. Red: drawer is either out of bills, or it was turned off because of a low bill count.
d. Black: drawer is not present or it is disabled.
7) The process restarts until the F12 function key is pressed to exit the program.

Ticket amount and
payment status
area

Slide
Show

Drawer
status

Figure 13: Main screen of the ROMATM Software
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Cash Courier Instructions
Every time money is added to the ATM machine the following balancing procedure must be performed:
1) Open the ATM machine
2) Inside of the ATM machine you will find the balancing barcode with a password on it.
3) Scan the barcode and the machine will prompt you to enter balancing password.
4) Enter the balancing password, which is printed on the balancing barcode.
5) At this point the cash balancing screen will open:

Figure 14: Cash balancing screen of the ROMATM Software
a. Enter the name of person making the cash delivery.
b. Select “Load New Cash Type”:
i. “Swap Cash”: in this case the amount that you enter will become the new balance. This
assumes that you are taking all the remaining money out of the machine.
ii. “Add Cash”: in this case it assumes that you are leaving all of the remaining cash in the
machine and will only be adding money.
c. Enter cash amounts being added by denomination. You can enter either the total dollar amount or the
total bill count.
d. When you are done entering cash information, click on the “Save New Information / Totals and Print
Report” button. The drawer totals will be cleared and the new starting inventory will be updated. At this
point the machine will print a balancing report and then it will return to payout mode.
6) Collect balancing report.
7) Return balancing barcode page inside the ATM machine
8) Close the ATM machine.
Reports and Log Files
By pressing the F11 key on the main screen the following screen is shown:
Show latest history
of faults and errors

e-mail Fault and Log files to
e-mail address below
Shows the history of
transactions, faults, and
drawer status since last
machine last machine load

Shows the dispensed
amounts totals since
last machine load

Recipient e-mail of log
and fault files

Shows the starting amounts,
dispensed amounts and current
balance since last machine load
Closes this
screen

Figure 15: Reports and Log Files screen of the ROMATM Software
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Log File
The log file is used to determine if a particular ticket was paid, the bill denomination used at each transaction, and the
status of the cassette drawers at each transaction. The status of each drawer is coded in the following fashion:
0=normal, 1=low, and 2=off or empty. The log file is cleared every time the machine is loaded, but older log files are
backup in the ROMATM folder under the name “mmddyyyy.txt” where mm=month, dd=day, and yyyy=year.

Faults File
The faults file is used to determine if a particular ticket was not paid because it resulted in a machine fault. The file lists
the machine faults from the most recent to the least recent, resulting in a very efficient method to determine if the last
transaction resulted in a fault condition. The typical fault condition is “Feed Failure from cassette position n” where n is
the cassette number from 1 to 6. This is the case where the machine is trying to pay from an empty or low status drawer.

Dispenser Journal
This screen shows the history of dispensed transaction with denomination breakdown and date.
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Balance Screen
This screen shows the starting amounts, the dispensed amounts per denomination, and the current balance.

Dispenser Amounts
This screen shows the dispensed amounts from the ATM machine records.
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Production Adjustments
Inventory Adjustments New Production Adjustment
A “Production Adjustment” is the place in ROM where the results of the manufacturing process are entered and
accounted for. The production adjustment system allows the entry of all material put into and all material out of a
production run. Standard costs can be applied to calculate the final value of materials received. Expenses can be
tide to the transaction. The inventory is adjusted according to the materials in and out. A GL distribution is
generated for accounting.
The main component of the Production Adjustment system is the:


Production Adjustment Screen – You will use this screen to enter the details about the production run,
enter and edit the materials in and out of the production, enter expenses, manage the GL distribution, and
then Process the Production.
Production Adjustment Info

Manufacturing Cost

Production Controls
Materials Into Production

Material Weight Balance
Materials Out From Production

In addition, there here are several components involved in the Production Adjustment system:







Equipment – You will use the equipment window to set up the main equipment used in the production
process and the associated expenses per pound. This is also where the GL accounts are set up for
Manufacturing Cost. (ROM Drop Downs under “Proc. Center Equipment.)
Production Type (Task) -- You will use the Proc Cent Task list to set up Production Types. (ROM Drop
Downs)
Adjustment Category – You will use the Adjustment Category list to set up Adjustment Categories to assign
to each Production Adjustment. (ROM Drop Downs)
GL Account Setup – You will use also use the Inventory and Accounting Account screens to set up which
GL accounts will be tied to which part of the transaction.
Inventory Item – You will use the Inventory Item screen to set up GL accounts for Inventory Adjustment at
the item level.
Inventory Group -- You will use the Inventory Item screen to set up GL accounts for Inventory Adjustment at
the inventory group level.
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Calculations
There are several types of calculations that happen automatically across the Production Adjustment as it is
being entered.
1. Calculation of the weight to be used for Manufacturing Cost. – The weight used for the manufacturing cost is
defined as the sum of the Output materials minus the contamination and by-products. See Manufacturing
2. Calculation of the monetary value of material out. – The monetary value of the materials out is defined as the
total cost in (material cost in plus manufacturing cost) minus the entered values of any output items then
weighted across the remaining output materials. (Requires a click of the “Calc Value” button)
3. Calculation of the weight balance – The weight balance is defined as the total of all input materials – all
output materials plus contamination.
4. Calculation of the GL Distributions - (see GL Distributions later in this article).
Start a New Production Adjustment
You can start a Production Adjustment any time during the production run. Open Production Adjustment
screen by choosing Inventory Adjustments New Production Adjustment
I.1

I.4

I.3

I.6

I.5

I.2

1. Production Type – Choose a production type from the drop down list.
2. Adjustment Type – Choose an adjustment type from the drop down list. This will appear on the printout and
allow for categorizing production runs for reporting.
3. Production Date – The date the production was completed and that the changes will be posted to inventory
4. Entered By – the user logged in when the production was entered. This value cannot be changed
5. Production Batch ID – The internal ROM ID for this production adjustment.
6. Notes – Any additional information about this production. This will print out at the top of the production report.
Can be up to 250 characters.
At any time during the entry of this production batch, the Save button can be pressed to preserve the work.
Enter the “Items In” - Manual Entry
The items in on a production adjustment represent all the material that went into the production run.
II.9
II.10
II.2

II.3

II.4

II.5

II.6

II.7

II.8
II.11

1. In the “Items In” section, click the “Add” button. Start making entries in the “Items In” grid.
2. Tag Type – Drop down containing the elements “Un Proc” for loose unprocessed material, “WIP” for tagged
work-in-process material, “FG” for tagged finished goods, “OB” for tagged open bins.“
3. Tag Id – The ID number of the tag when a WIP, FG, or OB, or any other useful bin ID number.
4. Item – Choose a standard inventory item from the drop down. If this is for a tag of type Unprocessed then the
cost will be looked up from the current average price.
5. Percent – Represents the percentage this item in represents to the overall production run. This will be
calculated and is not editable
6. Weight LB – This is the weight in LBS for the production run for this item in. If this is an Open Bin or Tagged
item, this might not be the full weight of the starting item, just the amount used in this production.
7. Average (USD) – The price per LB of the material. The average cost of the item is pulled from the inventory
position for that item. If it is a tag or an open bin, this value is pulled from the value stored on the fgood, wip,
or open bin.
8. Total – The total value (in Plant currency) of the item in. If entered, it will compute the average cost column. If
a value is entered in the average cost column, this column will be computed.
9. Add Button – Click this button to add another row to the Items In grid.
10. Remove Button – Click this button to remove a line from the Items In grid.
11. Totals information – These three boxes give the total Weight In, the Average Price per LB of the material in,
and the Total Value of the material in the Items In grid.
Every item entered must have a Tag Type and a Weight Used.
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Enter the “Items Out” - Manual Entry
Items out of a production run represent the final materials from the run.
II.6

III.9

III.10
III.12
III.4
III.2

III.5

III.7

III.8

III.3
III.14
III.13

1. In the Items In section click the “Add” button. Start making entries in the “Items In” grid. For each column,
enter the following information:
2. Tag Type – Drop down containing the elements “Un Proc” for loose unprocessed material, “WIP” for tagged
work-in-process material, “FG” for tagged finished goods, “OB” for tagged open bins.“
3. Tag Id – The ID number of the tag when a WIP, FG, or OB, or any other useful bin ID number.
4. Item – Choose a standard inventory item from the drop down. If this is for a tag of type Unprocessed then the
cost will be looked up from the current average price.
5. Percent – Represents the percentage this item in represents to the overall production run. This will be
calculated and is not editable
6. WT used – This is the weight in LBS for the production run for this item in. If this is an Open Bin or Tagged
item, need not be the full weight of the starting item.
7. Average cost – The price per LB of the material. If entered, it will compute the total value column. If a value
is entered in the total value column, this column will be computed.
8. Total Value – The total value (in Plant currency) of the item in. If entered, it will compute the average cost
column. If a value is entered in the average cost column, this column will be computed.
9. Add Button – Click this button to add another row to the Items In grid.
10. Remove Button – Click this button to remove a line from the Items In grid.
11. Totals information – These three boxes give the total Weight In, the Average Price per LB of the material in,
and the Total Value of the material in the Items In grid.
12. Calc Value – Calculates the value of the items out not marked as locked. See Calc Value below.
13. Totals – The totals boxes show the total weight, weighted Avg cost, and total value of the Items out. The
value is shown in the Plant currency.
14. Price/Weight Lock – Check this box to lock the weight and value of the line. This will exclude this line from
having its values changed by automatic calculations. When left un-checked, the Weight, Avg. cost, and Total
Value will be computed on each cycle of calculations.
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Enter the “Items Out” Faster
The manual method can take a long time to enter finished packages, especially if there are many of them.
There is a faster and easier way. Just hit the “Add Tags” button.
Clicking the Add Tags button brings up a list of tags. The Select Finished Goods Tags screen
automatically defaults to today’s date – on the assumption that the supervisor or person running
the production run is going to add in the tags made by the team.
The general idea is that you will search for the tags you want, select them, and apply them to
the production adjustment.

The Select Finished Goods Tags window has several features to make searching and selecting easier.
1. Date Created – Will be filled with today’s date. Click the drop arrow to see a calendar. This will filter the
tag list based on the date the package was created.
2. Item – An alphabetic list of inventory items. This will filter the tag list based on a single inventory item.
3. Location – An alphabetic list of locations on the package
4. Show Closed – When checked, this shows packages that have been marked closed as well
5. Search – Click this to get a new list of tags based on the selected criteria – This will remove the boxes
previously selected.
6. Cancel – Closes the window without selecting anything.
7. Apply – Closes the window and passes back the selected tags
8. Check All – Selects all the displayed tags.
9. Un-Check All – Removes all the checks from the selected tags.
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Calc Value
The Production Adjustment screen can calculate the value of the main output material automatically. The
formula is the value of the inbound material plus the cost of manufacturing minus the value of any manually
costed materials. To designate one of the outbound items as a manually-costed material, check the “Locked”
box for that item. When the Calc Value button is used to compute the output cost, the GL distribution will also
automatically balance.
Click the Calc Value button to calculate the Total Value of the all un-locked items in the Materials Out category.
Enter Contamination Weight Out
Contamination is an optional category of materials out of the production run where lost material can be
recorded and if desired, given a value. Some contamination has a cost associated with it’s disposal, for
instance.
The computation method for Contamination Total Value is: Total Value = Weight Lbs x Avg.
IV.1

IV.8
IV.2

IV.3

IV.4

IV.5

IV.6

IV.9

IV.10
IV.7

1. Add – Click the Add button to create a line on the grid to edit.
2. Contamination – The Contamination Type column has a drop down with all the contamination types
defined in Drop Down Lists screen from the ROM Main Menu.
3. Percent – The Percent field is computed automatically and shows how much of the total LBS out of
the production run is represented by the contamination. It is computed by taking the sum of all
materials in – the sum of all materials out divided by the sum of all materials in (expressed as a whole
percent).
4. Weight Lbs – Enter the weight in pounds (or whatever your standard unit of measure is) of the
material in the package or commodity.
5. Avg (Currency) – Enter the average cost associated with the package or commodity. It is entered in
Plant Currency unit per pound. If the Avg is entered, the Total Value is calculated.
6. Total Value – The total cost of this package in the Plant currency. If the Total Value is entered, the
Avg cost is calculated.
7. Include Contamination in COGS – Check this box to add the value of the contamination (if any
value) to the cost of the materials. This will reduce the cost of the Materials out.
8. Remove – Click the “Remove” button to delete a line from the contamination section. This will cause
a recalculation the Production Adjustment.
9. Calc Value – Inactive for the Contamination Tab.
10. Totals – Totals the weight, Avg Cost and Value of the contaminated items.
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Enter Expenses on Production
Expenses can be tied to the Production Adjustment just like many other transactions in ROM. The vendor
system can track the expense and allow it to be paid outside of the accounting of the production adjustment.
The expense system also tracks the GL entries separately from the GL entries of the production adjustment.
Therefore, the dollar value of the expenses is not figured into the cost of the output material.
Expense entries can be created from the “Quick Add Expense” tab. They will then be viewed on the “Expenses
Tied to Transaction” tab.

The Expenses module in the Production Adjustment is the same Expenses system in other screens in ROM.
For more detailed instructions on the Expenses system, see the Expenses documentation.
Manufacturing Cost
The manufacturing cost system computes and adds additional cost to a Production Adjustment batch. Once
assigned, the Production Adjustment automatically uses the selected Equipment to compute the manufacturing
cost. The cost values are stored in the drop down lists for Proc Center Equipment. The values are stored in
currency per unit of measure.
VI.1

VI.2

VI.3

VI.4

1. Equipment Used – Click the small arrow on the right side of the box to select from a list of available
equipment. Please note: If you change the Equipment Used after it is set, a GL Distribution entry might be
made for the original Equipment and you might have to remove it manually.
2. Weight – The weight is automatically calculated as the output material from the Items Out. It is the sum of the
weight in minus the sum of all items out which are locked minus the sum of all contamination.
3. Cost per LB – The cost is pulled from the cost per pound value stored in the Proc Center Equipment list
under “Drop Down Lists” in ROM.
4. Total – The total cost for manufacturing (in Plant currency) of this Production Adjustment.
The Weight used in the Manufacturing calculation is based on the Output weight from the manufacturing
process. This weight is defined as the sum of the output items of “unlocked” items.
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Controls
With the set of standard ROM controls, you Save, Close, Void, Print, and Process the Production Adjustment.
Save – The Save button posts the current Production Adjustment changes to
the database server. The Production Adjustment is considered in an
“incomplete” state when saved until it is “Processed”. It can be saved and reopened and edited as many times as necessary until it is processed.
Print – Prints the Production Adjustment printout for the current transaction. It
functions the same as it does throughout ROM. You can print to the screen (for
viewing and exporting) or to the standard report printer.
Fax – Sends the Production Adjustment printout via your installed Fax server
(see your system administrator if you are not sure if you have this feature.
Email – Will send the printout as an attachment to an email.
Close – Closes the Production Adjustment screen. If it detects that changes
have been made since the last save, you will be asked to save the current changes before closing.
Void – Will mark the transaction as Void and make it as if it had never been started. See the section below on
“Voiding a Processed Production Adjustment”.
Process – Click this button to process the production adjustment. See the section below “Processing the
Production Adjustment”.
Processing the Production Adjustment
Process – The Process button is the main function of the Production Adjustment system. Once all entries have
been made and all totals and pricing are correct, the adjustment may be processed. Processing makes all
adjusting entries in inventory according to the material tag types that went into and came out of the production
run. Once processed, a Production Adjustment cannot be edited.
The Production Weight box shows whether all the material has been accounted for. Before a Production
Adjustment can be processed, it may need to balance. This depends on the value of the company setting
“Production Adjustment Requires Shrinkage”. Most variances in weight out from weight in are considered
shrinkage. When checked, this setting forces the user to account for all weight before processing. This is usually
done by entering information in the Contamination tab.
Now let’s examine what happens to Inventory Values in ROM when a Production Adjustment is processed.
Input Materials
– Finished Goods - An adjusting entry is made in the Inventory Audit to remove the Weight Used of the
commodity of the finished good from Processed Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
– WIP Tags and Loose Weight – An adjusting entry is made in the Inventory Audit to remove the Weight
Used of the commodity of the WIP tag from Unprocessed Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
– Open Bins – An adjusting entry is made in the Inventory Audit to remove the Weight Used of the
commodity of the open bin from Open Bins Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
Output Materials
Output materials from an inventory perspective are handled very differently. There is already an assumption that
when the Finished Goods tags, WIP tags, and Open Bins tags are created as part of the normal process that
this material is already added to inventory. For instance, the creation of a new Open Bin automatically increases
the Open Bins inventory.
– Finished Goods – When the creation of a finished good is recorded in ROM, it automatically assumes
that that finished good was made from unprocessed material. Therefore, an equal weight of the given
commodity has already been removed from Unprocessed weight. In this case the “Process” system first
replaces the weight already removed from Unprocessed weight and then adjusts the average price. An adjusting
entry is made in the Inventory Audit to remove the Weight Used of the commodity of the finished good from
Processed Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
– WIP Tags and Loose Weight – An adjusting entry is made in the Inventory Audit to add the Weight Used
of the commodity on the WIP tag to Unprocessed Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
– Open Bins – An adjusting entry is made in the Inventory Audit to remove the Weight Used of the
commodity of the open bin from Open Bins Inventory, at the Average Price indicated.
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Voiding a Processed Production Adjustment
When you void a Production Adjustment transaction, you make it as if it never existed in ROM. If the Production
Adjustment has not been processed, then it is simply removed from ROM. No changes to Inventory Value are
recorded. If it has been processed, then all entries made in the Inventory Audit log and on the various tags
involved must be reversed.
This reversal process can be fairly complicated. The starting inventory values for each tag and the value of the
material in at the time of the beginning of the process are stored just for this purpose. Let’s look at each action
the Void process takes.
1. Open the previously closed Finished Goods, WIP Tags, and Open Bins In – This makes each of the
tagged or bin elements available for use in other Production Adjustments, shipping, or other places in ROM.
The original average price of these items remains in tact.
2. Re-Add the Weight of Materials In – All weight in all categories (Unprocessed, Finished Goods, Open Bins)
that was removed from Inventory for the Items In of the Production Adjustment are added back into their
appropriate category and inventory Item Weight. This weight is added at the average price that was captured
during the Production Adjustment Process state.
3. Re-Re-Remove the Unprocessed weight for Tagged Items Out – Because the weight of Finished Goods
and Open Bins items is taken from Unprocessed when created, then added back to Unprocessed when the
Production Adjustment is Processed, it must be removed again in the Void process. This is done at the
average price captured during the Production Adjustment Process stage.
4. Reverse the Entries for the Items Out Value – For each item out of the production, an offsetting entry is
made in the Inventory Audit system to add or remove any value removed or added because of the Out Items.
Since the tagged items still exist as items in the inventory category for which they were made, here is no
weight change. They are returned to a condition that matches the floating inventory position value at the time
they were created.
5. Reset the Avg cost on the Tagged Items Out – Each tagged item out of the Production Adjustment has its
average price set to what it was prior to being Processed.
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